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Abstract 

 Remote sensing through the use of hyperspectral image sensors is becoming more 

prevalent. These hyperspectral images consist of large amounts of data, much of which is 

redundant and must be compressed. The purpose of this thesis was to investigate and optimize 

a Karhunen–Loève transform (KLT) based algorithm to compress hyperspectral images. The 

thesis focused on combining a multi-level Karhunen–Loève transform with spatial aggregation in 

the form of K-means and JPEG2000 to improve compression performance as compared to 

similar lossy to lossless compression methods. The developed algorithm is dubbed Spatially 

Aggregated Multilevel Clustering (SAMLC) KLT. Performance optimizations consisted of finding 

the best structure for the multi-level Karhunen–Loève transform, number of aggregated groups 

in the K-means step, as well as general overhead reduction. A host processor independent 

hardware implementation of the k-means aggregation was also implemented in an FPGA as 

proof of concept for portable applications. The results of this study concluded that the SAMLC 

algorithm is competitive with similar methods and has superior lossy compression performance. 

Additionally, the K-means hardware implementation proved successful. The gains achieved are 

important for hyperspectral imagery to be able to store or transmit large hyperspectral images 

in typical remote sensing applications in an efficient manner. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

The aims of this thesis were to develop a competitive hyperspectral compression 

method that could do both lossy and lossless compression. Additionally, a piece of the hardware 

implementation of said method was to be implemented as proof of concept. This compression 

algorithm was developed to optimize for performance of compression over aspects such as 

power consumption or speed. The particular implementation that was developed uses a 

Karhunen–Loève Transform (KLT) as the base building block as many other algorithms do. 

However, the method proposed in this thesis is different in that it optimizes for compression 

performance over computational complexity and includes the use of a spatial aggregation in the 

form of the K-means algorithm. The developed algorithm is titled the Spatially Aggregated 

Multilevel Clustering (SAMLC) KLT. This method includes unique features not seen in the 

literature such as fine grained spatial aggregation and fixed point conversion of transform 

coefficients. 

Compression performance was chosen as the main optimization variable due to the fact 

that low complexity KLT algorithms have been well explored in the literature. Rather than 

attempt to best these previous methods, it was chosen to incorporate them and add some 

complexity to better the overall compression performance. The added complexity was in the 

form of a spatial aggregation using K-means. It was hypothesized that using a spatial aggregation 

to separate pixels in an image spatially and then performing separate Karhunen–Loève 

Transforms on these groups of like pixels would increase compression performance. 

Because the main added complexity of this algorithm is the K-means spatial aggregation, 

this step was chosen for the hardware implementation. The KLT process has been implemented 

in hardware before but K-means has not been entirely implemented in hardware for 

hyperspectral images without the help of a host processor. As such, the uniqueness of this 

implementation was to perform the entire K-means process independent of any external 

processors to the target FPGA device. 

To measure the success of the proposed algorithm, both lossy and lossless compression 

was performed on a set of hyperspectral images. This performance was measured through the 

bitrate in bits/pixel/band for lossless compression and in Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) across a 

range of bitrates for lossy compression. The proposed algorithm was compared to similar 

methods to determine the relative performance of the algorithm and the effects that spatial 

aggregation has on the process. The results show if spatial aggregation has a positive effect on 

compression performance and whether the hypothesis was proven correct. 

In the hardware implementation, success was to be measured in terms of proof of 

concept. The main question that was answered by implementing in hardware was if the 
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approach is feasible. Along with feasibility, estimates of performance are included such as logic 

utilization and processing speed. 

In summary, the major contributions of this thesis are: 

• The Spatially Aggregated Multilevel Clustering KLT algorithm 

• Fixed point transform coefficient conversion 

• Fine grained spatial aggregation 

• Hardware implementation of K-means algorithm 

This thesis has been organized in a way to get the reader familiar with the topics of 

spectral images, their compression, the Karhunen–Loève Transform’s application to 

compression, the proposed algorithm developed for this thesis, and a hardware implementation 

of a critical aspect of said algorithm. 

Chapter 2 contains background information on spectral images. This includes the 

difference between types of spectral images, how they are acquired, the size of a spectral image 

data set, as well as some sensor platforms that are planned or currently operating. 

Chapter 3 is a survey of existing hyperspectral compression techniques. Both transform 

based and prediction based methods are reviewed and a thorough description of the Karhunen–

Loève Transform is detailed including mathematical expression, visual example, and a short 

survey of existing methods for compression using the KLT. 

Chapter 4 discusses methods based on the KLT that include some alterations to increase 

performance. Besides a short literature survey, a thorough description of the developed method 

is included. Each step in the algorithm is discussed and the optimizations that were performed 

are detailed. Quantitative results are shown in this section as well for both lossy and lossless 

compression on a specified set of images that indicate when compression gains are achieved. 

Chapter 5 is an examination of the hardware implementation of the K-Means method 

for hyperspectral images on an FPGA device. Related work is surveyed and a module by module 

examination of the implementation is included. After the discussion of operation is complete a 

summarization of the results of the hardware implementation are included. 

Finally, chapter 6 summarizes the results of this thesis. An analysis of the results is 

performed to put the results in context and to identify the limitations of the research done. 

Lastly a road map to future research is included in the case that this method is to be developed 

further. 

Code developed to perform SAMLC compression and the K-means hardware 

implementation is included in Appendix A-K.  
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Chapter 2. Spectral Imaging Introduction 

 The compression techniques in this thesis are performed on hyperspectral images. A 

hyperspectral image is a sub set of a type of image known as a spectral image. These images are 

collected from remote sensor platforms; most notably space deployed satellites and airborne 

vehicle platforms. The nature of the remote deployment necessitates compression as these 

sensor platforms have a limited communications bandwidth and onboard storage for the large 

image data sets created. This chapter provides a background in hyperspectral imagery covering 

the basics, the different types of sensor architectures, the method of sampling data, difference 

between radiance and reflectance images, and current and future sensor platforms. This will 

provide a base to understand the motivation and methods used for the developed algorithm 

later in the thesis. 

2.1 Spectral Imagery 

 A spectral image is similar to a traditional image taken by a camera. A traditional image 

can be thought of as being composed of three spectral bands (red, green, and blue) 

corresponding to the wavelength of light for each of those colors, and each pixel described as a 

vector of those three spectral bands. A spectral image is merely an extension of this basic 

concept. Instead of only 3 spectral bands, the spectral image is composed of many more bands. 

These spectral bands can contain spectral content that are outside of the visible light spectrum 

and as such often do not have a classic color representation. Depending on the sensor, the 

spectrum that the sensor wishes to sense is divided into some amount of bins each 

corresponding to a narrow range of the entire spectrum. The energy sensed at each of these 

bins is a separate spectral band. 

The total image can be described as a data cube with two axes representing the spatial 

location of a pixel and a third axis that represents the spectral components. If you were to 

extract just a single pixel vector from a spectral image with all of its spectral bands and plotted 

the intensity value for each band, you would end up with a plot similar to that shown in Figure 

2.1. 
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Figure 2.1: Spectral Cube and Pixel Intensity Plot across Spectral Bands 

 Spectral images are divided into three categories. These categories are not defined by 

the wavelength of the bands included but the number of bands that are included and/or how 

they are sampled. There is little agreement on the definition of these three categories. One 

definition defines multi-spectral images as those that contain four to several dozen bands, 

hyperspectral as anything above multispectral and up to a few hundred bands, and ultraspectral 

is reserved for spectral images with many hundreds of bands. A more thorough definition is that 

multispectral images are non-continuously sampled spectra where as hyperspectral and 

ultraspectral are a continuous sampling over a range of spectra with the difference between 

ultraspectral and hyperspectral being vaguely defined based on number of bands. 

 Spectral images in general have many applications ranging from surveillance to mining. 

Spectral imagery can help a farmer monitor the health of crops or a general detect camouflaged 

enemy tanks. It is this wide array of uses that drives the development of spectral technologies. 

2.2 Sensor Types 

 There are four general types of hyperspectral sensors [1] currently deployed; Line scan, 

Whisk Broom, Push Broom, and Framing sensors. The method that each of these sensor types 

uses to capture data is different and can dictate what data is received to process first. For real 

time or time dependent compression, this is an important factor that can determine what sorts 
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of compression methods are possible. In all cases, the important factors for comparison are 

resilience to sensor instability and exposure time. Sensor instability can occur when the sensor 

platform does not travel in a perfectly smooth trajectory. When the sensor platform is unstable, 

subsequent samples may not be spatially correlated with previous ones and a spatial anomaly 

will result in the final image. Exposure time is important as when a sensor has more time to 

capture the incident light from the ground, the signal level is generally higher and noise is much 

less of a problem [2]. 

 The most basic form of scanner is the Line Scan method. This uses a scanning mirror to 

scan the ground path one line at a time. A beam of light enters the sensor aperture where it is 

decomposed into its individual spectral elements which are sensed individually. Lines are 

advanced using the forward motion of the sensor platform. Variations in sensor stability can 

cause the samples taken to be of non-uniform ground spacing and have reduced spatial 

correlation between pixels. In this method only one pixel of the image is scanned at a time so 

the exposure time is the least of all the methods for a given frame rate or scanning speed. 

 Whisk Broom sensors are very similar to the Line Scan method. Whisk Broom also has a 

scanning mirror that raster scans the ground path of the sensor, but can also scan multiple lines 

at a time depending on the sensor design. The advantage to this is for the same amount of time 

spent scanning the same area using a line scan method, whisk broom can have a higher 

exposure time and provides a better signal-to-noise ratio. Sensor stability is still a potential 

problem, but because multiple lines are captured at a time there is more spatial correlation 

along the columns of the image. 

 Rather than use a mirror to raster scan the sensor input, Push Broom sensors use an 

array of detectors to scan an entire line of the image at a time. This method can capture with an 

even longer exposure time than whisk broom for a given ground area sampling because it 

catches an entire line at once. Sensor stability can still be considered a problem, but the inter 

row spatial correlation can’t be affected as the samples are evenly spaced. A third benefit is that 

because it does not use a scanning mirror, the spatial distortion caused by scanning left to right 

while the sensor moves forward does not exist. The loss of the scanning mirror also improves 

reliability of the sensor system as a malfunction with the scanning mirror can severely cripple or 

disable a remote sensor platform. 

 The last sensor type is a Framing sensor. This uses a complex two dimensional array of 

sensors to capture an entire image at once without using any scanning mirrors or requiring 

sensor forward motion to advance the line. One of the benefits is that the exposure time can be 

much longer than the previous methods for an equal sized image because the sensors are 

detecting the entire time the image is captured, allowing plenty of light into the sensors. A 

drawback to using a longer exposure is the potential for motion blur if the sensor platform is in 

motion during exposure. Sensor stability within a single frame is not a problem as there is no 
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variation in the spacing of the samples. This sensor type is suited particularly well for 

geosynchronous satellites or stationary aerial platforms such as weather balloon platforms.  

 Each sensor type can be used for different applications and there is no clear superior 

choice for all applications. For satellite operation, it is generally a given that the sensor platform 

will be in motion and the sensors will be designed to exploit that fact using a line scan, push 

broom, or whisk broom sensor types. These sensors are able to provide a continuous flow of 

data as the ground below moves past. 

2.3 Spectral Sampling 

 Regardless of the sensor type it is necessary to decompose the incoming light into the 

individual spectral components. This is required because most sensor technologies can only 

indicate the number of photons that reach the sensor element but not their wavelength [2]. 

Techniques to accomplish this include: prisms, gratings, and filters. 

 Both prism and grating methods work similarly in concept. Light enters the prism or 

grating and the physics of these devices spatially separate the different spectrums of the light. 

Once the spectrums are physically separated, an array of sensors can detect the spectrums 

separately as shown in Figure 2.2. A possible disadvantage to this method is the sensor array 

becomes more complex. A line array of sensors would need to become a two dimensional array 

of sensors to sample the separated spectrum. This added complexity can increase sensor cost 

and physical size, among others. 
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Figure 2.2: Spectral Separation to Array of Sensors 

 Rather than spatially separate the spectrum of the incoming light, filter techniques can 

be used to sample the various spectrums in sequence. Often a spinning wheel made of filters is 

placed in between the sensor elements and the incoming light. In this case the bandwidth of 

each spectrum sample is limited by the frequency characteristics of the physical filter used. Each 

spectrum is sampled using the same sensors, but the amount of time that they are exposed to 

any given spectrum of light is dependent on the filter wheel speed and number of spectrums to 

be sampled. The advantage is a much simpler sensor design compared to a prism or grating 

method. However, the drawback is the filter wheel is a mechanically moving part that can fail. If 

this were to fail on a satellite the entire sensor would be out of commission until a replacement 

was launched or it was fixed through some method. For example, in May of 1997 the NOAA-12 

satellite launched by NASA had a filter wheel fail in the High Resolution Infrared Radiation 

Sounder sensor on board that completely crippled the sensor from producing any usable data 

[3]. 

 An additional method to detect the spectral characteristics of the incoming light is to 

use an interferometer. This method uses the incoming light beam and a delayed version of the 

same beam to produce a spatial interference pattern on a sensor. This delay is changed and the 

interference patterns as a result can be processed using an inverse Fourier transform to get the 

spectral magnitudes. This method is more computationally complex as it adds another layer of 
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required processing from the inverse Fourier transform, but can generally capture higher 

spectral resolution than the other methods. 

2.4 Radiance and Reflectance 

 There are two types of spectral data that a potential end user would look at; these being 

radiance and reflectance data. Radiance is a raw format and reflectance has had several 

corrections applied to the original radiance data. The important distinction being that the 

reflectance has had the effects of external light sources such as solar illumination and 

atmospheric scattering removed so the properties of the underlying material can be more 

closely examined. 

 Radiance data is the information the sensor receives and is skewed by several sources. 

Firstly, the light that illuminated the sensed surface usually comes from the sun. The light from 

the sun has a spectral signature that is not uniform; some frequencies are much more 

prominent than others. This is further complicated by the fact that the illumination source varies 

depending on time of day and if there are shadows present. Overall this can color the resultant 

image falsely. Another aspect of radiance data is that of atmospheric absorption effects. The 

atmosphere absorbs different frequencies to varying degrees. This further falsely colors the 

image and makes it hard to do comparative analysis between spectral data taken from different 

altitudes. 

 Reflectance data is radiance data transformed to remove as much of the false coloring 

introduced by source illumination and atmospheric effects and get to the properties of the 

underlying material. Once the data is converted to this reflectance, it is possible to compare 

spectral signatures to a library of known material types or do other pattern recognition and gain 

truly useful data.  

2.5 Current and Future Sensor Platforms 

 There are two main types of sensor platforms where onboard compression research is 

primarily focused; these are space and plane based. Both types are currently deployed and 

collecting data of various spectral bands. 

 Plane based systems are cheaper to deploy than space based systems and can generally 

capture a higher spatial resolution in their images due to their relatively low altitude compared 

to satellite systems with equivalent optics. Systems such as NASA’s Airborne Visible/Infrared 

Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) are deployed on small aircraft that fly at various fixed altitudes 

for comparing multiple images of the same location over time without having to scale and 

match images beforehand. 
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 Satellite deployments while costly have the advantage of collecting data from any point 

along their ground path and running constantly given electrical power and data storage do not 

bottleneck the satellite. Both the Landsat 7 and Earth-Observation 1 satellites, which contain 

spectral sensors, are able to scan the entire surface of the earth and repeat the process every 16 

days due to their orbit [4]. Furthermore, because their orbits are sun-synchronous, successive 

images of the same ground location are taken at the same local time. This allows for more direct 

comparisons of the ground features overtime without having to take into account the 

differences caused by shadows being created at differing angles in each comparison. 

 For reference, a list of some current and future spectral sensor platforms is shown in 

Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: Sampling of Current and Future Spectral Sensor Platforms 

Platform Organization Bands Wavelengths 

(μm) 

Platform Sensor Type 

AIS[5] NASA 128 1.2 - 2.4 Aircraft Push Broom 

AIRS[6] NASA 2378 3.74 - 15.4 Satellite Whisk Broom 

ARCHER[7] Civil Air Patrol 52 0.5 - 1.1 Aircraft Push Broom 

AVIRIS[8] NASA 224 0.38 - 2.5 Aircraft Whisk Broom 

CASI-1500[9] ITRES 288 0.365 - 1.05 Aircraft Push Broom 

HYDICE[10] 
Hughes Danbury 

Optical Systems 
210 0.4 - 2.5 Aircraft Push Broom 

HyMap[11] Integrated Spectronics 128 0.45 - 2.5 Aircraft Whisk Broom 

Hyperion[12] NASA 220 0.4 - 2.5 Satellite Push Broom 

PROBE-1[13] 
Earth Search Sciences 

Inc. 
128 0.4 – 2.45 Aircraft Whisk Broom 

TRWIS III[14] TRW Inc. 384 0.4 – 2.45 Aircraft Push Broom 

EnMAP[15] 
German Aerospace 

Center 
244 0.42 – 2.45 Satellite Push Broom 

AVIRISng[16] NASA 480 .38-2.51 Aircraft Push Broom 

HyTES[17] NASA 256 7.5-12 Aircraft Push Broom 
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Chapter 3. Existing Hyperspectral Compression Techniques 

 Hyperspectral images have a very large data size compared to traditional images; as 

such, compression is often a requirement to save on storage and transmission requirements. 

More effective compression allows sensor platforms to store more information and spend less 

time and energy transmitting data. 

 This chapter provides a motivation for compression as well as a review of the current 

state of the art in hyperspectral compression, including both transform and prediction based 

methods. As the focus of this thesis is Karhunen–Loève Transform (KLT) based, a thorough 

review of the KLT is included to show how and why it works along with some examples of 

research involved in modifying it for hyperspectral compression tasks. 

3.1 Motivation for Compression 

 As an example of a typical hyperspectral sensor, the AVIRIS sensor collects 16 bits of 

data for each pixel in a given band. There are 224 of these bands for a total of 448 bytes of data 

for the entire spectrum of bands for a single pixel. An entire line is 677 pixels and is scanned at a 

rate of 12 lines per second. This gives a data rate of roughly 3.47 MB/s and a typical image 

containing anywhere from 1000 - 2000 lines of data for an image size of 289 – 578 MB. Such 

large amounts of data being recorded can cause problems when the instrument is limited by a 

communication or storage bottleneck. 

 Because of these bottlenecks, compression is an important aspect of sensor system 

design. With compression, more data can be transferred over communications links or the same 

amount using less power. For systems not using a communication link, more data can be stored 

and thus more information can be collected before having to stop from exhausting the storage 

medium. 

 Due to the nature of the data that is being sampled there is an inherent correlation both 

spatially and spectrally within a captured image. Pixels located next to each other do not often 

differ greatly; likewise subsequent bands in a spectral image tend to show similar properties. 

This correlation can be taken advantage of to reduce the amount of data that is needed to store 

the image by removing redundancies and using coding techniques. This is the primary means of 

compression for all compression methods and their performance is related to how well they 

take advantage of this principle. 

3.2 Current State of the Art 

 There are two main branches of hyperspectral compression research currently: 

transform based and prediction based methods. Both areas have advantages for exploration and 

are current hot fields of research. 
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3.2.1 Transform Based Methods 

 The same techniques used in transform based compression of two dimensional images 

are also applied to spectral images. The most common methods are the Discrete Cosine 

Transform (DCT) and the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) often in the form of JPEG or 

JPEG2000 standard compression. In both cases, a fixed transform is applied to a dimension of 

the image to reduce the variance in that plane. Regardless of the content of the image, the 

transform is chosen from a list of known methods. In both cases, the transform is either applied 

to each spectrum separately, applied to a line or column across all spectrums, or applied in 

some more complex method of a combination of the two. 

 Transform methods can be applied in a lossy or lossless method depending on what 

transform is used. Some transforms require modification to work as a lossless transform. This is 

the case because it will transform integer values to non-integer values. These non-integer values 

must either be quantized or stored as floating or fixed point numbers and this will increase the 

file size greatly. An example of such a transform is the DWT mentioned previously. An integer 

approximation was developed [18] to allow the transform to be an integer-to-integer transform. 

 The ultimate goal of the transform methods is to reduce the variance globally or in a 

known pattern that can then be exploited with additional coding techniques. The advantage 

here is that if the end user application is not affected by small errors introduced in the 

compression process, a great deal of increased compression can be accomplished as compared 

to lossless methods without error accumulation problems, as discussed in the next section. 

Potential disadvantages to increased loss, however, can result in problems for the end user of 

the data such as classification and anomaly detection errors [19]. 

3.2.2 Prediction Based Methods 

 An alternative method to transform based compression is to use a predictive algorithm. 

This works by performing a prediction of what a pixel value is likely to be based on previous, 

known pixels and then only sending the difference between the prediction and the actual value. 

If the prediction model is good, the residual will be small and should be statistically suited to 

entropy coding as well. This technique is highly explored for gray scale and color images and 

naturally can be extended to hyperspectral as well. One method that was extended from regular 

image compression to multi-spectral [20], and then further to hyperspectral [21], was the 

Context-based Adaptive Lossless Image Compression (CALIC) technique. Methods like this 

exploit the correlation between bands in combination with the spatial correlation among pixels 

to get a more accurate prediction. Many modifications of this basic technique were formulated. 

Some techniques take advantage of inherent artifacts in the data [22], such as from calibration. 

These solutions, however, can often perform poorly when applied to images without these 

artifacts [23]. 
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 The drawback to prediction based methods is that a lossy mode is much harder to 

achieve. Errors in the decoded image are propagated when the decoder uses them to predict 

future pixels. This is generally solved by applying prediction in discrete blocks of the image to 

avoid error propagation from becoming too significant. The downside to this is a decrease in 

compression efficiency caused by having to restart the prediction for each block (higher 

residuals) and a noticeable blocky pattern for low bitrate compression, see Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1: Block Artifacts in JPEG Compression on a Color Gradient 

3.3 Karhunen–Loève Transform 

 The Karhunen–Loève Transform is a type of orthogonal transform similar to DCT or 

DWT, but is data dependent. It is theoretically the ideal method for decorrelation of data [24] 

and can compact much of the signal information into fewer dimensions with minimal loss if 

desired. The capabilities of the KLT to compact the variance have been shown effective for 

multichannel audio compression [25] as well as electroencephalogram data compression [26]. 

 This reduction of variance is why it is often desirable in image compression. Given a Red-

Green-Blue (RGB) image with 3 color components the KLT would transform the image such that 

the majority of the information is stored in the first transformed component. If you set the 

second two components to zero planes and applied the inverse transform you would get a lossy 
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reconstruction that would maintain a decent SNR and would still retain most of the original 

color information. 

 Extending this to hyperspectral images, adding more spectral components increases the 

effectiveness of the variance compaction [27]. This leads to even better compression 

performance. 

3.3.1 Mathematical Description 

 The KLT works by rotating the original data around its dimensional means to align it with 

a new set of axes given by the principal components of the transform matrix. To determine this 

transform matrix, given as �, we must first calculate the dimensional mean vector ��  of the input 

data � which has � pixels per band and � bands arranged such that each column of the image is 

a pixel and each row is a different band. Vector ��  is found using  

 

	�̅	 = 1
���	,�

�

���
. (3.1)  

 This is done for � = 1…�, all of the spectral bands. Once this 1�� dimension vector is 

determined, next the covariance matrix � of the input data � must be computed using 

 

�	,� = 1
��(�	,� − �̅	)(��,�

�

���
− �̅�). (3.2)  

Both � and � are bounded from one to �. The result is a ��� covariance matrix �. 

Eigendecomposition is performed on � such that � = ����� where � is our transform matrix 

consisting of the sorted eigenvectors derived from the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues �. All of 

these final matrices are of dimension	���. 

 

3.3.2 2D Example Case 

 To better understand the process an example is worked out in this section using a small 

two dimensional data set. This is analogous to a two band image where each point in Figure 3.2 

is a scatter plot of each pixel with the magnitude of each band corresponding to the x and y axis. 
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Figure 3.2: Scatter Plot of 2D Example Data 

 This data is described by the input vector 

� = �1,1,	
1,
2,	
2,
1,	
2,
2,
	2,
3, 	
3,
2,	
3,
3,	
3,
4,	
4,
3,	
4,
4,	
4,
5,	
5,
4,	
5,
5,	
5,
6,	
6,
5,	
6,
6,	
6,
7,	
7,
6,	
7,
7,	
7
8'. 

 Each row is a separate band, and each column a pixel. That is L = 2 and N = 20 so there 

are 20 pixels per band and two bands. The data varies in the X dimension from one to seven and 

in the Y dimension from one to eight. Step one is to determine the mean vector using Equation 

3.1. For this example, �� = [4.15, 4.2]*. Then solve for the two by two covariance matrix � using 

Equation 3.2 to get  

� = �3.7275, 3.57
3.57, 4.06'. 

 The next step is to perform the eigendecomposition on � to solve for the eigenvalues of 

, using 

 det(� − 	01) = 0. (3.3)  
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 Which, when substituting in � and the identity matrix 1 and solving the determinant, 

becomes 

 02 − 7.78750 + 2.3887 = 0. (3.4)  

 For this two dimensional case, this is a simple quadratic equation. A higher dimensional 

example requires more complex equation solving. Solving for , you find that 0 = 7.4676 or 

0.3199 and these are the eigenvalues of the data. Each of these eigenvalues corresponds to an 

eigenvector ,,,, such that 

 �5 = 50. (3.5)  

 For ,=7.4676 there is a nonzero vector λ= [�, 6]* where � and 6 are solved for from the 

two simultaneous equations that are the result of Equation 3.5: 

 3.7275� + 3.576 = 7.4676�, (3.6)  

 3.57� + 4.066 = 7.46766. (3.7)  

 In this case, ,,,,= [�, 1.0477�]�     and the value x is chosen such that the norm of the 

vector is one. This gives ,,,,= [0.6905, 0.7234]�    . The scaling of the eigenvectors does not affect 

the transform’s reversibility, but only the scaling of the output values. By making the 

eigenvectors have a norm of one we maintain the original scaling of the input data and we 

simply rotate it as will be seen shortly. The same is done for the other eigenvalue and the 

eigenvectors are arranged in a single matrix whose columns consist of the sorted eigenvectors, 

from highest to lowest based on eigenvalues. This is the resultant transform matrix 

� = 70.6905 −0.72340.7234 0.6905 8. 
 The data is then free to be transformed to output matrix 9 using � by performing the 

matrix multiplication: 9 = �∗� where �∗ indicates the conjugate transpose of �. This gives us a 

new data set scatter plot for 9 in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: Scatter Plot of Post KLT 2D Example Data 

 From this example we can see that the data varies from -4.49 and 4.717 in the x 

direction and -0.8188 to 0.7596 in the y direction. That is a range of 9.206 and 1.578, 

respectively. If we compare that to the original data that had a range of 6 and 7, respectively, 

we can see that the application of the KLT has rotated the data in such a way that most of the 

variance is along the x direction and very few remains in the y direction. 

 The original data can then be recovered by applying � = �∗�;9 and adding the mean 

values back to the reconstructed � matrix. 

3.3.3 Disadvantages 

 Because the KLT is a generic orthogonal transform that is unique for a set of data, there 

are some problems associated with applying it to image compression. These problems that 

should be taken into account are the computational complexity, non-integer to integer nature, 

and the associated overhead required for reconstruction of transformed data.  

 The first disadvantage associated with the KLT for image compression is the complexity 

required in deriving the transform matrix. Other transforms are fixed and can be applied to any 
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data with some assurance of performance, but the KLT does not have that same assurance. A 

derived transform for one set of data could cause decreased performance if applied on another 

set of data. The transform derivation is quite complex and involves many matrix operations 

whose computation costs can grow exponentially with increased number of spectral bands. 

 The second disadvantage the KLT has as a transform is that there is no standard integer-

to-integer form as the transform is unique for each data set. Applying a KLT without first 

factorizing an integer-to-integer equivalent will require quantization of the output matrix Y 

because there will most certainly be non-integer values from the result of the transform 

application. This quantization causes losses when the image is then reconstructed from the 

quantized data due to further quantization from the inverse operation and the original 

quantization from the application of the transform. 

 The final significant disadvantage is the resultant overhead information required to be 

sent along with the transform data. To apply the inverse transform it is required to have the 

transform and the vector of mean values of the original data. Other transforms that use a fixed 

transform must only send the transformed data assuming the decompression process knows the 

source compression transform technique. Because the KLT transform matrix T is a square matrix 

of side lengths equal to the number of spectral bands in the image, the overhead has quadratic 

growth with increasing spectral bands. For an AVIRIS image, which has 224 spectral bands, this 

would be a 224x224 matrix of floating point values. The mean values are a much less significant 

source of overhead, but do play a role in the overhead inflation. 

3.3.4 Related Work with Karhunen–Loève Transform Compression 

 Much of the work involved with the KLT for use in image compression is centered on 

countering the disadvantages inherent with the transform.  

 To reduce computational complexity, methods to “divide and conquer” the KLT have 

been used to break the KLT into a multileveled tree structure for electroencephalogram data 

[28] and hyperspectral images [29]. A single KLT has complexity of <(=2�6) where = is the 

number of bands and � and 6 are the spatial dimensions of the image. By dividing the KLT into a 

multileveled tree structure the number of bands that each KLT performs on is lowered and the 

complexity is directly reduced. However, this comes with the tradeoff of slightly reduced 

decorrelation performance compared to the traditional KLT. A sub-sampling technique has also 

been used to reduce the complexity of the covariance calculation [19] as well. This works by 

taking a random sample of the entire data and only using this smaller set to estimate the 

covariance of the total image and deriving the transform based on this estimate. This has 

potential to reduce the performance of the KLT if the random sampling of values does not 

describe the rest of the data sufficiently. 
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 To achieve lossless results, an integer-to-integer transform is required so that there is 

no lossy quantization processes. In order to achieve this, after a transform matrix is computed 

you must use a factorization method. In [30] a method is proposed to factorize linear reversible 

transforms into approximated reversible integer transforms. When applied to KLT you get the 

Reversible Karhunen–Loève Transform (RKLT) and can get true lossless compression with 

minimal performance loss. While this method does map integers to integers it does not 

inherently map them to the required bit depth and some scaling must be done on planes whose 

values exceed the maximum bit depth of the chosen output type. To ensure it is reversible, any 

scaling done on one band must be inversely scaled on another. This reduces the variance in the 

band with out of bound values, but increases the variance in another band. 

 The overhead associated with the KLT is an often under looked subject. Very little 

information is available on standard practices used to reduce this overhead directly. Some 

methods like the multileveled tree structure reduce the overhead indirectly in their attempt to 

reduce computational complexity. A more thorough discussion of this as well as other methods 

used in the algorithm developed in this thesis to reduce overhead is included in the next 

chapter. 
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Chapter 4. Spatially Aware Karhunen–Loève Transforms 

 A major drawback to a standard KLT implementation is the large side information 

overhead associated with it. This side information includes the average value of each spectrum 

and the transform itself. The transform must be sent in order to reverse the process at the 

decoder to retrieve the original information and consists in its most pure form as a matrix of n-

by-n floating point numbers where n represents the number of spectral bands the transform 

operates on. For an AVIRIS image there are 224 spectral bands which give a transform matrix of 

50176 floating point entries. Using eight byte double precision floating point numbers this gives 

a transform overhead of about 400,000 bytes, which far outweighs any benefit of using the KLT 

transform over a less powerful transform process such as DWT or DCT due to the overhead 

potentially wiping any compression gains out. 

 In this chapter is a brief discussion of related KLT algorithms that are spatially aware 

followed by a detailed analysis of the mechanics of the algorithm that was developed to reduce 

the aforementioned overhead and increase the overall compression performance. This chapter 

will go in depth to explain the process as well as discuss the variables that are introduced as part 

of the algorithm. The algorithm can be broken down into four major parts: Aggregation, Multi-

level clustering KLT, JPEG2000, and overhead reduction techniques. Lastly I will provide an 

overview of the additional optimizations that were made to the algorithm to refine it. 

4.1 Related Spatially Aware KLT Work 

 The idea of manipulating the KLT process is not a new one. There have been several 

published papers that have attempted to exploit the spatial properties of an image by applying 

various derivations of the KLT to try to achieve performance boosts.  

 One of these methods in [31]  divides the image into small blocks of around 4x4 pixels 

and raster scans through these blocks calculating and updating the transform matrix at each 

step until a threshold is crossed. Once the threshold is crossed, all of the previous blocks are 

counted as a single group and a KLT is applied on this group. This is done for the entire image 

and each group undergoes the KLT process separately. After KLT, all groups are also further 

compressed using the JPEG standard. An addition to this method in [32] proposed an alternate 

threshold detection method. These methods were both developed for multi-spectral data with 

relatively few bands, but have been shown to perform well for hyperspectral data sets as well. 

 A third approach in [33] divides the image into spatial groups using feature extraction 

via Principal Component Analysis and a unique segmentation algorithm called Clustering Signal 

Subspace Projection. However, rather than applying KLT to each of these new spatial groups, a 

third clustering is performed on each spatial group to form spectral groups within. Each spectral 

group within each spatial group is then run through KLT and JPEG2000 processes. For an image 
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with � spatial groups and � spectral groups within each spatial group, there is ��� KLT 

processes. The primary result of this method was a competitive compression ratio with the 

benefit of increased parallel processing opportunities, but increased computational complexity. 

4.2 Spatially Aggregated Multilevel Clustering KLT 

 The proposed method of this thesis, Spatially Aggregated Multilevel Clustering (SAMLC) 

KLT, was designed to improve the compression performance of the standard KLT by making use 

of the spatial features of the input image. This is achieved by a preprocessing step to spatially 

aggregate pixels with similar spectral characteristics into separate groups. These groups would 

then be fed into a modified KLT step to spectrally decorrelate them before a final JPEG2000 

compression step is used to spatially decorrelate and encode the output data stream. This 

method was designed to exploit the benefits of spatial aggregation while still keeping 

complexity low to achieve an increased compression performance. A basic block flow diagram is 

shown in Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1: Proposed Algorithm Block Diagram 

 Further information on each of the steps in this simplified block diagram is detailed in 

the following sections. Also, following that is a discussion on the further reductions of file 

overhead that were used to improve overall performance.  

4.2.1 Spatial Aggregation 

 For a given set of hyperspectral data we already know the KLT is optimal at 

decorrelation. However, this does not mean it can’t be improved. By separating a spectral image 

into groups of similar spectral vectors it is possible to further reduce the variance of the end 

result by performing separate KLTs on each of the groups and recombining at the end. For 

example, if a hyperspectral image contains two distinct materials with different spectral curve 

characteristics, the aggregation process would ideally split the image into two or more 

aggregate groups of spectral vectors so that these two materials could be decorrelated 

separately for better performance. Figure 4.2 shows an example where two spectral vectors 

taken from the hyperspectral image represented on the left are plotted on the right. These two 

distinct spectral vectors show that there are some bands where the data is not correlated and 

separate KLTs could be used to better decorrelate this data. 
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Figure 4.2: Example 
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as is done with KLT regularly. If the K-means process was not used to enable these separate 

KLTs, it can be seen that there is no rotation available that could compact the variance as well as 

the shown process. 

 

Figure 4.3: Pre KLT Data Set Separated Using K-means with Eigenvectors Plotted for Reference 

(left) and the Post KLT Combined Data (right). 

 Unfortunately, while the K-means method can find the global minimum of its distance 

metric it can also just as likely find a local minimum. This means it may not perform to the best 

of its ability unless a proper initial seed is chosen wisely. But, typically these initial seeds are 

chosen at random from the input data. One method to combat this is to repeat the entire K-

means process multiple times and choose the run that provided the lowest total sum of 

distances for all pixels to centers. This does not guarantee a global minimum, but provides some 

assurance that a chosen grouping will be more likely to perform well when combined with KLT. 

 When K-means spatial aggregation is applied to the KLT, the performance benefits are 

immediately visible. Figure 4.4 shows the results for a test set of data compressed using KLT and 

JPEG2000 with increasing number of aggregate groups, ignoring overhead. An initial small 

number of groups can reduce the file size by two to three percent with diminishing returns 

quickly appearing as more aggregate groups are used. This is likely due to a limited number of 

unique spectral curves in the image. At some point the image is approximately ideally spatially 

segmented and additional groups would have little benefit. 
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Figure 4.4: Compressed File Size of AVIRIS Cuprite 1997 Image with Varying Number of 

Aggregate Groups 

 However, there are some drawbacks associated with this technique. Each separate KLT 

has associated overhead, a majority of which is the transform coefficients. For a standard KLT, 

the overhead of the transform coefficients are the number of spectral components squared 

stored as floating point values. These overhead terms are related only to the number of spectral 

components rather than the number of pixels. As the number of groups is increased, the 

overhead quickly becomes a significant fraction of the file size as each group contributes an 

equal amount of transform coefficient overhead. In the example in the figure above after 16 

groups the overhead becomes larger than the gains obtained from the increased group 

numbers.  

 A plot of the individual and total sources of overhead measured in bytes is shown in 

Figure 4.5 as the number of aggregate groups is varied along the horizontal axis. As can be seen, 

a majority of the overhead is from the transform coefficients, as previously stated. 
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Figure 4.5: Total and Individual Sources of Overhead for Varying Number of Aggregate Groups 

in Bytes 

 In addition to the transform overhead, there is overhead associated directly with the 

aggregation process. In order to separate the pixels into groups and then recombine them after 

performing a KLT, a map of pixel group assignments must be stored and transmitted as well. This 

map has dimensions equal to the pixel height and width of the original data set. Each group 

assignment is applied to all the bands located at that pixel location. For an image with ?�� 

pixels and A	aggregate groups, the K-means mapping portion contributes an associated 

overhead in bits of 

 BC	DE = ? ∗ � ∗ ⎾GHI2(A)⏋. (4.1)  

 These two additional sources of overhead can result in a compression ratio of less than 

one for a high number of aggregate groups and is detrimental to the process. Between no 

aggregate groups and too many aggregate groups this thesis proposes that there is an ideal 

number that can improve compression despite the additional overhead. The optimal number of 

groups was determined experimentally and is discussed further in the results section. 

4.2.2 Multilevel Clustering 

 As mentioned in the previous section, the overhead of the Karhunen–Loève Transform 

is dependent on the number of spectral bands rather than the number of pixels. When this fact 

is combined with the use of K-means aggregation it multiplies the amount of KLT overhead and 
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the gains of the overall compression can be reduced or completely negated as described. It is 

clear that a modification of the KLT is required to reduce this overhead. 

 The technique used in [29], [34] was originally developed and optimized with the intent 

of reducing computational complexity without losing compression performance. This technique 

splits the general KLT into a multilevel tree structure to perform several smaller KLTs. Besides 

reduced computational complexity, the overhead of several smaller KLTs all combined together 

is less than a single KLT applied directly to the entire range of bands. This technique, which will 

be referred to as Multilevel Clustering (MLC) throughout this thesis, is a modification of the 

general KLT method and as is assumed when referring to the KLT method, a JPEG2000 step is 

included after KLT decorrelation. 

 An example of this multilevel clustering structure is shown in Figure 4.6. In the example 

the structure is described with the notation [(4,4,2),(2,4,1),(1,2,0)]. Each level, consisting of 

vertically aligned blocks, of the structure is defined within the parenthesis using three numbers 

to denote number of clusters, number of spectral inputs to each cluster, and number of most 

significant output bands to be forwarded to the next level of the structure, respectively. For 

example, the first level (4,4,2) describes a level with four clusters (separate KLTs) with four 

inputs each, and the two most significant bands from the output of these clusters are forwarded 

to the next level. 

 

Figure 4.6: Example Multilevel Clustering KLT Structure 
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 The most significant bands that are forwarded to subsequent levels refer to the bands 

with the most variance. Bands that are not forwarded are considered sufficiently decorrelated 

and are sent straight to the output of the KLT process. 

 The result of this structure is an approximation of the regular KLT, but with much lower 

overhead and reduced computational complexity. For an image with 224 spectral bands, the 

original KLT would require storage of 2242 transform coefficients. The same image using a 

structure such as [(4,56,5),(2,10,5),(1,10,0)] would require storage of 4 ∗ 562 + 2 ∗ 102 + 102 

coefficients, a reduction of about 75% from the standard KLT. Figure 4.7 shows the composition 

of overhead before and after application of the multilevel clustering approach. To put the 

reduction of the transform coefficients into perspective, the overhead from the K-means 

mapping remains constant between both charts. 

 

Figure 4.7: Total Overhead Composition Before (a) and After (b) Multilevel Clustering KLT 

 For any structure with K	  clusters and L	  input bands on the �DM level with a total of n 

levels, the number of transform coefficients that are required is quantified as 

 NOPQRRE = � K	 ∗ L	2
S

	��
. (4.2)  

 Given the effective complexity of the general KLT is <(=2) it can also be seen that 

splitting the KLT operations into several smaller operations directly reduces the complexity in 

the same fashion as the overhead was reduced due to fewer spectral bands being part of the 

operation. The optimum structure to use is not directly apparent and must be determined 
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experimentally. It can be optimized to maximize compression performance and/or minimize 

computational complexity. More details on this process are discussed in section 4.3. 

4.2.3 JPEG2000 

 The workhorse of the algorithm is the JPEG2000 standard encoder step that follows the 

KLT step. JPEG2000 applies either a lossy or lossless Discrete Wavelet Transform to the output of 

the KLT stage to decorrelate the image spatially. The result is then entropy encoded and stored. 

A single level JPEG2000 compression is run on each spectral band of the KLT output because at 

this point there is very little correlation between bands of the image that could be taken 

advantage of. 

 JPEG2000 was chosen over the JPEG standard because it has improved performance and 

error resiliency. Many other spectral compression methods in the literature also use a JPEG2000 

stage in their compression algorithms. An open source project [35] that implemented the 

standard was available and with modifications was able to compress hyperspectral images. 

4.2.4 Algorithm Overhead Reduction 

 The combined sources of overhead for the algorithm consist of the spectral mean values 

for each transform, the transform coefficients, and the spatial aggregation map. Other 

properties such as the structure used, image dimensions, etc. are assumed agreed upon by both 

compressor and decompressor and need not be transmitted as additional overhead. 

 Of the sources of overhead, the spectral means are the most insignificant source of 

overhead. For a 224 spectral band image, at most there will be 224 mean values to store (less if 

multilevel clustering is used). Though these values can be calculated and stored as floating point 

numbers, there is no benefit to doing so. For simplification in calculation and storage it is better 

to just round down the result of the mean calculation to the nearest integer. There is no 

apparent performance loss by doing this. At most, for a 16 bit image, the mean values can also 

be stored as 16 bit values. For a 512x512 spatially sized image with 224 spectral bands using the 

standard KLT the mean values will make up less than 0.0004% of the original image size. 

Because of this, limiting the mean values to 16 bit integers is considered enough and no further 

compression or reduction techniques were applied. 

 The next source of overhead to consider is the KLT transform coefficients. As calculated 

these values are 64 bit floating point numbers. With no modifications, a standard KLT of 224 

spectral bands would require 401,408 bytes. Within the literature it is standard practice to store 

these values as 32bit floating point numbers. However, an analysis of the bit weights of several 

transform coefficients was performed to see if the number of bits required could be lowered. 

Figure 4.8 shows a sample analysis of the bit weights for some transform coefficients. Each bar 

represents the percent of occurrences in the data where that particular bit weight is required to 
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store a number. The important factors to determine the minimum acceptable bit length to store 

these values are the number of bits required to not truncate the integer bits and the number of 

bits required to store the fractional bits without causing significant rounding errors.  

 

Figure 4.8: Example Bit Weight Analysis of Transform Coefficients 

Through analyses like this, it was determined that 16 bit fixed point numbers were all 

that was required to store these coefficients. Depending on the type of sensor the data comes 

from, either two or three bits were used to store the integer part and sign of the numbers and 

the remaining bits store the fractional part of the numbers. AVIRIS images required only two bits 

to hold integer and sign while Hyperion images required three bits. Fortunately this does not 

change the properties of the KLT as the transform still acts in a lossless fashion, but with 

reduced compression performance when more fractional bits are truncated. Performance 

reductions were deemed negligible compared to the savings of storing the coefficients in this 

manner. 

 Unlike the transform coefficients, the mapping from the spatial aggregation process has 

fewer bits to deal with and statistical properties that could lend themselves to compression. As 

mentioned earlier, the overhead of the mapping has dimension of the number of spatial pixels 

in the image and each entry is stored as a minimum bit value. So for a map consisting of eight 

aggregate groups, only three bits are required for each entry. A raster scan analysis of the 

mapping values for a typical hyperspectral image with eight aggregate groups reveals statistics 

such as those shown in Figure 4.9. This histogram shows that a majority of the run lengths are 

only length one and increasing run lengths have an exponential decay on the number of 

occurrences. Despite this, a run length encoder was used to compress the spatial aggregation 
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map with eight aggregate groups by up to 50%. In the end however, this was abandoned due to 

the already relatively small size of this source of overhead. 

 

Figure 4.9: Histogram of Run Length Occurrences in Aggregation Map 

 In summary, the combined sources of reduced overhead have been quantified and 

tabulated in Table 4.1 in terms of number of bits. Variables refer to an image with ?�� spatial 

dimensions, A aggregate groups, and a structure of = levels with K	  clusters and L	  input bands 

on the �DM level. 

Table 4.1: Sources of Reduced Overhead in Bits 

 Mean Values KLT Coefficients Aggregation Map 

Formula: 16 ∗ A ∗ � K	 ∗ L	
S

	��
 16 ∗ A ∗ � K	 ∗ L	2

S

	��
 ? ∗ � ∗ ⎾GHI2(A)⏋ 

4.3 Quantitative Results 

To test the proposed algorithm, a set of test images was compiled from various sensors 

and then both lossless and lossy compressions were performed on these images. Comparisons 

to related compression methods are made to illustrate performance of the proposed algorithm. 

Quantitative metrics are provided in the form of SNR and bitrate measured in bits/pixel/band 

(bpppb). The formula used to calculate SNR for an image with i, j, and k rows, columns and 

bands was 
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 T�U = 10 ∗ log�Y Z ∑ (�	,�,�2 )	,�,�∑ (�	,�,� − 6	,�,�)2	,�,� \. (4.3)  

4.3.1 Image Compression Test Set 

To thoroughly test the designed algorithm a collection of test images was acquired from 

AVIRIS, Hyperion, and AIRS spectral sensors. Due to the nature of the algorithm being capable of 

both lossy and lossless compression, results were obtained for both modes. In particular, lossy 

results were performed over a wide range of quality levels to show how the algorithm 

performed when quality is more or less important. 

The particular test images that were chosen from each of the three sensors were based 

on their occurrence in other hyperspectral compression journal and conference papers. There is 

no specific standardized test set for hyperspectral compression, but many of the papers found in 

the literature shared image sets, particularly a set of AVIRIS images commonly referred to as 

AVIRIS 1996. Unfortunately, these papers often do not provide the full detailed file information 

and often take a crop of the full size image without specifying the area that was selected. This 

does not allow a direct comparison between published articles without attaining their code and 

test set. To ensure future comparisons can be made, Table 4.2 lists in detail the image set used 

for the results including common name, source sensor, full file resolution, and unique original 

filename. 

Table 4.2: Image Compression Test Set 

Image Name Sensor Resolution (w x h x bands) Filename 

Cuprite AVIRIS 614 x 2206 x 224 f970619t01p02_r02_scXX.c (XX:01-05) 

Low Altitude AVIRIS 614 x 3689 x 224 f960705t01p02_r05_scXX.c (XX:01-08) 

Lunar Lake AVIRIS 614 x 1431 x 224 f970623t01p02_r07_scXX.c (XX:01-03) 

Moffett Field AVIRIS 614 x 2031 x 224 f970620t01p02_r03_scXX.c (XX:01-04) 

Jasper Ridge AVIRIS 614 x 2206 x 224 f970403t01p02_r03_scXX.c (XX:01-05) 

Granule 120 AIRS 90 x 135 x 2108 airs_gran120.raw 

Agricultural Hyperion 256 x 2905 x 242    EO1H0280342002068110PX.L1R 

Coral Reef Hyperion 256 x 3127 x 242 EO1H0830742003120110PW.L1R  

 Tornado Hyperion 256 x 3352 x 242 EO1H0150332002121112PF.L1R  

 Urban Hyperion 256 x 2905 x 242 EO1H0440342002212110PY.L1R  

 
To obtain these images, multiple sources were used. NASA JPL provides a set of free 

AVIRIS images [36], but the preceding images are not included in that set. These particular 

AVIRIS images were obtained from a JPL contact as they are no longer openly published. 

Hyperion data is freely available from the Earth Explorer USGS website [37] and the files 

previously listed can be found by doing a data set search of the file name without the extension. 
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The AIRS data used is hosted through an anonymous FTP by the Space Science and Engineering 

Center of University of Wisconsin-Madison [38]. 

When performing compression runs on the test set, the full image resolution was not 

used except in AIRS data. This is primarily due to the apparent convention used by other authors 

to crop the image spatially, but also because some images have non calibrated or bad spectral 

bands that are omitted. For AVIRIS images, only the first scene was used giving a spatial 

resolution of 614x512 pixels. This is close to the common 512x512 spatial crop used by some 

authors in the literature, but how those images are cropped is unclear so a single scene was 

used instead. Hyperion images were also cropped, but there was no apparent standard size in 

the literature so a spatial crop was performed such that the resultant image was 256 pixels wide 

by 1024 pixels tall cropped from the corner of the image. For Hyperion data, several bands are 

included which contain no data [39] so these bands are dropped in our tests leaving us bands 8 

through 57 and 77 through 224 for a total of 198 bands. Lastly, for the included AIRS image no 

cropping was performed as this data set has already been prepared and spatial size was already 

small. As there was very little precedence in the literature, only a single AIRS data set was 

included to examine the algorithm performance on images with high number of spectral bands. 

Uniquely, AIRS data has very small spatial dimensions in comparison to the AVIRIS and Hyperion 

images, but several times more spectral bands. 

4.3.2 Comparative Algorithms Included In Results 

As mentioned, due to the fact that it is unknown whether direct comparisons with 

published methods would produce fair comparisons with my own results, the various methods 

used to assess the performance of the developed algorithm (SAMLC) were limited to derivations 

of the proposed method. These methods and the abbreviated names used to reference them 

included the most basic Reversible KLT (RKLT), Reversible KLT with the inclusion of spatial 

clustering (K-Means), and Multilevel Clustering KLT (MLC) as developed in [34], but with the 

same modified structures used in the proposed algorithm. All methods incorporated a JPEG2000 

post processing step as usual. Standalone JPEG2000 was included in lossless results, but omitted 

from the lossy results due to very apparent poor performance that would require a much more 

expansive axis scaling in the graphical plots of performance which would not allow you to see 

the performance differences between the other methods.  

4.3.3 Algorithm Structure Methodology 

For the developed algorithm and any methods using a Multilevel Clustered KLT, a 

method to determine the structure that would provide the best possible compression 

performance while maintaining low overhead was used to find unique structures for each image 

sensor type. This is required as AVIRIS images have 224 bands, Hyperion images have 198 bands, 

and AIRS images have significantly more than either of these. The varying number of bands 
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requires unique structures. The process of determining an optimal structure is best shown using 

an example AVIRIS image with 224 bands.  

The first step is to determine the first level of the structure by deciding how many 

clusters to break the bands into. The performance of these clusters is measured in terms of 

output inter-band variance, lower being better. Increasing the number of clusters tends to 

provide a poorer inter-band variance performance, but reduces both computational complexity 

and overhead size. There was no cost optimization formula directly computed, but when 

selecting the number of clusters, a weighting towards inter-band variance performance was 

chosen. Some process to quantitatively determine the best structure for varying number of 

input image bands would be ideal to make the algorithm flexible, but remains an open issue 

currently. Ultimately, for AVIRIS images a first level of four clusters was chosen which evenly 

divided the 224 bands into four clusters of 56. Through experimentation, this was found to 

provide a good amount of inter-band variance performance while still gaining some of the 

benefits of multilevel clustering through reduced computational complexity and overhead 

compared to more or less clusters.  

To determine the number of bands to be forwarded to the next level in the structure, a 

graphical examination of the variance of each band output from the first level was used. An 

example of this analysis with an AVIRIS image with four clusters on the first level, presented in 

Figure 4.10, shows that there is a steep drop in variance from the most significant bands (1, 57, 

113 and 169) in each cluster after which the rest of the bands have very little relative variance. 

Given this, only the bands with significant relative prominence in variance are selected to go to 

the next level as the rest are considered sufficiently decorrelated. For AVIRIS images, five bands 

were chosen as the most significant to be forwarded to the next level from each first level 

cluster.  
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Figure 4.10: Example Variance Analysis of Structure [(4,56,0)] Post KLT 

For subsequent levels of the structure, the number of clusters is chosen geometrically 

based on the previous level, e.g. the first level has four clusters so the next one should be a 

factor of four to evenly divide the inputs between them such as one or two clusters. In the 

AVIRIS case, this was chosen as two clusters on the second level and hence a single cluster on 

the third and final level.  

The inputs to subsequent clusters are the outputs from the previous level, evenly 

divided amongst all the clusters in the current level of the structure. In the example used so far, 

the first level had four clusters with five output bands each for a total of 20 bands that would be 

forwarded to the next level. So, the second level which has only two clusters would divide those 

20 inputs by two and each cluster would have an input of 10 bands. 

The number of bands to be forwarded to subsequent levels is decided in the same 

fashion as described for the first level. For the AVIRIS image example that has been discussed, 

the second level has two clusters with 10 inputs each and after a variance analysis, five output 

bands. Likewise, the final level consisted of one cluster with 10 inputs and no significant bands 

as there is no need for further levels. 

Performing this analysis for each sensor type, a standard structure was identified for 

each. AVIRIS images used the structure mentioned previously: [(4,56,5), (2,10,5), (1,10,0)]. 

Hyperion images used the structure [(6,33,5), (2,15,5), (1,10,0)]. Lastly, AIRS data being classified 

as Ultra-spectral, the structure decided upon had four levels instead of three and is described as 

[(124,17,2), (8,31,6), (2,24,5), (1,10,0)]. 
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4.3.4 Lossless Results 

To properly portray the results of lossless compression comparative results, a short 

description of the chosen methods to compare to as well as the reasons other methods were 

not chosen as comparison points is required. Then the results of lossless compression can be 

analyzed. 

As previously mentioned, the methods chosen to compare against do not include 

several of the recently published methods. This is regrettable but at the same time allows for a 

fairer comparison. Of the methods chosen, all are capable of what is called lossy-to-lossless 

operation. This means that they can perform both lossless and lossy compression depending on 

configuration and can do so in a progressive manner. Many of the cutting edge algorithms for 

hyperspectral compression are focused on pure lossless methods and as such can take 

advantage of statistical properties of the image to push compression beyond what is possible in 

a technique that can do both lossy and lossless compression. 

A thorough test of each of the methods is tabulated in Table 4.3. Structures used for 

MLC and SAMLC are as previously described. The number of aggregate groups for K-Means and 

SAMLC was chosen as eight due to its performance as the leading value in lossy compression 

mode, as seen later. From the results it is very apparent that the proposed method does not 

hold any lead over the competing methods. It performed worse in all but a single case than 

Multilevel Clustering KLT. 

Table 4.3: Lossless Compression Results in bits/pixel/band (bpppb) 

 
RKLT K-Means MLC SAMLC JP2K 

Cuprite (AVIRIS) 4.948 5.005 4.899 4.954 9.270 

Low Altitude (AVIRIS) 5.345 5.438 5.282 5.289 10.278 

Lunar Lake (AVIRIS) 5.184 5.257 5.020 5.048 9.354 

Moffett Field (AVIRIS) 5.202 5.219 5.065 5.064 10.334 

Jasper Ridge (AVIRIS) 5.140 5.145 4.973 4.980 10.261 

Agricultural (Hyperion) 6.701 6.821 6.612 6.695 8.844 

Coral Reef (Hyperion) 6.074 6.148 6.042 6.060 6.780 

Tornado (Hyperion) 6.762 6.920 6.691 6.802 8.964 

Urban (Hyperion) 6.766 6.912 6.685 6.802 9.082 

Granule 120 (AIRS)* N/A N/A 7.806 8.173 10.844 

Average: 5.791 5.874 5.697 5.744 9.241 

*AIRS excluded from averages due to omitted values 

 Though it performed worse than the Multilevel Clustering approach; the proposed 

SAMLC algorithm performed within 0.6% difference in four out of five AVIRIS images, including 
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the performance boost for the Moffett Field image. Of the rest of the results, performance was 

within less than 2% for all but the AIRS image. This is in contrast to standard Reversible KLT 

which was within less than 1% performance in only a single test case and had a maximum 

performance of 3.34% less than Multilevel Clustering KLT. JPEG2000 performance was 

significantly worse than other methods with sometimes greater than a 200% increase in 

comparative file size. 

The major anomalies in the results are that both RKLT and K-Means entries for AIRS 

Granule 120 are omitted. This is due to the limitations of the machine and software used to 

perform the compression.  Without applying even a minimal MLC structure, the KLT process 

requires a massive amount of memory to store several square arrays of doubles with 

dimensions equal to 2,108, the number of spectral bands in an AIRS image. Memory limitations 

prevented results being calculated without using an MLC structure. This shows the limitations of 

spectral transform methods when the number of bands is increased significantly, particularly 

KLT. Computation times were not collected as part of the results, but AIRS images required 

significantly longer run times than any other method, regardless of structure used. 

Given that these results showed improvement to all methods but Multilevel Clustering 

KLT in all but a single test case, there is little evidence that the proposed algorithm is ideal for 

lossless compression. For a slight decline in performance, the proposed algorithm requires more 

computations than the most competitive method. However, because the proposed algorithm is 

an extension of Multilevel Clustering, it is possible to disable the spatial aggregation stage and 

they will then have equivalent performance. Lossy results, as will be shown in the next section, 

indicate that there is still merit in the proposed algorithm so when lossless mode is required, the 

spatial aggregation can be disabled. 

4.3.5 Lossy Results  

This section contains a detailed analysis of the results of the aforementioned algorithms 

when performing in a lossy fashion. To illustrate the performance, compression was performed 

over a range of bitrates, quantified as bits per pixel per band (bpppb). For a given bitrate, the 

algorithm with the highest SNR performs the best. 

To illustrate the performance of the algorithm and contrast it with both the standard 

Reversible Karhunen–Loève Transform and the Multilevel Clustering KLT (as previously 

described), three sets of analysis were performed for each image from the test set, excluding 

AIRS. AIRS was dropped from lossy compression tests due to the inability for half of the tests to 

be computed.  

First, to show the effects of applying spatial aggregation to the standard RKLT, graphs of 

the performance of RKLT and K-Means with increasing number of aggregate groups is shown. 
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The second analysis shows the effect of adding spatial aggregation to the Multilevel Clustering 

KLT (the proposed algorithm). Lastly, a direct comparison of the three methods: RKLT, Multilevel 

Clustering KLT and the proposed algorithm are shown to determine the best performer. In all 

cases, the maximum number of spatial aggregate groups displayed was 16 as further increases 

merely reduced performance. 

A summary of all lossy results is included in 4.3.5.10 for reference and analysis of 

general lossy compression performance. 

4.3.5.1 AVIRIS Cuprite Image 

 In Figure 4.11 is a comparison of RKLT and RKLT with spatial aggregation (K-means) 

consisting of K = 2, 8 and 16 groups. From this it can be seen that RKLT with spatial aggregation 

has poor performance in lossy operation which is due to the significant overhead introduced 

with the combination of these two methods. This is as expected but the difference becomes 

more significant at low bitrates where the uncompressed overhead becomes a significant 

proportion of the total file size. 

 

Figure 4.11: Reversible KLT and K-Means KLT Lossy Results for Cuprite 

Figure 4.12 shows the comparison of Multilevel Clustering KLT and SAMLC KLT with a 

varying number of aggregate groups. In this case due to the overhead reduction qualities of the 

Multilevel Clustering KLT, spatial aggregation causes a boost in performance. This improvement 

is limited mostly to very low bitrates and the number of aggregate groups seems to have very 

little effect on the spread. 
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Figure 4.12: Multilevel Clustering KLT and SAMLC KLT Lossy Results for Cuprite 

Lastly, a comparison of RKLT, Multilevel Clustering KLT and the proposed algorithm 

using both two and eight aggregate groups is shown in Figure 4.13. At very low bitrates the 

proposed algorithm is about equivalent to the standard RKLT in performance but gains some 

ground at higher bitrates. 

 

Figure 4.13: RKLT, MLC KLT, and SAMLC KLT w/ K=2 and 8 Lossy Results for Cuprite 
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4.3.5.2 AVIRIS Low Altitude Image 

The analysis of RKLT and K-means with increasing aggregate groups for the AVIRIS Low 

Altitude image is shown in Figure 4.14. For this image, the spread is very small for all bitrates 

with the exception of a small divergence at the highest and lowest extremes.   

 

Figure 4.14: Reversible KLT and K-Means KLT Lossy Results for Low Altitude 

 Figure 4.15 is the analysis for MLC KLT and the proposed algorithm w/ increasing spatial 

groups. Once again, inclusion of spatial aggregation has increased performance for all bitrates 

though with a very constant offset. The spatial aggregation had very little effect after two 

groups in terms of performance. 
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Figure 4.15: Multilevel Clustering KLT and SAMLC KLT Lossy Results for Low Altitude 

 Lastly, for the Low Altitude image, an overall comparison was done and is shown in 

Figure 4.16. At low bitrates, all methods converged to around the same performance. At higher 

bitrates, RKLT performance dips significantly compared to the other methods. For this image, 

the proposed algorithm performed best across all bitrates. 

 

Figure 4.16: RKLT, MLC KLT, and SAMLC KLT w/ K=2 and 8 Lossy Results for Low Altitude 
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4.3.5.3 AVIRIS Lunar Lake Image 

In Figure 4.17, the comparison of RKLT and K-means with increasing aggregate groups is 

shown for the AVIRIS Lunar Lake image. Results here are similar to those found for the Cuprite 

image. Increasing the number of aggregate groups has little or no impact on performance, and a 

reduction in performance particularly at low bitrates and high number of groups. 

 

Figure 4.17: Reversible KLT and K-Means KLT Lossy Results for Lunar Lake 

 MLC and the proposed algorithm were compared in Figure 4.18 for the Lunar Lake 

image. For this image, there was little difference among the methods shown as they maintain a 

tight spread across all bitrates with a small deviation at the low end. 
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Figure 4.18: Multilevel Clustering KLT and SAMLC KLT Lossy Results for Lunar Lake 

From the performance of the previous two analyses, the results shown in Figure 4.19 

are not surprising as the proposed algorithm, while handily beating RKLT, had performance on 

par with that of the MLC approach. 

 

Figure 4.19: RKLT, MLC KLT, and SAMLC KLT w/ K=2 and 8 Lossy Results for Lunar Lake 
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4.3.5.4 AVIRIS Moffett Field Image 

The results from the AVIRIS Moffett Field image for RKLT and K-Means KLT, shown in 

Figure 4.20, are similar to previous AVIRIS images in that adding spatial aggregation degrades 

performance, particularly at low bitrates. However, performance for a low number of aggregate 

groups is very close to on par with RKLT. There is a small performance boost around 1 bpppb for 

K-means with two and eight aggregate groups, but nothing significant. 

 

Figure 4.20: Reversible KLT and K-Means KLT Lossy Results for Moffett Field 

 In Figure 4.21, comparing to MLC, the proposed algorithm has no increase in 

performance. The addition of the spatial aggregation causes performance to remain on par for 

all bitrates. 
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Figure 4.21: Multilevel Clustering KLT and SAMLC KLT Lossy Results for Moffett Field 

 Figure 4.22 shows the overall comparative results for the Moffett Field image. Similar to 

Lunar Lake results, both the proposed algorithm and MLC handily beat RKLT at all but the lowest 

bitrates. However, there is no performance boost over MLC for the proposed algorithm in this 

case. 

 

Figure 4.22: RKLT, MLC KLT, and SAMLC KLT w/ K=2 and 8 Lossy Results for Moffett Field 
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4.3.5.5 AVIRIS Jasper Ridge Image 

The last AVIRIS test image was the Jasper Ridge image. The analysis of adding spatial 

aggregation to RKLT is shown in Figure 4.23. As has been seen in the previous images, adding 

spatial aggregation has no overall performance boost versus RKLT. Like in the Moffett Field 

image, there is a slight performance boost for K-Means method around 1 bpppb for eight 

aggregate groups but nothing significant. 

 

Figure 4.23: Reversible KLT and K-Means KLT Lossy Results for Jasper Ridge 

A similar story to previous images can be seen in Figure 4.24 when comparing MLC and 

the proposed algorithm for the Jasper Ridge image. Both methods produced equivalent results 

for all bitrates regardless of the number of aggregate groups used. 
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Figure 4.24: Multilevel Clustering KLT and SAMLC KLT Lossy Results for Jasper Ridge 

Lastly, an overall comparison for the Jasper Ridge image is included in Figure 4.25. Results show 

an almost exact story as the previous results shown for Moffett Field. Both MLC and the 

proposed algorithm perform better than RKLT but have essentially equivalent performance. 

 

Figure 4.25: RKLT, MLC KLT, and SAMLC KLT w/ K=2 and 8 Lossy Results for Jasper Ridge 
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4.3.5.6 Hyperion Agriculture Image 

For the first Hyperion image, the Hyperion agriculture image was chosen. Figure 4.26 

shows the addition of spatial aggregation on top of RKLT provides a significant boost in 

performance, but as more groups are added the performance deteriorates due to increased 

overhead as has been the case for most previous test images. 

 

Figure 4.26: Reversible KLT and K-Means KLT Lossy Results for Agriculture 

 Comparing the standard MLC method with the proposed algorithm there is once again a 

significant improvement when moving to a method involving spatial aggregation. Figure 4.27 

shows large gains over MLC with a tight spread for a varying number of aggregate groups. 
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Figure 4.27: Multilevel Clustering KLT and SAMLC KLT Lossy Results for Agriculture 

Lastly, Figure 4.28 shows the results of RKLT, MLC, and the proposed algorithm 

together. This figure shows us that for this particular image, the inclusion of spatial aggregation 

has a significant positive impact on performance. While using two and eight aggregate groups in 

the proposed algorithm show very similar results, eight aggregate groups has a slight edge in 

performance. 

 

Figure 4.28: RKLT, MLC KLT, and SAMLC KLT w/ K=2 and 8 Lossy Results for Agriculture 
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4.3.5.7 Hyperion Coral Reef Image 

Unlike the Agriculture image, Hyperion Coral Reef performed much differently when a 

spatial aggregation was applied to standard RKLT. Figure 4.29 shows that with two aggregate 

groups performance improved only slightly from RKLT, but for eight aggregate groups there was 

much better performance. This image seems to be more affected by a higher number of 

aggregate groups than previous images were. 

 

Figure 4.29: Reversible KLT and K-Means KLT Lossy Results for Coral Reef 

When applying spatial aggregation to MLC, similar to the case of applying to RKLT, only 

two aggregate groups performs only marginally better, but 8 and 16 aggregate groups 

performed significantly better as can be seen in Figure 4.30. This confirms that this image is 

particularly susceptible to the spatial aggregation process. 
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Figure 4.30: Multilevel Clustering KLT and SAMLC KLT Lossy Results for Coral Reef 

Figure 4.31 shows the overall comparisons displaying the superiority of the proposed 

SAMLC algorithm with eight aggregate groups. In particular to note is two aggregate groups had 

worse performance than RKLT for this image. This shows that it is not merely a matter of 

applying any amount of spatial aggregation, but an optimum number of groups are required to 

achieve the best performance possible. 

 

Figure 4.31: RKLT, MLC KLT, and SAMLC KLT w/ K=2 and 8 Lossy Results for Coral Reef 
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4.3.5.8 Hyperion Tornado Image 

For Hyperion Tornado, Figure 4.32 shows the effects of applying spatial aggregation to 

RKLT. Unlike the Coral Reef image, spatial aggregation provides only a mild performance boost 

for all number of aggregate groups. The best performer was eight groups once again. 

 

Figure 4.32: Reversible KLT and K-Means KLT Lossy Results for Tornado 

Figure 4.33 shows that applying spatial aggregation to MLC once again boosts 

performance, but much more significantly than it did for RKLT. Both 8 and 16 groups 

outperforms only having two groups by a sizable margin. 
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Figure 4.33: Multilevel Clustering KLT and SAMLC KLT Lossy Results for Tornado 

Lastly, Figure 4.34 shows the overall comparisons. The proposed algorithm with eight 

aggregate groups outperforms all other methods for all bitrates with MLC coming in last place. 

 

Figure 4.34: RKLT, MLC KLT, and SAMLC KLT w/ K=2 and 8 Lossy Results for Tornado 
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4.3.5.9 Hyperion Urban Image 

For the Hyperion Urban image, similar results to Tornado are shown in Figure 4.35. The 

addition of spatial aggregation to RKLT provides a mild performance boost with eight aggregate 

groups providing the best performance. 

 

Figure 4.35: Reversible KLT and K-Means KLT Lossy Results for Urban 

When applying spatial aggregation to MLC as seen in Figure 4.36, performance is 

boosted with 8 and 16 aggregate groups outperforming the other curves but remaining 

relatively equivalent to each other. 
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Figure 4.36: Multilevel Clustering KLT and SAMLC KLT Lossy Results for Urban 

Finally, Figure 4.37 shows the overall comparisons for the Hyperion Urban image. 

Results are very similar to those seen previously in that the proposed algorithm with eight 

aggregate groups outperforms all other methods. 

 

Figure 4.37: RKLT, MLC KLT, and SAMLC KLT w/ K=2 and 8 Lossy Results for Urban 
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4.3.5.10 Lossy Results Summary 

For each of the AVIRIS and Hyperion images three comparative studies were performed. 

An analysis of the performance of RKLT with and without spatial aggregation was done first. This 

was followed by comparing MLC against the proposed SAMLC algorithm. Lastly, RKLT, MLC and 

the proposed SAMLC algorithm with both two and eight aggregate groups were compared. 

 When comparing RKLT with and without spatial aggregation, spatial aggregation had a 

positive effect on performance for all Hyperion images. However, AVIRIS images did not show a 

benefit to adding spatial aggregation. All AVIRIS images show a negligible to negative effect on 

performance when adding spatial aggregation to RKLT. 

 Comparing MLC to SAMLC showed there was a positive effect on all but 3 images by 

going with SAMLC over MLC. For AVIRIS images Jasper Ridge, Lunar Lake and Moffett Field the 

addition of spatial aggregation had no effect regardless of whether two, eight or sixteen 

aggregate groups were applied. All other test images showed a significant improvement when 

applying SAMLC over MLC. 

 The final analysis performed compared RKLT, MLC and the proposed algorithm. The 

proposed algorithm using eight aggregate groups performed best in all but four images. These 

images were AVIRIS images Cuprite, Jasper Ridge, Lunar Lake and Moffett Field. While the 

proposed algorithm did not beat the competing methods on these images, its performance was 

approximately equivalent for all bitrates. 

 From these results it can be concluded that in general, the proposed SAMLC algorithm 

with eight spatial aggregate groups outperformed all other methods on all test Hyperion images. 

Although in some other cases it did not outperform MLC, it still outperformed RKLT in all cases. 

This proves that SAMLC is a suitable replacement for RKLT. While SAMLC did not outperform 

MLC in all cases, if it were used over MLC at best it would perform better and at worst will have 

at least a similar performance. 

 With these results in hand and the SAMLC algorithm thoroughly detailed, a hardware 

implementation is discussed and detailed in the following chapter to show feasibility of real 

world implementation. 
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Chapter 5. Hardware Implementation 

 An algorithm is only as good as it is practical. Most applications where compression is 

strictly necessary require portable processing power to run the compression algorithms. In these 

cases it isn’t always practical to have a full size desktop computer to run the compression tasks 

so it is important that the processing device used be independent. It is also often beneficial for 

the device to be small and not require a large amount of support hardware. 

 This chapter is an introduction to the start of an implementation of the SAMLC KLT 

algorithm in a portable hardware device, namely a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). An 

FPGA is an integrated electronic device that contains many logic gates and memory blocks that 

can be programmed to perform functions described via a hardware description language such as 

Verilog. The work contained within this section was implemented on the Altera DE4 

development board by Terasic. The pertinent features of this development board are an Altera 

Stratix IV GX FPGA with 228,000 logic elements, two external DDR2 memory chips, and a USB 

interface for programming and communication.  

Previous work has shown that the KLT is suited to implementation in an FPGA [40] and 

so is the K-means algorithm [41].  The following sections will detail the implementation of a K-

means algorithm in an FPGA as well as the novel method for initializing cluster values in 

hardware. From a broad overview this chapter will drill down to the details of each modular 

section of the hardware to include: distance calculation, comparator tree, center calculation, 

memory access, controller, and center initialization. Lastly, the results of the hardware 

implementation are reviewed. 

 A description of the process of K-means aggregation is explained in section 4.2.1 and is 

assumed as known for the following sections.  

5.1 Related Work 

 K-means hardware implementations have been examined previously for spectral images 

as well as some other tasks where K-means is useful. 

 For use with spectral images such as multi, hyper, or ultra-spectral images many 

attempts have been made to implement the K-means algorithm in hardware to attain speed 

boosts over software implementations. One of the major problems with hardware 

implementations of standard K-means was the associated large logic use of the multiplication 

functions of the Euclidian distance metric. In [41] and [42] Manhattan and Max distance metrics 

were evaluated and shown to be competitive without requiring the need for hardware 

multiplications and achieved significant speed ups compared to software approaches. The 

Manhattan distance metric became the standard for hardware implementations of K-means 

after this. Other notable advances to the K-means hardware implementation for spectral images 
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consist of reconfigurable hardware for varying data types [43] and implementing floating point 

divide operations in the center recalculation process [44]. Most notably, with all these hardware 

implementations none have been completely implemented in hardware without an external 

host providing either memory access or initial center values. 

 Outside of spectral imagery, K-means implementations in hardware have been 

developed for various tasks. In [45] K-means is used to detect network traffic anomalies in real 

time that could indicate possibly network attacks. In the biology field, K-means has been used in 

hardware to speed up the analysis of microarray data due to its massive size [46]. 

 The implementation in this chapter differs from these previous works in that is to be 

completely independent of host processors. At this time it is unclear why a complete hardware 

implementation for K-means has not been attempted for image data. The advantage of 

hardware independence is portability and speed. The possible disadvantages are increased 

power consumption (which is likely offset by the external processor in other implementations) 

and increased logic utilization. 

5.2 Architecture 

 The K-means implementation in hardware was divided into separate modules that each 

complete part of the overall task. The distance calculation module is responsible for finding the 

difference between input pixels and center values. The output of the distance calculation 

module is fed to the comparator tree module which determines the minimum distance and 

assigns a particular pixel to a group number. The center calculation module takes the pixel and 

its assigned group number and performs the required calculations to update the center values 

at the end of each K-means iteration. The center initialization module is responsible for 

initializing the seed center values on the initial run through of the K-means process. A pixel 

buffer is simply a buffer to hold temporarily the pixel data as it progresses through the modules 

until it is required again at the center calculation module. Lastly, the controller module is 

responsible for controlling the various modules and ensuring proper flow of data and processes. 

 A block diagram of the system architecture is shown in Figure 5.1 with major signal 

paths shown using arrows. 
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Figure 5.1: Overall System Architecture Listing Individual Modules and General Connections 

5.3 Individual Details 

 The following sub sections describe in detail the operation and design decisions used for 

the respective modules. Refer to the architecture overview for general module 

interconnections. 

5.3.1 Distance Calculation 

 The function of the distance calculation module is to determine the distance between 

an input pixel vector and a stored center vector. The primary design criteria was that it would be 

completely pipelined such that a distance calculation can be output at each clock and that it 

maintain a short pipeline length. 

 The K-means algorithm functions by finding the difference between a pixel and multiple 

centers and choosing the minimum distance to assign that pixel to a group. Due to this, it is 

required that the distance calculation stage output multiple cluster-to-pixel distances. To 

achieve this, rather than serially output the various distances one after another it was chosen to 

perform the calculations in parallel. For each group that K-means is assigning, there is a 

corresponding distance calculation module running in parallel with the others. 

 To match the design criteria, a city block distance metric was chosen over something 

more complex such as square Euclidian distance. City block distance is merely the sum of the 

absolute differences of the input pixel and the group centers. A more complex approach such as 

square Euclidian requires that the differences be squared before summing. When translated to 

hardware description language, squaring values can translate to a very large logic usage and an 

increased pipeline length. In contrast, taking the absolute value of the distance requires very 

little logic because the only action required is performed on negative numbers which are 2’s 

complement. To get the absolute value of a 2’s complement number very simple logic is used to 

invert the bits and add one. 
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 A block diagram of the distance calculation module is shown in Figure 5.2. In this case 

the input pixel and center vectors consist of n 16 bit values each. The process is divided into 

several stages where the output of each stage is stored in a flip flop, represented by the clock 

cycle separation lines, so that each stage is pipelined and can be filled with different data. The 

outputs of stage one have an additional bit to handle potential overflow for cases when the 

differences are more than 16 bits. Subsequent stages have additional bit length when necessary 

to avoid any overflow. The length of this pipeline is determined by the number of input pixel 

bands. With p number of input pixel bands, the pipeline length is	⎾GHI2(])⏋ + 2. 

 

Figure 5.2: Block Diagram of Distance Calculation Module 

 Potentially the most limiting factor of the complexity of this module has to do with 

buffering the input pixels. The input pixels must be used later in the K-means process and must 

be buffered along the length of this module and the next. This pixel buffer is shown in Figure 5.1 

but for the purposes here, only the length of the buffer up to the comparator tree is quantified. 

For example, if there is a pixel with six 16 bit input bands and therefore a pipeline of length five 

for the distance calculation module; a buffer of 60 bytes is required to store all six of those 

values for five clock cycles. Increasing the number of input bands per pixel not only increases 

this buffer size directly, it requires additional stages in the pipeline which could quickly cause 

the module to require massive logic or on chip memory utilization. As you increase the number 
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of input pixel bands past an exponent of two there is an additional stage required. For example, 

passing eight input pixel bands requires six stages and passing 16 input pixel bands requires 

seven stages, etc. The size of the distance calculation pixel buffer with p number of 16 bit input 

pixel bands can be expressed as 

 @^__`�a	ED.bcdO.(L6e`f) = (⎾GHI2(])⏋ + 2) ∗ ] ∗ 2. (5.1)  

5.3.2 Comparator Tree 

 The comparator tree stage is as described, a tree structure to determine the minimum 

value of the given inputs and output the associated group number. In this case, the minimum 

pixel distance from the centers is stored in the distance calculation module. To maintain the 

pipelined nature of the previous stage, this stage is also set up to be fully pipelined and provide 

an output on each clock. 

 Each comparator in this stage compares the inputs to determine the minimum and 

outputs that minimum to the next comparator along with an identifier of which input provided 

that particular minimum. This allows the input with the lowest distance to be identified and 

used to determine that pixels group number in the K-means process. 

 The length of the pipeline of this stage is determined by the number of groups that the 

K-means algorithm has been chosen to assign. The inputs to this module are the outputs from 

the parallel distance calculation modules of the previous stage. As such, the length of the 

pipeline with N input groups is	⎾GHI2(N)⏋. The external pixel buffer from the previous stage is 

extended to this stage and must also store a related number of values along the pipeline. The 

size of the pixel buffer along the comparator tree module with the same p number of 16 bit 

input pixel bands from the previous stage can be expressed as 

 @^__`�bPgh.*iQQ(L6e`f) = (⎾GHI2(N)⏋) ∗ ] ∗ 2. (5.2)  

 For the example shown in Figure 5.3, suppose there were eight previous distance 

calculation modules such that K-means is attempting to find the minimum distance amongst 

eight groups. This requires that the pipeline length be three and the buffer along this module be 

of 36 bytes as can be seen from Equation 5.2. There are no potential overflow issues so all bit 

lengths remain the same. 
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Figure 5.3: Block Diagram of Comparator Tree Module with K=8 Inputs from Distance 

Calculation Modules. 

 The total pixel buffer along the distance calculation stage and the comparator tree stage 

can be calculated using Equation 5.3. For the example used so far with N = 8 groups and ] = 6 

two byte input bands per pixel the total pixel buffer is 60 + 36 = 96 bytes, as in 

 j��`G	@^__`�(L6e`f) = @^__`�a	ED.bcdO. + @^__`�bPgh.*iQQ . (5.3)  

5.3.3 Center Calculation 

 One of the most complex individual modules of the K-means process, the center 

calculation module is responsible for calculating updated group centers, storing initial randomly 

seeded center values and distributing the center value signals to the distance calculation 

modules. The main design goal is to match the speed of previous modules and use a minimal 

amount of logic gates. 

 The first operating mode of this module is to receive the initial seed center values. For 

each group number that K-means will be separating, an initial seed cluster is read from the 
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image memory randomly using an external module. This is repeated until all groups are 

initialized and then the K-means operation may begin. More details on how this is achieved are 

included in section 5.3.6. 

 Once initial center values are chosen, the module switches to regular operation mode. 

In this mode the module simply takes the input pixel data from the pixel buffer and group 

assignment from the comparator tree and then accumulates the data in separate accumulators 

for each group.  This is required later so that at the end of a K-means iteration the data can be 

averaged within each group to determine the new group centers.  

 Once every pixel has been processed, the module switches mode to a center 

recalculation mode. The accumulated pixel values are divided by the number of pixels in that 

group to determine the new center values for each group. To minimize logic use, this is done 

serially using a single pipelined divider rather than employing multiple dividers to compute the 

new center values in parallel. This was done because even a single divider used a large amount 

of logic and by adding more to compute many values in parallel would inflate logic usage for 

only a moderate improvement in speed in a task that is only performed once an iteration. The 

single divider that was used is pipelined to trade result latency for higher operational frequency 

and even further reduced logic usage. Once the divider pipeline is populated with data, a new 

value is returned on each clock cycle. 

 The last function of the center calculation module is to provide the stored center values 

to the distance calculation modules. These remain static throughout the K-means process and 

only change when initializing and at the end of each iteration. 

5.3.4 DDR2 Read and Write 

 The most important task relies on obtaining and storing data using onboard DDR2 

memory. Input pixel data must be read and pixel group assignments must be stored as it is not 

practical to implement this much memory within the FPGA. Alternative options to DDR2 

memory were a PCI interface directly to a computer or a flash memory module. DDR2 was 

chosen over these other options because there was greater potential storage space as 

compared to a flash module and greater system independence than being connected to a 

computer via PCI bus. 

 The DDR2 is written to and read from using a computer at the beginning and end of the 

K-means process. However, there is no interaction while the algorithm is working. The computer 

simply deposits the data to be processed into the memory using the USB JTAG interface that is 

linked to the memory mapped DDR2 storage space. This is done as we do not have a sensor to 

provide data directly. When the process is finished, the PC retrieves the pixel group assignments 

for each pixel. 
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 Typically a DDR2 controller is very complex requiring that many different time 

dependent tasks be performed to maintain the memory. Fortunately, there is an alternative for 

a much simpler interface to DDR2 memory provided by Altera’s Quartus II software package. 

Using Altera’s System on a Programmable Chip (SOPC) Builder [47] a built in DDR2 controller can 

handle the interface between the DDR2 chip and the HDL code that requires access to the DDR2 

memory. The DDR2 controller provides an Avalon memory mapped slave interface for external 

control. The Avalon interface is a proprietary interface used in the SOPC environment to simplify 

the design of a system of many different modules and controllers. All that is required to control 

an Avalon slave module such as the DDR2 controller is an Avalon memory mapped master. An 

example SOPC system is shown in Figure 5.4 that contains a DDR2 controller slave module and 

two master modules consisting of a JTAG to Avalon Master Bridge named master_0 and a 

module that will be discussed in the next section with name master_template_0. The various 

signals and connections are also displayed but are unimportant to understand operation. 

 

Figure 5.4: Example SOPC System with DDR2 Controller and Two Master Devices and 

Associated Signal Connections 

 To export the signals to read and write from the memory out of the SOPC environment, 

the master_template memory mapped master module is used. This provides an interface 

between the Avalon interface and standard HDL signals that are otherwise unable to interact 

due to the nature of the SOPC builder. When the system is instantiated in the HDL code, the 

interface signals that are exported can be used to read or write to DDR2 memory using a very 

simple state machine to monitor and send signals as appropriate. 

 Every module that requires memory access outside of the SOPC environment needs its 

own Avalon master module to avoid custom bus contention logic. That means separate modules 

to read in the pixel data and to write out the pixel group assignments, etc. The advantage of the 

Avalon interface is it takes care of access conflicts through automatically generated logic so that 

reads and writes are scheduled and there are no contention problems between competing 

memory access requests. 
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 At the DDR full clock speed, two 64 bit words can be written or read on each rising edge. 

This equates to eight pixel values at a time. For the distance calculation module, several bands 

of a pixel are required for each operation of its clock. Thus, if the distance calculation required 

eight bands at a time, the DDR memory would have to run at least as fast as the distance 

calculation module. If the distance calculation module required significantly more pixels per 

clock, it can be seen that the memory access must be several multiples faster than the rest of 

the system to avoid a bottleneck. For example, if 16 pixels values were required, the memory 

would need to run at twice the frequency as the rest of the calculation modules. The alternative 

to this clock frequency mismatch is to introduce queued accesses such that a request for several 

reads, for example, is initiated and all modules must wait until all of the reads have posted 

before using the data if the DDR memory cannot provide it in a single clock. 

5.3.5 Controller 

 The controller module is responsible for controlling all the individual modules to ensure 

proper operation and provide the memory interface between the other modules and the DDR2 

memory controller. 

 The primary task that the controller module is responsible for is proper operation of the 

overall system. This is done by adhering to a state machine logic diagram as shown in Figure 5.5. 

The beginning state is marked as “Idle” with the circle within circle. States change following the 

arrows. The end state is marked as “Done” with the filled black ring around it. 

 Upon power up the default state is the idle state where the system remains until a start 

signal is detected externally. This start signal is implemented through button press.  At that 

point it moves to the initialization state where the controller module signals the center 

initialization module to begin. During this stage the controller handles memory access for this 

module. After each center value is initialized the next state becomes active and begins 

calculating group assignments using the distance calculation and comparator tree modules for 

all pixels in memory. In this state the controller accesses memory to retrieve pixel data and 

stores group assignments while enabling and disabling the other associated modules when 

appropriate. This continues until all pixels have been classified and the state is incremented to 

the recalculate center values state. In this state, the controller signals the center calculation 

module to begin recalculating the center values. Once new center values have been calculated 

the controller decides whether to continue iterating by returning to the previous state or if the 

K-means algorithm has been completed and moves ahead to the done state. 
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Figure 5.5: Controller Module State Diagram 

 The secondary task that the controller module does was mentioned previously. Access 

to the memory is performed here for both reading and writing. This is separated from the 

modules that actually require the data to simplify the operation of these modules for testing 

purposes and modifications. Parameters could be changed and the results of each module 

tested without the added complexity of accessing memory.  

5.3.6 Center Initialization 

 In order to initialize the center values that the K-means algorithm will initially group the 

pixel data to, some agreed upon method must be used. Common methods are to use pre-coded 

values, perform principal component analysis and choose based on decision metrics, or to select 

data points at random [48]. Of these methods, random sampling provides shorter K-means 

iteration lengths and is practical to implement in hardware, so was chosen as the method to 

implement. 

 The required theory of operation is to select pixels at random such that none are the 

same and so, some kind of random number generator is required. Actual random values are not 

required so a pseudorandom binary sequence generator is used to select the address of the 

pixel data in memory for each of the initial center values. This is a very simple number generator 

that works based on a linear feedback shift register [49].  

 An eight bit example is shown in Figure 5.6 where each numbered box represents a 

registered binary value. At each clock, the binary values in each register are shifted following the 

arrows. It can be seen that the values in registers four, five, six, and eight are logically XOR’d and 

shifted back to the first register. This feedback is specifically designed to cause the numbers 

generated to be a uniformly distributed pseudorandom sequence. This number generator will 

provide a stream of pseudorandom numbers that will not repeat for 2k − 1 clock cycles as long 

as it is not initially set to all zeros. In the all zero case the generator will lock up and no longer 

function. Simple logic is used to ensure this does not occur in actual implementation by seeding 
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the value at some unknown time before operation such that there is no lock up and some 

reasonable assurance of a unique sequence for each run is achieved. 

 

Figure 5.6: 8 Bit Pseudorandom Binary Sequence Generator 

 This random number is read from the registers and sent to the controller module to be 

used as the address of a selected pixel in memory. At that point the controller module will 

access the memory and supply the center initialization module with the requested values. These 

values would then be sent to the center recalculation module where they are used and modified 

during regular K-means operation. 

5.4 Results 

 The K-means algorithm was implemented in Verilog HDL as described in the previous 

sections on an Altera Stratix IV GX EP4SGX230 FPGA [50] with a base clock frequency of 50 MHz. 

As a proof of concept, the implementation was tested for images consisting of 512 by 512 

spatial pixels with eight spectral bands per pixel and eight K-means groups. The results of this 

implementation are quantified by examining the data throughput and the logic utilization of the 

compiled design. 

 To prove the concept that this algorithm is plausible for spectral images, an image with 

only eight bands was used as opposed to one with 200 or more bands. This was done for ease of 

implementation and testing more than anything else. The following results concerning logic 

utilization would change with an increased number of bands so an attempt to extrapolate is 

provided afterward. Lastly an example input image and resultant output are included to 

visualize the results in a tangible manner. 

5.4.1 Data Throughput Results 

 The first result to examine is the data throughput and latency. This can be quantified in 

the number of clock cycles required between each output of a module and the latency between 

an input and its associated output through a module. Table 5.1 contains a list of these values for 

each of the main modules. The center calculation module has no general outputs so is labeled as 

not applicable. Most of the sub modes for the center calculation module, however, do provide 

outputs so are included. 
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Table 5.1: Latency and Throughput of Individual Modules 

Module 
Latency Throughput 

(# of Clocks) (# of Clocks per Output) 

Distance Calculation 5 1 

Comparator Tree 3 1 

Center Calculation N/A N/A 

 -Initial Center Load 1 1 

 -Normal Operation N/A N/A 

 -Center Recalculation 10 1 

Center Initialization 1 1 

 Due to the implementation being designed using pipeline techniques all modules can 

achieve the maximum throughput of one output each clock after the initial latency. Both 

distance calculation and comparator trees have latency equivalent to their pipeline length as 

described previously. The center recalculation sub mode of the Center Calculation module has a 

latency of 10 due to the use of a pipelined integer divider with pipeline length of 10. 

 Though each module has theoretical throughput of one output each clock, in the actual 

implementation this was not achieved. Memory access to the DDR modules introduced 

additional latency between reads. Figure 5.7 shows an example of this latency graphically. A 

data request to the memory is initiated and the memory is not available from the memory for 

eight clock cycles. After which another read can be initiated if desired. Some of this latency is 

introduced through the logic within the DDR2 memory controller and the rest is likely from the 

DDR2 Column Address Strobe (CAS) latency. 

Clock 
                     

                      Data Request to Memory 
                     

                      Data Available from Memory 
                     

Figure 5.7: DDR2 Memory Request Latency 

  The effect of this additional latency between available pixel values from memory is that 

the throughput for modules that rely on these pixels drops. The states from Figure 5.5 that are 

affected by this latency are the Initialize and Calculate Group Assignments states. The Initialize 

state is not affected very much due to only requiring eight memory accesses to initialize each of 

the center values. During the Calculate Group Assignments state each and every pixel must be 

accessed from memory to calculate the distance and group number. For a 512 by 512 spatially 

sized image the number of clocks required in this stage goes from 262,144 to 2,097,152 without 

initial pipeline or overhead logic latency. This is a significant slowdown, but fortunately it is 

limited to only these two states. 
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 Overall, for a single iteration of the K-means method with controller induced additional 

latency, the Initialize state takes approximately 88 clocks cycles, the Calculate Group 

Assignments state takes approximately 2,097,208 clock cycles, and the Recalculate Center 

Values state takes approximately 75 clock cycles. 

 To extrapolate these throughput results to an implementation with a higher number of 

spectral input bands, because of the pipelined design the initial latency will increase but the 

throughput would remain equivalent. Given that the number of clock cycles required due to the 

spatial size of the image dominates any latency effects, the additional latency of more spectral 

bands would be insignificant. 

5.4.2 Logic Utilization Results 

 After the design was compiled, the logic utilization of each was gathered. These results 

are in terms of number and percent of available Combinational Adaptive Lookup Tables (ALUT), 

Memory ALUTs, and Dedicated Logic Registers and can be seen in Table 5.2. The two most 

complex modules, the Center Calculation and Controller modules, take up a majority of the logic 

used by the entire design. These two modules are followed by the Distance Calculation modules 

as the third largest sources of logic utilization. 

Table 5.2: Device Logic Utilization by Module 

Module Combinational ALUTs Memory ALUTs Dedicated Logic Registers 

Distance Calculator (x8) 3,160 (1.73%) - 3,160 (1.73%) 

Comparator Tree 4 (<0.01%) - 144 (0.08%) 

Pixel Buffer 15 (<0.01%) - 11 (<0.01%) 

Center Calculation 4,489 (2.46%) 4 (<0.01%) 3,799 (2.08%) 

Controller 4,974 (2.73%) 192 (0.21%) 5,058 (2.77%) 

Center Initialization 9 (<0.01%) - 18 (<0.01%) 

Total Device Utilization 12,651 (6.94%) 196 (0.21%) 12,190 (6.68%) 

 From these results of logic utilization, it can be seen that there is significant available 

resources in this particular device to scale to more spectral bands. Considering only the three 

most significant modules some estimates of additional logic utilization can be extrapolated. 

 Beginning with the Distance Calculator modules, if the logic required in finding the 

absolute value is ignored; doubling the number of bands would be roughly equivalent to 

doubling the logic required. This is ignoring the increased bit lengths that would be required but 

a rough estimate of moving from eight to, for example, 256 bands would be approximately 32 

times higher than the current 3168 at around 101,376 combinational ALUTs and dedicated logic 

registers or about 55% of the respective available resources. An AVIRIS sized image with 224 

bands may be slightly less than 50% utilization however. 
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 In the Center Calculation module, approximately a fourth of the utilization is used by a 

pipelined divider. Given that this same divider, with larger bit widths, would be used if the 

number of bands was increased; its contribution is ignored for the scaling estimate. A majority 

of the remainder of the logic is used to store the accumulation of each band in each group. The 

same increase to 256 bands from before could put the logic utilization at roughly 65%, up from 

the current of roughly 2%. 

 Lastly the most logic hungry module, the Controller, consists mostly of logic to read and 

write from the DDR2 module. This would likely change very little if scaled to higher spectral 

bands as it would just require different techniques to access the large pixels from memory. If 

anything, the on chip memory utilization in the form of Memory ALUTs would possibly increase 

due to the requirement of buffering some of the data from memory before posting it to the 

module that requested it. 

 A straight addition of these estimates of logic utilization would show that over 100% is 

likely. This shows that the design would have to be optimized to fit this device and would 

operate at near the limit of what is possible for large number of spectral bands. One method to 

explore in optimizing this for high number of bands would be making use of the largely unused 

onboard memory ALUTs and block memory. If this implementation were to be used with the 

SAMLC KLT algorithm proposed earlier in this thesis, the KLT portion of the proposed algorithm 

would have to be implemented on a second processing device. 

5.4.3 Example Output 

As a test case, the first 8 bands of the AVIRIS Lunar Lake image were loaded into the 

memory of the test system. After 100 iterations of the K-means algorithm performed in 

hardware the results were read out of the systems memory and plotted by color for 

visualization. Figure 5.8 shows both a false color representation of the input image as well as the 

visualized spatially aggregated image. Each color in Figure 5.8b represents a different aggregate 

group assignment. 
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Figure 5.8: AVIRIS Lunar Lake False Color Image (a) and Result of K-Means Aggregation on First 

Eight Bands (b) 

 This output K-map can be used by the SAMLC algorithm to apply the separate 

transforms to each of the groups. Likewise, this output would also be sent as side information 

for use during decompression to determine which pixels correspond to which transform. 

 Now that the hardware for implementing the K-means algorithm has been described, 

conclusions about the lossy and lossless performance of the SAMLC algorithm, hardware 

implementation of the K-means method and future work are discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion 

To conclude this thesis a summary of the results obtained from both the 

implementation of the SAMLC algorithm and the hardware K-means algorithm are included 

followed by an analysis of what these results mean, a discussion of the limitations of the 

presented research, and a roadmap for future opportunities for research into this topic. 

6.1 Summary of Results 

 The proposed algorithm’s performance was measured for lossless and lossy 

compression over a series of test images. This performance was compared against other similar 

methods such as Reversible Karhunen–Loève Transform, Spatially Aggregated KLT, Multilevel 

Clustering KLT, and JPEG2000 alone. 

 For lossless compression it was found that the proposed algorithm did not show any 

significant performance gains over the other methods. In all but a single image the proposed 

algorithm was beat by the Multilevel Clustering KLT technique. Although it did not have a 

performance advantage, the proposed algorithm was still within 0.5% of the performance of the 

Multilevel Clustering KLT method in a majority of the AVIRIS test images and had performance 

loss of less than 2% across the entire test set. 

 Lossy compression was performed over the same test set of images over a range of 

bitrates. Performance of the algorithms was measured in SNR and all of the same algorithms 

were included except for JPEG2000 as the performance was very poor. For each test image, 

three analyses were performed.  

 The first lossy analysis was to compare Reversible KLT with and without spatial 

aggregation. This showed the effects of spatial aggregation alone on each particular image. For 

all Hyperion images, the addition of spatial aggregation showed performance improvements but 

AVIRIS images all showed little to no effect with the addition of spatial aggregation. 

 For the second lossy analysis, Multilevel Clustering (MLC) KLT was compared to the 

proposed algorithm to show the effects of adding spatial aggregation to the MLC method. In all 

test images but Moffett Field, Jasper Ridge, and Lunar Lake the addition of spatial aggregation to 

the MLC method showed significant improvements. In the three images where it did not show 

improvement, performance was on par with the MLC KLT. 

 Lastly, an analysis of the performance of Reversible KLT, MLC KLT, and the proposed 

algorithm was performed for each test image to look at the overall performance. It was found 

that the proposed algorithm with eight aggregate groups outperformed other methods in all but 

four AVIRIS images. In these four images, the performance was equivalent to the next highest 

performing method so there was no negative effect to the proposed algorithm. 
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 In addition to the proposed algorithm, the K-means algorithm was also implemented in 

hardware on an FPGA to show the proof of concept for this extra processing step in the SAMLC 

algorithm. Results were favorable showing that at small scale, the K-means algorithm performed 

quickly and accurately. 

6.2 Analysis 

From the performance results it can be concluded that the developed SAMLC KLT 

algorithm is competitive with similar transform based lossy and lossless compression schemes. 

Particularly for the Hyperion data set, the proposed algorithm shows sizeable gains for lossy 

compression. In even the worst case test images, by using the SAMLC algorithm for lossy 

compression no performance loss is ever realized compared to the other methods at similar 

bitrates. 

However, for lossless compression the algorithm performs moderately poorer than the 

Multilevel Clustering KLT method. This suggests that the proposed algorithm should not be used 

when exclusive lossless compression is required. In those cases there are more effective lossless 

compression schemes based on prediction that would be better than any of the transform based 

methods [23]. 

The results of the hardware implementation show that the K-means algorithm was 

feasible to implement entirely in hardware for spectral images. It is also potentially feasible to 

scale the algorithm up to the number of spectral bands in a typical AVIRIS image using the same 

device if optimizations are made to reduce logic usage. If an FPGA with more logic elements was 

used, a full hyperspectral implementation of the K-means algorithm would definitely be feasible. 

To implement the entire SAMLC algorithm in hardware would require at least an additional 

FPGA to perform KLT operations and JPEG2000 compression. 

6.2.1 Limitations to Research 

As was mentioned in 4.3.2, the major limitation of the research done in this thesis was 

the inability to directly compare the SAMLC KLT algorithm with more published transform based 

algorithms. An unfair comparison would have been possible by directly extrapolating data from 

these other algorithms published charts and tables, but it was decided against due to the fact 

that not enough information was known about these particular experiments. There are many 

different versions of spectral images which are referred to by their geographic name. In addition 

to confusion on particular input images, there is confusion about what spatial cropping of these 

images was done, if any.  

For these reason those methods were excluded from result comparisons and only 

methods that were known with a usable implementation were used. 
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6.3 Future Work 

Of the two main subjects of this thesis, the SAMLC algorithm and the K-means FPGA 

implementation, if research were to continue there are several prospects to explore. 

First off, the SAMLC KLT algorithm could be further developed in a few ways. One 

potential avenue to explore would be an alternative spatial aggregation method besides K-

means. While it is true that in general the K-means step does increase the performance, there is 

no proof provided that the K-means algorithm is optimal for the task. It is possible that there 

exists a better method to spatially aggregate the pixels before KLT is applied such that the KLT 

functions better. Additional benefits of an alternative spatial aggregation could also come in the 

form of reduced overhead if an alternative to an aggregate group map was found. 

Another possible development could come from generating the multilevel clustered KLT 

in some adaptive way such that a fixed structure is not always chosen. This could potentially 

increase performance for images where the spatial aggregation had much less effect. It is also a 

largely unexplored topic and has been only lightly examined in the literature. 

6.4 Overall Conclusion 

 The Spatially Aggregated Multilevel Clustering KLT method developed in this thesis 

shows overall good compression performance and includes several unique improvements not 

seen in the literature. This includes the use of fixed point notation to store the transform 

coefficients rather than 32 bit floating point values to reduce this source of overhead by 50% as 

well as the fine grained spatial aggregation as implemented using the K-means spatial 

aggregation. 

 Likewise, the hardware implementation of the K-means algorithm shows feasibility of 

implementing the spatial aggregation step in hardware without requiring a coprocessor such as 

is seen in the literature. This includes a novel approach to initializing cluster centers through the 

pseudo random number generator implemented by a linear feedback shift register. 

 Combining these conclusions shows the algorithm performs well and is feasible to 

implement in a hardware device to compress the hyperspectral data onboard the remote 

sensing platform itself.  
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Appendix A 

Matlab SAMLC Compression/Decompression Code 

Appendices 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% SAMLC matlab script for compression and reconstru ction! 
% Written by: Greg Geiger and Jason McNeely at Univ . of Alaska  
% Fairbanks  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Performs entire compression and reconstruction pr ocess based  
% on configuration settings at top of file.  
 
clear all ;  clc ;  
% Image # -  Cuprite (1), LowAltitude (2), Moffet ( 3), Lunar 
Lake(4)  
%           Cuprite1997Corpus (5), Low Altitude 199 6Corpus (6)  
%    Lunar Lake1997Corpus (7), Moffett Field 1997Co rpus 
(8),  
%   AIRS Granule 129 (9), , Hyperion Agricultural ( 11),  
%   AIRS Granule 120 (12), Jasper Ridge 1997 (13),  
%   Hyperion Coral Reef (14), Hyperion Tornado (15) ,  
%    Hyperion Urban (16)  
%Example: imageNum=5; (for Cuprite 1997 corpus)  
imageNum=5;  
 
%Full scene mode - If set to 1, all scenes from a s et will be loaded, 
if  
%setup that way. IF set to 0, only scene 1 in any s et will be loaded.  
%Example: fullSceneLoad = 0; (to load only first sc ene in each set)  
fullSceneLoad = 0;  
 
%Use lossless JPEG2000 compression? (Note: If set t o 0, uses tacR 
values.)  
LLJPEG = 0;  
 
% Compression Ratio  
% -r image_to_j2k options. This specifies the compr ession ratio 
required.  
% Set tacR to a single value, or an array of values  to test many  
% Warning: IF LLJPEG=1, then these are not used, an d tacR becomes 0  
tacR = [ 2 3 4 6 8 10 16 20 24 28 32 48 64 ];    
% tacR = [2];  
 
 
% Number of groups to create for kmeans (aggregatio n groups)  
% Set to a single number to test only one  
% Example: kmeanersToUse=[1]; (for only one test ha ving one group - or 
none)  
% Example: kmeanersToUse=[1 2 4]; (to test for none , 2 groups, and 4 
groups)  
% kmeanersToUse = [1 2 4 8 ];  
kmeanersToUse = [ 8];  
% kmeanersToUse = [32 64 128 256];  
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% Structure of multilevel KLT .. Examples below..  
% structure{1} = [32, 7, 2, ... %32 clusters of 7 c omponents each, 2 go 
on to next  
%             4, 16, 6, ... %4 clusters of 16 compo nents each, 6 go on 
to next  
%             2, 12, 4, ... %2 clusters of 16 compo nents each, 4 go on 
to next  
%             1, 8, 0]; %1 cluster of 8 components,  none go on to next  
% structure{1} = [2 112 14, 1 28 0];  
% structure{1} = [4 56 7, 1 28 0];  
% structure{1} = [4 56 5, 2 10 4, 1 8 0];  
% structure{1} = [4 56 5, 2 10 5, 1 10 0];  
% 
%However, to test multiple structures, set the tota l number of 
structures  
%you want to test, then set structureCells{i} prope rly.. see example 
below:  
%  structuresToTest = 3;  
%  structureCells{1} =[1 224 0];  
%  structureCells{2} = [56 4 1, 14 4 1, 1 14 0];  
%  structureCells{3} = [2 112 111, 2 111 110, 1 220  0];  
 
structuresToTest = 1;  
structureCells { 1}  = [ 4 56 5, 2 10 5,  1 10 0];  
 
 
%%Special Experiments Section - these apply to all runs  
 
%EXPERIMENT! Use single precision for transform mat rix (T)?  
singlePrec = 0;  %%DEPRECATED! Leave 0.  
 
%EXPERIMENT! Use single precision for covariance ma trix (Cx)?  
singlePrecCx = 0; %%DEPRECATED! Leave 0.  
 
%EXPERIMENT! Use Fixed Point for covariance. Mutual ly exclusive with 
singlePrec  
%%DEPRECATED! Leave enabled 0.  
fixedPt = [ 0,  24 ,  1];  %[enabled,  bit word length, fraction length]  
 
%EXPERIMENT! Use Fixed Point for transform. Mutuall y exclusive with 
singlePrec  
fixedPtT = [ 1,  16 ,  12 ];  %[enabled,  bit word length, fraction length]  
q=quantizer ( 'fixed' , 'floor' ,[ fixedPtT ( 2)  fixedPtT ( 3)]);  
 
fp = fipref ;  
default_loggingmode = fp . LoggingMode ;  
fp . LoggingMode = 'On' ;  
 
%% MASTER STATISTICS  
% Use this matrix to collect data for publication  
maxItems = 4;  
itemJ2KFileSize = 1;    %entry number that holds J2K filesize  
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itemProcessing = 2;     %entry number that hold processing time before 
compression with J2K  
itemCompleteCompression =3;   %..complete compression time 
(processing+J2K compress)  
itemCompressandUncompressTime =4;  
if  ( LLJPEG==1)  
tacR = [ 0];  
end  
masterData = zeros ( structuresToTest , numel ( kmeanersToUse ), numel ( tacR ),  
maxItems );  
 
%Use the dumpData function to see the data in more read format  
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%END CONFIGURATION%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
 
%%  PROCESSING %% 
%loops whole thing over various structures, and var ious kmeaners (#  
%groups/segments) in each structure  
 
kmax=numel ( kmeanersToUse ); %leave alone  
for  primaryStructure =1: structuresToTest 
structure = structureCells { primaryStructure };  
if  ( numel ( structure )== 9)  
fprintf ( 'Loop started for structure 
[(%d,%d,%d),(%d,%d,%d),(%d,%d,%d)]\n' ,  
structure ( 1), structure ( 2), structure ( 3), structure ( 4), structure ( 5), struct
ure ( 6), structure ( 7), structure ( 8), structure ( 9));  
elseif  ( numel ( structure )== 6)  
fprintf ( 'Loop started for structure [(%d,%d,%d),(%d,%d,%d)] \n' ,  
structure ( 1), structure ( 2), structure ( 3), structure ( 4), structure ( 5), struct
ure ( 6));  
elseif  ( numel ( structure )== 3)  
fprintf ( 'Loop started for structure [(%d,%d,%d)]\n' ,  
structure ( 1), structure ( 2), structure ( 3));  
else  
fprintf ( 'Starting a structure larger than three levels...\n ' );  
end  
kindex = 1;  %start index for kmeaners array  
 
while  ( kindex <= kmax )   %loops whole thing over varying number of 
segments  
kmeaners = kmeanersToUse ( kindex );  
fprintf ( '\tLoop started for # of kmeans segments =%d\n' ,  kmeaners );  
CompressionStartTime = tic ;  
[ input ,  filename ]  = loadCube ( imageNum,  fullSceneLoad ,  1);  %Read a 
spectral file  
 
TotalTime =tic ;  
 
% Unroll image cube. Each Row is a plane of the ori ginal.  
[ yres , xres , zres ]= size ( input );  
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sizeofinput = size ( input );  %Used later so I dont need to keep size 
array until decompression  
numelInput =numel ( input );  %for later  
for  i =1: zres              %for later  
numelInputColonColonI ( i )  = numel ( input (:,:, i ));  
end  
x=int16 ( zeros ( zres , xres * yres ));  
for  i =1: zres ,  
x ( i ,:)= reshape ( input (:,:, i ),[ 1,  numel ( input (:,:, i ))]);  
end  
clear input ;   %input not needed anymore, until decompression, its  in x 
now 
 
numCells = 0;  
for  i =1: length ( structure )/ 3  % 
numCells = numCells + structure ( i * 3- 2);  % 
end  
 
xbars = cell ( 1, kmeaners * numCells );  
kmaps = cell ( 1, 1);  
 
Ps=cell ( 1, kmeaners * numCells );  
Ls =cell ( 1, kmeaners * numCells );  
Us=cell ( 1, kmeaners * numCells );  
Ss=cell ( 1, kmeaners * numCells );  
 
Final = cell ( 1, kmeaners );  %We will store the KLT outputs here.  
forwardingBands = [];  %We will store the bands forwarding onwards here.  
 
tracker = 1;  
opts = statset ( 'Display' , 'off' , 'MaxIter' , 400 );  %change off to final to 
see #iterations jbm8240  
kmap=kmeans( double ( x '), kmeaners , 'distance' , 'cosine' , 'replicates' , 2, 'Emp
tyAction' ,  'drop' ,  'Options' , opts )';   
kmaps{ 1}  = kmap ;  
for  k =1: kmeaners ,  %Keeps track which segments we are working on.  
% pull out only the q labeled pixels  
fprintf ( '\t\t\tProcessing Segment #%d\n' ,  k );  
forwardingBands2 = x ( repmat (( kmap == k ), zres , 1)== 1);  
forwardingBands2 = 
reshape ( forwardingBands2 , zres , length ( forwardingBands2 )/ zres );  
s=size ( forwardingBands2 );  
if  ( s ( 2)  ==0)  %jbm8240 required because if empty set in kmeans th at we 
ignored, we must skip it here  
fprintf ( '***** WARNING: This segment is empty, skipping and  moving on 
to next one.\n' );  
continue ;  
end  
 
 
 
 
for  i =1: length ( structure )/ 3,   %Keeps track of which level we are one.  
for  j =1: structure (( i - 1)* 3+1),  %Keeps track which cluster we are on.  
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%First let's pull out what we are working with, goi ng bottom  
%up because it looks most convenient right now...  
%                     fprintf('\t\tCluster started (level %d, group 
%d)..\n',i,j);  
current = forwardingBands2 (( structure (( i - 1)* 3+1)* structure (( i - 1)* 3+2)-
structure (( i - 1)* 3+2)* j +1):( structure (( i - 1)* 3+1)* structure (( i - 1)* 3+2)-
structure (( i - 1)* 3+2)* j +structure (( i - 1)* 3+2)),:);  
 
 
%Find average value of each plane and get mean subt racted data.  
[ xmeaned , xbar ]= meanCells ( current );  
 
%Now find the covariance matrix.  
Cx=cov ( double ( current '), 1);   %%Ultra speed method!  
 
 
xbar = round ( xbar );  
 
currentholder =current ;  %Scale Loop  
for  fudge =.01 : .01 : .15 ,  %Scale Loop  
current =currentholder ;  %Scale Loop  
 
[ T,~]= eig ( Cx);  
 
%Fliplr so that the most significant plane is #1 an d not the last one.  
T=fliplr ( T);  
 
%Now is the scaling step... possibly controversial.  
scaler =eye ( structure (( i - 1)* 3+2));  
 
%Transform so we can see what possible outcome valu es we get.  
image =T'* xmeaned ;  
%                     clear xmeaned;  
 
 
% Let's find any potential overflow problems and fi x them!  
for  m=1: structure (( i - 1)* 3+2),  
if  ( max( abs ( image ( m,:)))> 32767 )  
temp =image ( m,:);  
fprintf ( '\t\t\tScaling was used on level %d, group %d, band  %d! Max 
value was:%d\n' , i , j , m, max( abs ( image ( m,:))));  
 
% Scale value is designed in such a way as there is  some  
% fudge factor because this is only an approximatio n of  
% what the factorized values would  
% be.  
blahblah = ( temp ( max( abs ( image ( m,:)))== abs ( image ( m,:)))+  
fudge * temp ( max( abs ( image ( m,:)))== abs ( image ( m,:)))); %changed .025 to 
.5!!!  
scaler ( m, m)  = abs ( 32767 / blahblah ( 1));  
scaler ( structure (( i - 1)* 3+2)+ 1- m, structure (( i - 1)* 3+2)+ 1-
m)= 1/ scaler ( m, m);  
clear temp ;  
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end  
end  
 
%Finalize the transform matrix we want to use.  
T=T* scaler ;  
 
if  singlePrec ,  
T=single ( T); T=double ( T);  
elseif  ( fixedPtT ( 1)  == 1)  
T = quantize ( q, T);  
end  
 
[ P, L, U, S]  = QccHYPrkltFactorization ( T, structure (( i - 1)* 3+2));  
 
%Transform using PLUS                     
parfor u =1: length ( current ( 1,:)),  
current (:, u)  = ( QccHYPrkltApplyTransform ( double ( current (:, u))-
xbar , P, L, U, S, structure (( i - 1)* 3+2)));  
end  
 
if  ( max( abs ( current (:)))< 32767 )  %Scale Loop  
break ;  %Scale Loop  
end  %Scale Loop  
fprintf ( '\t\t\tStill had scaling issues! going again.\n' );  %Scale Loop  
 
end  %Scale Loop  
 
%Store the PLUS terms and xbar  
xbars { tracker }  = xbar ;  
Ps{ tracker }  = P ;  
Ls { tracker }  = L ;  
Us{ tracker }  = U ;  
Ss{ tracker }  = S ;  
 
tracker = tracker + 1;  
%Now we store what's finished and pass on what need s to be  
%forwarded to the next KLT.  
Final { k}  = [ current ( structure (( i - 1)* 3+3)+ 1: structure (( i -
1)* 3+2),:); Final { k}];  
forwardingBands = [ current ( 1: structure (( i - 1)* 3+3),:); forwardingBands ];  
 
end%cluster  
forwardingBands2 = forwardingBands ;  
 
forwardingBands = [];  
end%level  
 
end%one K 
%At this point an entire transform is complete. Rec ombine now.  
%We have 'kmeaners' Final cells. Final{1:kmeaners}  
Fin =zeros ( zres , xres * yres );  
for  k =1: kmeaners ,  
Fin ( repmat (( kmap == k ), zres , 1))  = Final { k};  
end  
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Final =Fin ;  
clear Fin ;  
 
%At this point the entire image should be transform ed and we can save 
it to  
%raw and run JPEG compression on it  
 
%Reshape the image to a cube.  
Y=zeros ( yres , xres , zres );  
for  i =1: zres ,  
Y(:,:, i )= reshape ( Final ( i ,:),[ yres , xres ]);  
end  
image =Y;  
clear Y ;  
 
TimeToProcessOnly = toc ( TotalTime );  
 
fprintf ( '\tCompressing using J2k and then inversing...\n' );  
%Now write them to disk using filename with band se quential big  
%endian format.  
multibandwrite ( int16 ( image ), filename , 'bsq' , 'MACHFMT', 'ieee-be' );  
clear image ;  
 
if  LLJPEG ,  
%Then we run image_to_j2k.exe using default lossles s settings.  
fprintf ( '\t%s\n' , 'Lossless Compression in progress' );  
[~,~]= system ([ 'image_to_j2k -i ' , filename , ' -o 
' , filename , '.lossless' , '.j2k -F ' ,  
num2str ( yres ), ',' , num2str ( xres ), ',' , num2str ( zres ), ',16,s' ]);  
 
TimeToProcessAndCompress =toc ( TotalTime );  
 
%Once the j2k images are written, they are converte d back to .raw  
%files using j2k_to_image.exe  
[~,~]= system ([ 'j2k_to_image -i ' , filename , '.lossless' , '.j2k -o 
' , filename , '.lossless' , '.raw' ]);  
 
image = 
multibandread ([ filename , '.lossless' , '.raw' ], sizeofinput , 'int16=>int16' ,
0, 'bsq' , 'ieee-be' );  
 
fileInfo = dir ([ filename , '.lossless' , '.j2k' ]);  
fileSize = fileInfo . bytes ;  
 
Final =zeros ( zres , xres * yres );  
for  i =1: zres ,  
Final ( i ,:)= reshape ( image (:,:, i ),[ 1,  numelInputColonColonI ( i )]);  
end  
 
recombine = cell ( kmeaners , 1);  
%Now inverse KLT  
for  k =kmeaners :- 1: 1,  
%Take out the parts we need here.  
Finaltemp = Final ( repmat (( kmap == k ), zres , 1)== 1);  
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Finaltemp = reshape ( Finaltemp , zres , length ( Finaltemp )/ zres );  
 
 
current =[];  
for  i =length ( structure )/ 3:- 1: 1,   %Keeps track of which level we are 
one.  
for  j =structure (( i - 1)* 3+1):- 1: 1,  %Keeps track which cluster we are on.  
tracker = tracker -  1;  
if  ( structure (( i - 1)* 3+3)  ~= 0),  %Means we are on the highest level  
current = forwardingBands2 ( 1: structure (( i - 1)* 3+3),:);  
forwardingBands2 = forwardingBands2 ( structure (( i -
1)* 3+3)+ 1: length ( forwardingBands2 (:, 1)),:);  %Chop it off the 'stack'  
end  
current = [ current ;  Finaltemp ( 1: structure (( i - 1)* 3+2)- structure (( i -
1)* 3+3),:)];  
Finaltemp = Finaltemp ( structure (( i - 1)* 3+2)- structure (( i - 1)* 3+3)+ 1:  
length ( Finaltemp (:, 1)),:);  %Chop it off the 'stack'  
P=Ps{ tracker };  
L=Ls { tracker };  
U=Us{ tracker };  
S=Ss{ tracker };  
xbar = xbars { tracker };  
parfor u =1: length ( current ( 1,:)),  
current (:, u)  = 
int16 ( QccHYPrkltApplyInverseTransform ( double ( current (:, u)),  
inv ( P), L, U, S,  structure (( i - 1)* 3+2))  + xbar );  
end  
forwardingBands = [ forwardingBands ;  current ];    
end  
forwardingBands2 = forwardingBands ;  
forwardingBands = [];  
end  
recombine { k}  = forwardingBands2 ;  
end  
 
%At this point all levels are done, recombine.  
Fin =zeros ( zres , xres * yres );  
for  k =kmeaners :- 1: 1,  
Fin ( repmat (( kmap == k ), zres , 1))  = recombine { k};  
end  
forwardingBands2 =Fin ;  
clear Fin ; clear recombine ;  
 
%Reshape the image to a cube.  
Y=zeros ( yres , xres , zres );  
for  i =1: zres ,  
Y(:,:, i )= reshape ( forwardingBands2 ( i ,:),[ yres , xres ]);  
end  
image =Y;  
clear Y ; clear forwardingBands2 ;  
CompleteCompressUncompressTime = toc ( TotalTime );  
 
%since i cleared input for size savings, i need to reload it now to  
%find PSNR  
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[ input ,  filename ]  = loadCube ( imageNum, fullSceneLoad , 1);  
PSNR=20* log10 ( 32767 / sqrt ( sum( sum( sum(( double ( input )-
( image )).^ 2)))/( numel ( input ))));  
 
if  ( sum( sum( sum( input == int16 ( image ))))  == numel ( input ))  
fprintf ( '\tReconstruction matches original perfectly!\n' );  
end  
clear input ;  
 
fprintf ( '\tResults using Reversible KLT method and lossless  
JPEG2000.\n' );  
fprintf ( '\tCube #:%d\n' , imageNum);  
fprintf ( '\tPSNR(dB)  |  j2k File Size (bytes)\n' )  
fprintf ( '\t-------------------------------------------\n' )  
fprintf ( '\t%7.4f  |  %0.0f\n' ,[ PSNR; fileSize ])  
masterData ( primaryStructure ,  kindex ,  1,  itemJ2KFileSize )  = fileSize ;  
masterData ( primaryStructure ,  kindex ,  1,  itemProcessing )  = 
TimeToProcessOnly ;  %note for lossless, tacR index is 1  
masterData ( primaryStructure ,  kindex ,  1,  itemCompleteCompression )  = 
TimeToProcessAndCompress ;  
masterData ( primaryStructure ,  kindex ,  1,  itemCompressandUncompressTime )  
= CompleteCompressUncompressTime ;  
 
else  %Lossy JPEG  
fileSize = zeros ( 1, length ( tacR ));  
PSNR = zeros ( 1, length ( tacR ));  
SNR = zeros ( 1, length ( tacR ));  
trackerhold = tracker ;  
for  r =1: length ( tacR ),  
fprintf ( '\t%s%d\n' , 'Lossy Compression in progress with CR=' , tacR ( r ));  
%Then we run image_to_j2k.exe using each of the tac R values.  
startCompr = tic ;  
[~,~]= system ([ 'image_to_j2k -i ' , filename , ' -o 
' , filename , num2str ( tacR ( r )), '.j2k -F 
' , num2str ( yres ), ',' , num2str ( xres ), ',' , num2str ( zres ), ',16,s -r 
' , num2str ( tacR ( r ))]);  
TimeToProcessAndCompress =toc ( startCompr )  + TimeToProcessOnly ;  
 
%Once the j2k images are written, they are converte d back to .raw  
%files using j2k_to_image.exe  
[~,~]= system ([ 'j2k_to_image -i ' , filename , num2str ( tacR ( r )), '.j2k -o 
' , filename , num2str ( tacR ( r )), '.raw' ]);  
 
image = 
multibandread ([ filename , num2str ( tacR ( r )), '.raw' ], sizeofinput , 'int16=>in
t16' , 0, 'bsq' , 'ieee-be' );  
 
fileInfo = dir ([ filename , num2str ( tacR ( r )), '.j2k' ]);  
fileSize ( 1, r )  = fileInfo . bytes ;  
 
 
Final =zeros ( zres , xres * yres );  
for  i =1: zres ,  
Final ( i ,:)= reshape ( image (:,:, i ),[ 1,   numelInputColonColonI ( i )]);  
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end  
 
tracker = trackerhold ;  
recombine = cell ( kmeaners , 1);  
%Now inverse KLT  
for  k =kmeaners :- 1: 1,  
%Take out the parts we need here.  
Finaltemp = Final ( repmat (( kmap == k ), zres , 1)== 1);  
Finaltemp = reshape ( Finaltemp , zres , length ( Finaltemp )/ zres );  
current =[];  
for  i =length ( structure )/ 3:- 1: 1,   %Keeps track of which level we are 
one.  
for  j =structure (( i - 1)* 3+1):- 1: 1,  %Keeps track which cluster we are on.  
tracker = tracker -  1;  
if  ( structure (( i - 1)* 3+3)  ~= 0),  %Means we are on the highest level  
current = forwardingBands2 ( 1: structure (( i - 1)* 3+3),:);  
forwardingBands2 = forwardingBands2 ( structure (( i -
1)* 3+3)+ 1: length ( forwardingBands2 (:, 1)),:);  %Chop it off the 'stack'  
end  
current = [ current ;  Finaltemp ( 1: structure (( i - 1)* 3+2)- structure (( i -
1)* 3+3),:)];  
Finaltemp = Finaltemp ( structure (( i - 1)* 3+2)- structure (( i - 1)* 3+3)+ 1:  
length ( Finaltemp (:, 1)),:);  %Chop it off the 'stack'  
P=Ps{ tracker };  
L=Ls { tracker };  
U=Us{ tracker };  
S=Ss{ tracker };  
xbar = xbars { tracker };  
parfor u =1: length ( current ( 1,:)),  
current (:, u)  = 
int16 ( QccHYPrkltApplyInverseTransform ( double ( current (:, u)),  
inv ( P), L, U, S,  structure (( i - 1)* 3+2))  + xbar );  
end  
forwardingBands = [ forwardingBands ;  current ];  
end  
forwardingBands2 = forwardingBands ;  
forwardingBands = [];  
end  
recombine { k}  = forwardingBands2 ;  
end  
 
%At this point all levels are done, recombine.  
Fin =zeros ( zres , xres * yres );  
for  k =kmeaners :- 1: 1,  
Fin ( repmat (( kmap == k ), zres , 1))  = recombine { k};  
end  
forwardingBands2 =Fin ;  
clear Fin ; clear recombine ;  
 
%Reshape the image to a cube.  
Y=zeros ( yres , xres , zres );  
for  i =1: zres ,  
Y(:,:, i )= reshape ( forwardingBands2 ( i ,:),[ yres , xres ]);  
end  
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image =Y;  
clear Y ; clear forwardingBands2 ;  
CompleteCompressUncompressTime = toc ( TotalTime );  
[ input , filename ]= loadCube ( imageNum, fullSceneLoad , 1);  
PSNR( 1, r )= 20* log10 ( 32767 / sqrt ( sum( sum( sum(( double ( input )-
( image )).^ 2)))/( numel ( input ))));  
SNR( 1, r )= 10* log10 ( sum( sum( sum(( double ( input )).^ 2)))/ sum( sum( sum(( double
( input )-( image )).^ 2))));  
if  ( sum( sum( sum( input == int16 ( image ))))  == numel ( input ))  
disp ([ 'Reconstruction for -r = ' , num2str ( tacR ( r )), ' matches original 
perfectly!' ]);  
end  
clear input ;  %save space  
CompleteCompressUncompressTime =toc ( startCompr )  + TimeToProcessOnly ;  
masterData ( primaryStructure ,  kindex ,  r ,  itemJ2KFileSize )  = fileSize ( r );  
masterData ( primaryStructure ,  kindex ,  r ,  itemProcessing )  = 
TimeToProcessOnly ;  %note for lossless, tacR index is 1  
masterData ( primaryStructure ,  kindex ,  r ,  itemCompleteCompression )  = 
TimeToProcessAndCompress ;  
masterData ( primaryStructure ,  kindex ,  r ,  itemCompressandUncompressTime )  
= CompleteCompressUncompressTime ;  
end  
fprintf ( '\tResults using chosen KLT method.\n' );  
fprintf ( '\tCube #:%d\n' , imageNum);  
fprintf ( '\t-r Value | PSNR(dB)  |  SNR(dB)  |  j2k File Siz e 
(bytes)\n' );  
fprintf ( '\t-------------------------------------------\n' );  
fprintf ( '\t%7.2i  |  %7.4f  |%7.4f  |  
%0.0f\n' ,[ tacR ; PSNR; SNR; fileSize ]);  
fprintf ( '\t\nTime To Compress, save, and uncompress:' );  
toc ( CompressionStartTime );  
end  
kindex = kindex +1;  
end  %kmeanerstouse  
end  %structures to test  
 
%Save all the data so it can be read by dumpData  
save ( 'SimulationData' ,  'masterData' , 'structureCells' ,  'kmeanersToUse' ,  
'tacR' ,  'itemJ2KFileSize' , 'itemProcessing' , 'itemCompleteCompression' ,  
'itemCompressandUncompressTime' );  
delete ([ filename , '*' ]);   
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Appendix B 

Matlab Support Function: meanCells 

 
function  [  xminbar , xbar ]  = meanCells (  xCells )  
%[ xbar,xminbar ] = meanCells( xCells )  
%   Finds the mean of each of the cells in xCells a nd returns the array 
of  
%   mean values (xbar) aswell as xCells-xbar (xminb ar)  
% 
%   Input cells must be arranged in rows! ie: [x{1} ;x{2};x{3}...] 
% 
% Written by: Greg Geiger at Univ. of Alaska Fairba nks 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
xbar =mean( xCells , 2);  
xminbar =zeros ( size ( xCells ));  
for  i =1: length ( xCells (:, 1)),  
    xminbar ( i ,:)= xCells ( i ,:)- xbar ( i );  
end  
end 
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Appendix C 

Matlab Support Function: loadCube 

 
function  [ input ,  filename ]  = loadCube ( CubeNum,  fullScene ,  numTabs )   
%This function loads a data cube.  
% Inputs:  
%  CubeNum - Cube number to select which image to l oad  
%  fullScene - Binary whether to load full data or to crop 
image.  
%  Numtabs - can be zero, its just for display purp oses  
% Outputs:  
%  input - loaded image data.  
%  filename - text string to identify name of loade d data.  
%-------------------------------------------------- -----------------  
% Cube Options:  
% Cube # -  Cuprite (1), LowAltitude (2), Moffet (3 ), Lunar Lake(4)  
%           Cuprite1997Corpus (5), Low Altitude 199 6Corpus (6)  
%    Lunar Lake1997Corpus (7), Moffett Field 1997Co rpus 
(8),  
%   AIRS Granule 129 (9), , Hyperion Agricultural ( 11),  
%   AIRS Granule 120 (12), Jasper Ridge 1997 (13),  
%   Hyperion Coral Reef (14), Hyperion Tornado (15) ,  
%    Hyperion Urban (16) 
% 
%Written by: Greg Geiger and Jason McNeely at Univ.  of Alaska Fairbanks 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
tabs { 1}  = '' ;  
tabs { 2}  = '    ' ;  
tabs { 3}  = [ tabs { 2}, tabs { 2}];  
tabs { 4}  = [ tabs { 2}, tabs { 2}, tabs { 2}];  
tabs { 5}  = [ tabs { 2}, tabs { 2},  tabs { 2}, tabs { 2}];  
tabs { 6}  =  [ tabs { 2}, tabs { 2},  tabs { 2}, tabs { 2},  tabs { 2}];  
 
tabber = tabs { numTabs+1};  
 
% Select and load appropriate cube number.  
switch  CubeNum,  
case  1,  
% % CUPRITE SCENE 2008 % %  
fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  tabber ,  'Loading Cuprite 2008 512x512x224 cube' );  
input =( multibandread ( 'f080611t01p00r06rdn_c_sc01_ort_img' ,[ 2776  754  
224 ]  ,  'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]}));  
filename = 'CupritePCs.raw' ;  
input =input ( 50 : 561 , 50 : 561 ,:);  
case  2,  
% % LOWALTITUDE SCENE 1996 % % 
fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  tabber , 'Loading LowAltitude 1996 512x512x224 cube' );  
input =( multibandread ( 'f960705t01p02_r02c_img' ,[ 1087  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]}));  
filename = 'LowAltitudePCs.raw' ;  
input =input ( 50 : 561 , 50 : 561 ,:);  
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case  3,  
% % MOFFET SCENE 2008 % % 
fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  tabber , 'Loading Moffet 2008 512x512x224 cube' );  
input =( multibandread ( 'f080611t01p00r07rdn_c_sc01_ort_img' ,[ 1924  753  
224 ]  ,  'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]}));  
filename = 'MoffetPCs.raw' ;  
input =input ( 50 : 561 , 50 : 561 ,:);  
case  4,  
% % LUNAR LAKE 2009 % %  
fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  tabber , 'Loading Lunar Lake 2009 512x512x224 cube' );  
input =( multibandread ( 'f090819t01p00r06rdn_b_sc01_ort_img' ,[ 6950  781  
224 ]  ,  'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Row' , 'Range' ,[ 50 1 561 ]},{ 'Column' , 'Range' ,[ 50 1 
561 ]}));  
filename = 'LunarPCs.raw' ;  
input =input ( 50 : 561 , 50 : 561 ,:);  
case  5,  
% % Cuprite 1997 Full Corpus % %  
if  ( fullScene ==1),  fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  tabber , 'Loading Full Cuprite1997 
Corpus ...' );  else  fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  tabber , 'Loading Cuprite1997 Corpus 
scene 1 only...' ); end  
input1 =( multibandread ( 'f970619t01p02_r02_sc01.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 1...' );  
if  ( fullScene ==1)  
input2 =( multibandread ( 'f970619t01p02_r02_sc02.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 2..' );  
input3 =( multibandread ( 'f970619t01p02_r02_sc03.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 3..' );  
input4 =( multibandread ( 'f970619t01p02_r02_sc04.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 4..' );  
input5 =( multibandread ( 'f970619t01p02_r02_sc05.c.img' ,[ 158  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 5...' );  
end  
%re-assemble  
if  ( fullScene == 1)  
input = int16 ( zeros ( 2206 , 614 , 224 ));  %prealloc  
else  
input = int16 ( zeros ( 512 , 614 , 224 ));  %prealloc  
end  
 
input ( 1: 512 , 1: 614 , 1: 224 )  = input1 ;  
if  ( fullScene ==1)  
input = [ input ; input2 ; input3 ; input4 ; input5 ];  
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end  
clear input1 ; clear input2 ;  clear input3 ;  clear input4 ;  clear input5 ;  
filename = 'Cuprite1997.raw' ;  
 
case  6,  
% % Alternate Low Altitude 1996 % %  
if  ( fullScene ==1)  fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  tabber , 'Loading Full 
LowAltitude1996 Corpus..' );  else  fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  tabber , 'Loading 
LowAltitude1996 Corpus scene 1 only..' ); end  
input1 =( multibandread ( 'f960705t01p02_r05_sc01.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 1...' );  
if  ( fullScene ==1)  
input2 =( multibandread ( 'f960705t01p02_r05_sc02.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 2...' );  
input3 =( multibandread ( 'f960705t01p02_r05_sc03.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 3...' );  
input4 =( multibandread ( 'f960705t01p02_r05_sc04.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 4...' );  
input5 =( multibandread ( 'f960705t01p02_r05_sc05.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 5...' );  
input6 =( multibandread ( 'f960705t01p02_r05_sc06.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 6...' );  
input7 =( multibandread ( 'f960705t01p02_r05_sc07.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 7...' );  
input8 =( multibandread ( 'f960705t01p02_r05_sc08.c.img' ,[ 105  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 8...' );  
end  
%re-assemble  
if  ( fullScene ==1)  
input = int16 ( zeros ( 3689 , 614 , 224 ));  %prealloc, use for entire  
else  
input = int16 ( zeros ( 512 , 614 , 224 ));  %prealloc, use for single sc  
end  
 
input ( 1: 512 , 1: 614 , 1: 224 )  = input1 ;  
if  ( fullScene ==1)  
input ( 513 : 1024 , 1: 614 , 1: 224 )  = input2 ;  
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input ( 1025 : 1536 , 1: 614 , 1: 224 )  = input3 ;  
input ( 1537 : 2048 , 1: 614 , 1: 224 )  = input4 ;  
input ( 2049 : 2560 , 1: 614 , 1: 224 )  = input5 ;  
input ( 2561 : 3072 , 1: 614 , 1: 224 )  = input6 ;  
input ( 3073 : 3584 , 1: 614 , 1: 224 )  = input7 ;  
input ( 3585 : 3689 , 1: 614 , 1: 224 )  = input8 ;  
end  
clear input1 ; clear input2 ;  clear input3 ;  clear input4 ;  clear 
input5 ; clear input6 ; clear input7 ; clear input8 ;  
 
filename = 'LowAltitude1996.raw' ;  
 
% input=input(1:50,1:50, :); %REMOVE TIS LINE!!  
 
case  7,  
% % Lunar Lake 1997 % %  
if  ( fullScene ==1)  fprintf ( '\n%s%s' ,  tabber , 'Loading Full LunarLake1997 
Corpus..' );  else  fprintf ( '\n%s%s' ,  tabber , 'Loading LunarLake1997 Corpus 
scene 1 only..' ); end  
input1 =( multibandread ( 'f970623t01p02_r07_sc01.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 1...' );  
if  ( fullScene ==1)  
input2 =( multibandread ( 'f970623t01p02_r07_sc02.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 2...' );  
input3 =( multibandread ( 'f970623t01p02_r07_sc03.c.img' ,[ 407  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 3...' );  
end  
%re-assemble  
if  ( fullScene ==1)  
input = int16 ( zeros ( 1431 , 614 , 224 ));  %prealloc, use for entire  
else  
input = int16 ( zeros ( 512 , 614 , 224 ));  %prealloc, use for single sc  
end  
 
input ( 1: 512 , 1: 614 , 1: 224 )  = input1 ;  
if  ( fullScene ==1)  
input ( 513 : 1024 , 1: 614 , 1: 224 )  = input2 ;  
input ( 1025 : 1431 , 1: 614 , 1: 224 )  = input3 ;  
end  
clear input1 ; clear input2 ;  clear input3 ;   
 
filename = 'LunarLake97.raw' ;  
 
case  8,  
% % Moffett Field 1997 % %  
if  ( fullScene ==1)  fprintf ( '\n%s%s' ,  tabber , 'Loading Full Moffett Field 
1997 Corpus..' );  else  fprintf ( '\n%s%s' ,  tabber , 'Loading Mofett Field 
1997 Corpus scene 1 only..' ); end  
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input1 =( multibandread ( 'f970620t01p02_r03_sc01.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 1...' );  
if  ( fullScene ==1)  
input2 =( multibandread ( 'f970620t01p02_r03_sc02.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 2...' );  
input3 =( multibandread ( 'f970620t01p02_r03_sc03.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 3...' );  
input4 =( multibandread ( 'f970620t01p02_r03_sc04.c.img' ,[ 495  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 4...' );  
end  
%re-assemble  
if  ( fullScene ==1)  
input = int16 ( zeros ( 2031 , 614 , 224 ));  %prealloc, use for entire  
else  
input = int16 ( zeros ( 512 , 614 , 224 ));  %prealloc, use for single sc  
end  
 
input ( 1: 512 , 1: 614 , 1: 224 )  = input1 ;  
if  ( fullScene ==1)  
input ( 513 : 1024 , 1: 614 , 1: 224 )  = input2 ;  
input ( 1025 : 1536 , 1: 614 , 1: 224 )  = input3 ;  
input ( 1537 : 2031 , 1: 614 , 1: 224 )  = input4 ;  
end  
clear input1 ; clear input2 ;  clear input3 ;  clear input4 ;   
 
filename = 'MofettField97.raw' ;  
 
case  9,  %AIRS Granule 129 (stored as 135 x 90 x 2378)  
 
fprintf ( '\n%s%s\n' ,  tabber , 'Loading AIRS Granule 129..' );  
input1 = 
hdfread ( 'AIRS.2004.03.02.129.L1B.AIRS_Rad.v5.0.0.0.G0708818 2200.hdf' ,  
'/L1B_AIRS_Science/Data Fields/radiances' ,  'Index' ,  {[ 1  1  1],[ 1  1  
1],[ 135     90  2378 ]});  
if  
( exist ( 'MULTIPLIER_AIRS.2004.03.02.129.L1B.AIRS_Rad.v5.0.0 .0.G070881822
00.mat' )== 2)  %good, multiplier file is there  
fprintf ( 'Loading granule multiplier file...\n' );  
load ( MULTIPLIER_AIRS.2004.03.02.129.L1B.AIRS_Rad.v5.0.0. 0.G07088182200.
mat' ,  'AIRSMult' );  
else  
fprintf ( '  **AIRS multiplier file not found. Needed to mult iply the 
data to get it to be integers. \nWill create the fi le, this will take 
several minutes.\n' );  
AIRSMult = 
diffff ( 'AIRS.2004.03.02.129.L1B.AIRS_Rad.v5.0.0.0.G0708818 2200.hdf' ,  
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'MULTIPLIER_AIRS.2004.03.02.129.L1B.AIRS_Rad.v5.0.0 .0.G07088182200.mat'
);  
save 
( 'MULTIPLIER_AIRS.2004.03.02.129.L1B.AIRS_Rad.v5.0.0 .0.G07088182200.mat
' ,  'AIRSMult' );  
end  
fprintf ( 'Performing AIRS multplier to make it all integers. ..\n' );  
input2 = int16 ( zeros ( 135 , 90 , 2378 ));  
for  i =1: 2378  
if  ( AIRSMult ( i )  > 0 && ( AIRSMult ( i )  ~= 2))  
input2 (:,:, i )  = int16 ( input1 (:,:, i )* AIRSMult ( i ));  
else  if  ( AIRSMult ( i )  == 2)  %even 1 billion wasnt enough, so set it to 1 
billion and dump any problematic pixels  
AIRSMult ( i )= 1000000000 ;  
input2 (:,:, i )  = int16 ( input1 (:,:, i )* AIRSMult ( i ));  
comp = (( input1 (:,:, i )* AIRSMult ( i ))  > 
floor (( input1 (:,:, i )* AIRSMult ( i ))));  
tsum =sum( sum( comp));  
fprintf ( '%d %s\n' ,  tsum , 'entries in this band have been truncated.' );  
else  %ignoring bands with mult=-1, but copy -9999 to be used in discard 
step later  
fprintf ( '%s %d\n' ,  'Ignoring bad band' ,  i );  
input2 (:,:, i )  = int16 ( input1 (:,:, i ));  
end  
end  
end  
 
 
input1 = input2 ;  
clear input2 ;  
 
%some bands in AIRS are marked bad,  discard. Assum es pel 1,1 has  
%same number bad as all others, so we just check pe l 1,1  
count =0;  
for  i =1: 2378  
if  ( input1 ( 1, 1, i )==- 9999 )  
count = count + 1;  
badBand ( count )= i ;  
end  
end  
currentBand =1; copyBand =1;  
if  ( count > 0)  
fprintf ( '%d %s\n' ,  count ,  'bad bands found and being discarded...' );  
currentBand =1;  
copyBand =1;  
for  i =1: count 
for  bandcopy =currentBand : badBand ( i )- 1 
input (:,:, copyBand )  = input1 (:,:, bandcopy );  
%fprintf('%s %d %s %d\n', 'Copied band', bandcopy, ' to band ', 
copyBand);  
copyBand =copyBand +1;  
end  
currentBand =badBand ( i )+ 1;  
end  
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end  
%last set after last bad band  
for  bandcopy =currentBand : 2378  
input (:,:, copyBand )  = input1 (:,:, bandcopy );  
%fprintf('%s %d %s %d\n', 'Copied band', bandcopy, ' to band ', 
copyBand);  
copyBand =copyBand +1;  
end  
clear input1 ;  
 
filename = 'AirsGranule129.raw' ;  
 
case  11 ,  %Hyperion Agricultural  
 
fprintf ( '\n%s%s\n' ,  tabber , 'Loading FullHyperion Agricultural 
Corpus..' );  
%         fprintf('\n%s%s\n', tabber,'Warning: zero  bands are 
discarded, no processing. Please consider this in c ompression 
calculations..');  
input = hdfread ( 'EO1H0280342002068110PX.L1R' ,  
'EO1H0280342002068110PX.L1R' ,  'Index' ,  {[ 1  1  1],[ 1  1  1],[ 2905    242    
256 ]});  %[height, spectral, width]  
 
%we need height x width x spectral, but this is in height x  
%spectral x width  
 
input = permute ( input ,[ 1, 3, 2]);  %reshape the input.  
p=size ( input );  
 
%now find the band bands and remove them!  
delete =[];  
for  i =1: p( 3),  
if ( isempty ( find ( input ( 2: p( 1)- 1,:, i ),  1)))  
delete =[ delete , i ];  
end  
end  
input (:,:, delete )=[];  
input = input ( 1: 1024 ,:,:);  
filename = 'HyperionAgricultural.raw' ;  
 
case  12 ,  
% % AIRS granule 120 % %  
input =( multibandread ( 'airs_gran120.raw' ,[ 135  90 2108 ]  ,  'int16=>int16' ,  
0,  'bip' ,  'ieee-le' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 2108 ]}));  
filename = 'airs_granule120.raw' ;  
 
case  13 ,  
% % Jasper Ridge 1997 Full Corpus % %  
if  ( fullScene ==1),  fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  tabber , 'Loading Full Jasper1997 
Corpus ...' );  else  fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  tabber , 'Loading Jasper1997 Corpus 
scene 1 only...' ); end  
input1 =( multibandread ( 'f970403t01p02_r03_sc01.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
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'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 1...' );  
if  ( fullScene ==1)  
input2 =( multibandread ( 'f970403t01p02_r03_sc02.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 2..' );  
input3 =( multibandread ( 'f970403t01p02_r03_sc03.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 3..' );  
input4 =( multibandread ( 'f970403t01p02_r03_sc04.c.img' ,[ 512  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 4..' );  
input5 =( multibandread ( 'f970403t01p02_r03_sc05.c.img' ,[ 158  614  224 ]  ,  
'int16=>int16' ,  0,  ...  
'bip' ,  'ieee-be' ,{ 'Band' ,  'Range' ,  [ 1 1 224 ]})); fprintf ( '%s%s\n' ,  
tabber , 'Read scene 5...' );  
end  
%re-assemble  
if  ( fullScene == 1)  
input = int16 ( zeros ( 2206 , 614 , 224 ));  %prealloc  
else  
input = int16 ( zeros ( 512 , 614 , 224 ));  %prealloc  
end  
 
input ( 1: 512 , 1: 614 , 1: 224 )  = input1 ;  
if  ( fullScene ==1)  
%             input(513:1024,1:614,1:224) = input2;  
%             input(1025:1536,1:614,1:224) = input3 ;  
%             input(1537:2048,1:614,1:224) = input4 ;  
%             input(2049:2206,1:614,1:224) = input5 ;  
input = [ input ; input2 ; input3 ; input4 ; input5 ];  
 
end  
clear input1 ; clear input2 ;  clear input3 ;  clear input4 ;  clear input5 ;  
filename = 'Jasper1997.raw' ;  
 
case  14 ,  %Hyperion Coral Reef  
 
fprintf ( '\n%s%s\n' ,  tabber , 'Loading FullHyperion Coral Reef Corpus..' );  
input = hdfread ( 'EO1H0830742003120110PW.L1R' ,  
'EO1H0830742003120110PW.L1R' ,  'Index' ,  {[ 1  1  1],[ 1  1  1],[ 2905    242    
256 ]});  %[height, spectral, width]  
 
%we need height x width x spectral, but this is in height x  
%spectral x width  
 
input = permute ( input ,[ 1, 3, 2]);  %reshape the input.  
p=size ( input );  
 
%now find the band bands and remove them!  
delete =[];  
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for  i =1: p( 3),  
if ( isempty ( find ( input ( 2: p( 1)- 1,:, i ),  1)))  
delete =[ delete , i ];  
end  
end  
input (:,:, delete )=[];  
input = input ( 1: 1024 ,:,:);  
 
filename = 'HyperionCoralReef.raw' ;  
 
case  15 ,  %Hyperion Tornado  
 
fprintf ( '\n%s%s\n' ,  tabber , 'Loading FullHyperion Tornado Corpus..' );  
input = hdfread ( 'EO1H0150332002121112PF.L1R' ,  
'EO1H0150332002121112PF.L1R' ,  'Index' ,  {[ 1  1  1],[ 1  1  1],[ 2905    242    
256 ]});  %[height, spectral, width]  
 
%we need height x width x spectral, but this is in height x  
%spectral x width  
 
input = permute ( input ,[ 1, 3, 2]);  %reshape the input.  
p=size ( input );  
 
%now find the band bands and remove them!  
delete =[];  
for  i =1: p( 3),  
if ( isempty ( find ( input ( 2: p( 1)- 1,:, i ),  1)))  
delete =[ delete , i ];  
end  
end  
input (:,:, delete )=[];  
input = input ( 1: 1024 ,:,:);  
 
filename = 'HyperionTornado.raw' ;  
 
 
case  16 ,  %Hyperion Urban  
 
fprintf ( '\n%s%s\n' ,  tabber , 'Loading FullHyperion Urban Corpus..' );  
input = hdfread ( 'EO1H0440342002212110PY.L1R' ,  
'EO1H0440342002212110PY.L1R' ,  'Index' ,  {[ 1  1  1],[ 1  1  1],[ 2905    242    
256 ]});  %[height, spectral, width]  
 
%we need height x width x spectral, but this is in height x  
%spectral x width  
 
input = permute ( input ,[ 1, 3, 2]);  %reshape the input.  
p=size ( input );  
 
%now find the band bands and remove them!  
delete =[];  
for  i =1: p( 3),  
if ( isempty ( find ( input ( 2: p( 1)- 1,:, i ),  1)))  
delete =[ delete , i ];  
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end  
end  
input (:,:, delete )=[];  
input = input ( 1: 1024 ,:,:);  
 
filename = 'HyperionUrban.raw' ;  
 
otherwise ,  
disp ( '%s%s\n' ,  tabber , 'Invalid Cube #, exiting...' );  
return ;  
end  
end  
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Appendix D 

Matlab Support Function: QccHYPrkltFactorization 

 
function  [ P, L, U, S]  = QccHYPrkltFactorization ( matrix , num_bands )  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% [P,L,U,S] = QccHYPrkltFactorization(matrix,num_ba nds)  
%  
% Applies the reversible lifting factorization to a  reversible 
transform  
% matrix.  
% 
% This code was directly converted from the source code of QCCpack's 
rklt.c  
% and the original can be found at http://qccpack.s ourceforge.net/  
% 
% Original code remains as comments.  
% 
% Created July 2011 by Greg Geiger at Uni. of Alask a Fairbanks  
% 
% % ORIGINAL LICENSING AND AUTHOR INFORMATION % 
% %  * QccPack: Quantization, compression, and codi ng libraries  
% %  * Copyright (C) 1997-2009  James E. Fowler  
% %  *  
% %  * This library is free software; you can redis tribute it and/or  
% %  * modify it under the terms of the GNU Library  General Public  
% %  * License as published by the Free Software Fo undation; either  
% %  * version 2 of the License, or (at your option ) any later version.  
% % /*  
% %  *  
% %  * Originally Written by  
% %  *  
% %  * Jing Zhang, at Mississippi State University,  2008  
% %  *  
% %  */  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%   int i, j, k;  
%   int row = 0;  
row =1;  
%   int col = 0;  
col =1;  
%   double minvalue, s;  
%   QccMatrix matrix_temp1 = NULL;  
%   QccMatrix matrix_temp2 = NULL;  
%   QccVolume L_temp = NULL;  
%   QccVectorInt P_temp = NULL;  
%   QccMatrix S_temp = NULL;  
   
%   if (rklt == NULL)  
%     return(0);  
%   if (rklt->matrix == NULL)  
%     return(0);  
%   if (rklt->P == NULL)  
%     return(0);  
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%   if (rklt->L == NULL)  
%     return(0);  
%   if (rklt->U == NULL)  
%     return(0);  
%   if (rklt->S == NULL)  
%     return(0);  
 
%   if ((matrix_temp1 = QccMatrixAlloc(rklt->num_ba nds, rklt-
>num_bands)) == NULL)  
%     {  
%       QccErrorAddMessage("(QccHYPrkltFactorizatio n): Error calling 
QccMatrixAlloc()");  
%       goto Error;  
%     }  
 
matrix_temp1 = zeros ( num_bands , num_bands );  
 
%   if ((matrix_temp2 = QccMatrixAlloc(rklt->num_ba nds, rklt-
>num_bands)) == NULL)  
%     {  
%       QccErrorAddMessage("(QccHYPrkltFactorizatio n): Error calling 
QccMatrixAlloc()");  
%       goto Error;  
%     }  
 
matrix_temp2 = zeros ( num_bands , num_bands );  
 
%   if ((P_temp = QccVectorIntAlloc(rklt->num_bands )) == NULL)  
%     {  
%       QccErrorAddMessage("(QccHYPrkltFactorizatio n): Error calling 
QccVectorIntAlloc()");  
%       goto Error;  
%     }  
 
P_temp = int16 ( zeros ( 1, num_bands ));  
 
%   if ((L_temp = QccVolumeAlloc(rklt->num_bands - 1, rklt->num_bands,  
%                                rklt->num_bands)) == NULL)  
%     {  
%       QccErrorAddMessage("(QccHYPrkltFactorizatio n): Error calling 
QccVolumeAlloc()");  
%       goto Error;  
%     }  
 
L_temp = zeros ( num_bands , num_bands , num_bands );  
 
%   if ((S_temp = QccMatrixAlloc(rklt->num_bands, r klt->num_bands)) == 
NULL)  
%     {  
%       QccErrorAddMessage("(QccHYPrkltFactorizatio n): Error calling 
QccMatrixAlloc()");  
%       goto Error;  
%     }  
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S_temp = zeros ( num_bands , num_bands );  
 
%   QccMatrixTranspose(rklt->matrix, matrix_temp2, rklt->num_bands, 
rklt->num_bands);  
matrix_temp2 = matrix ';  
 
%   QccMatrixCopy(matrix_temp1, matrix_temp2, rklt- >num_bands,  
%   rklt->num_bands);  
matrix_temp1 = matrix_temp2 ;  
   
%   QccMatrixIdentity(rklt->P, rklt->num_bands, rkl t->num_bands);   
%   QccMatrixIdentity(rklt->S, rklt->num_bands, rkl t->num_bands);  
P = eye ( num_bands );  
S = eye ( num_bands );  
   
%   for (k = 0; k < rklt->num_bands - 1; k++)  
for  k =1: num_bands - 1,  
%     QccMatrixIdentity(L_temp[k], rklt->num_bands,  rklt->num_bands);  
    L_temp (:,:, k )  = eye ( num_bands );  
end  
   
%   // K step  
%   for (k = 0; k < rklt->num_bands - 1; k++)  
for  k =1: num_bands - 1,  
%     {  
%       minvalue = MAXDOUBLE;  
    minvalue = 1.7976931348623157e+308 ;  
       
%       for (i = k; i < rklt->num_bands; i++)  
    for  i =k : num_bands ,  
%         for (j = k + 1; j < rklt->num_bands; j++)  
        for  j =k+1: num_bands ,  
%           {  
%             s = (matrix_temp1[i][k] - 1.0) / matr ix_temp1[i][j];  
            s = ( matrix_temp1 ( i , k )  -  1.0 )  /  matrix_temp1 ( i , j );  
             
%             if (fabs(s) < fabs(minvalue))  
            if  ( abs ( s )  < abs ( minvalue )),  
%               {  
                minvalue = s ;  
                row = i ;  
                col = j ;    
%               }  
            end  
%           }  
        end  
    end  
     
    P_temp ( k )  = row ;  
     
    %       // P matrix  
    %       QccMatrixColExchange(rklt->P, rklt->num_ban ds, k, row);  
%     %     for (row = 0; row < num_rows; row++)  
%     %     {  
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%     %       temp = matrix[row][col1];  
%     %       matrix[row][col1] = matrix[row][col2] ;  
%     %       matrix[row][col2] = temp;  
%     %     }  
    for  quak =1: num_bands ,  
        temp = P ( quak , k );  
        P ( quak , k )  = P ( quak , row );  
        P ( quak , row )  = temp ;  
    end  
     
    %       // S Matrix  
    %       QccMatrixIdentity(S_temp, rklt->num_bands, rklt-
>num_bands);  
    S_temp = eye ( num_bands );  
     
    %       S_temp[col][k] = -1 * minvalue;  
    S_temp ( col , k )  = - 1 *  minvalue ;  
     
    %       if (k == 0)  
    if  ( k == 1),  
        %         rklt->S[col][k] = minvalue;  
        S ( col , k )  = minvalue ;  
        %         else  
    else  
        %             for (j = 0; j < k + 1; j++)  
        for  j =1: k ,                                                               
%%k+1 or just k?!  
            %           rklt->S[col][j] = rklt->S[col][j] + min value * 
rklt->S[k][j];  
            S ( col , j )  = S ( col , j )  + minvalue * S( k , j );  
        end  
    end  
     
    %       // matrix = P * matrix  
    %       QccMatrixRowExchange(matrix_temp1, rklt->nu m_bands, k, 
P_temp[k]);  
    for  quak =1: num_bands ,  
        temp = matrix_temp1 ( k , quak );  
        matrix_temp1 ( k , quak )  = matrix_temp1 ( P_temp ( k ), quak );  
        matrix_temp1 ( P_temp ( k ), quak )  = temp ;  
    end  
     
     
     
     
    %       // L[k][][] matrix  
    %       for(i = k + 1; i < rklt->num_bands; i++)  
    for  i =k+1: num_bands ,  
        %         L_temp[k][i][k] = minvalue * matrix_temp1 [i][col] -  
        %         matrix_temp1[i][k];  
        L_temp ( i , k , k )  = minvalue *  matrix_temp1 ( i , col )  -  
matrix_temp1 ( i , k );  
    end  
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    %       // matrix =  P(k) * A(k-1) * S(k)  
    %       QccMatrixMultiply(matrix_temp1, rklt->num_b ands, rklt-
>num_bands,  
    %                         S_temp, rklt->num_bands, rklt->num_bands,  
    %                         matrix_temp2);  
    matrix_temp2 = matrix_temp1 *  S_temp ;  
     
    %       // U(k) Matrix U(k) = A(k) = L(k) * P(k) * A(k-1) * S(k)  
    %       QccMatrixMultiply(L_temp[k], rklt->num_band s, rklt-
>num_bands,  
    %                         matrix_temp2, rklt->num_b ands, rklt-
>num_bands,  
    %                         matrix_temp1);  
    matrix_temp1 = L_temp (:,:, k )  *  matrix_temp2 ;  
    %     }  
end  
 
%   // U Matrix  
%   QccMatrixCopy(rklt->U, matrix_temp1, rklt->num_ bands, rklt-
>num_bands);  
U=matrix_temp1 ;  
 
%   // L Matrix  
%   for (k = 0; k < rklt->num_bands - 2 ; k++)  
for  k =1: num_bands - 2,  
    %     for (i = k + 1; i < rklt->num_bands - 1; i++)  
    for  i =k+1: num_bands - 1,  
        %       {  
        %         QccMatrixRowExchange(L_temp[k], rklt->num _bands, i, 
P_temp[i]);  
        for  quak =1: num_bands ,  
            temp = L_temp ( i , quak , k );  
            L_temp ( i , quak , k )  = L_temp ( P_temp ( i ), quak , k );  
            L_temp ( P_temp ( i ), quak , k )  = temp ;  
        end  
        %         QccMatrixColExchange(L_temp[k], rklt->num _bands, i, 
P_temp[i]);  
        for  quak =1: num_bands ,  
            temp = L_temp ( quak , i , k );  
            L_temp ( quak , i , k )  = L_temp ( quak , P_temp ( i ), k );  
            L_temp ( quak , P_temp ( i ), k )  = temp ;  
        end  
        %       }  
    end  
end  
   
%   QccMatrixCopy(rklt->L, L_temp[0], rklt->num_ban ds, rklt-
>num_bands);  
L=L_temp (:,:, 1);  
 
%   for (k = 1; k < rklt->num_bands - 1; k++)  
for  k =2: num_bands - 1,  
%     {  
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%       QccMatrixMultiply(L_temp[k], rklt->num_band s, rklt->num_bands,  
%                         rklt->L,  rklt->num_bands , rklt->num_bands,  
%                         matrix_temp2);  
    matrix_temp2 = L_temp (:,:, k )  *  L ;  
%       QccMatrixCopy(rklt->L, matrix_temp2, rklt-> num_bands, rklt-
>num_bands);  
    L = matrix_temp2 ;  
%     }  
end  
%   if (QccMatrixInverse(matrix_temp2, rklt->L, rkl t->num_bands, rklt-
>num_bands))  
%     {  
%       QccErrorAddMessage("(QccHYPrkltFactorizatio n): Error calling 
QccMatrixInverse()");  
%       goto Error;  
%     }  
L = inv ( matrix_temp2 );  
 
%   rklt->factored = 1;  
 
%  Error:  
%   QccMatrixFree(matrix_temp1, rklt->num_bands);  
%   QccMatrixFree(matrix_temp2, rklt->num_bands);  
%   QccVectorIntFree(P_temp);  
%   QccVolumeFree(L_temp, rklt->num_bands - 1, rklt ->num_bands);  
%   QccMatrixFree(S_temp, rklt->num_bands);  
   
%   return(0);  
% } 
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Appendix E 

Matlab Support Function: QccHYPrkltApplyTransform 

 
function  [  Y ]  = QccHYPrkltApplyTransform (  X , P, L, U, S, num_bands )  
% [ Y ] = QccHYPrkltApplyTransform( X,P,L,U,S,num_b ands )  
%   Applies the transform specified by P,L,U,S to o ne pixel vector  
%   X and returns the transformed pixel vector Y.  
% 
% This code was directly converted from the source code of QCCpack's 
rklt.c  
% and the original can be found at http://qccpack.s ourceforge.net/  
% 
% Original code remains as comments.  
% 
% Created July 2011 by Greg Geiger at Uni. of Alask a Fairbanks  
% 
% % ORIGINAL LICENSING AND AUTHOR INFORMATION % 
% %  * QccPack: Quantization, compression, and codi ng libraries  
% %  * Copyright (C) 1997-2009  James E. Fowler  
% %  *  
% %  * This library is free software; you can redis tribute it and/or  
% %  * modify it under the terms of the GNU Library  General Public  
% %  * License as published by the Free Software Fo undation; either  
% %  * version 2 of the License, or (at your option ) any later version.  
% % /*  
% %  *  
% %  * Originally Written by  
% %  *  
% %  * Jing Zhang, at Mississippi State University,  2008  
% %  *  
% %  */  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
 
 
 
% static int QccHYPrkltApplyTransform(QccVector X,  
%                                     QccVector Y,  
%                                     const QccHYPr klt *rklt)  
% {  
%   int m, n;  
%   double tmp;  
%   int N = rklt->num_bands;  
N=num_bands ;  
Y=zeros ( num_bands , 1);  
%   for (m = N - 1; m > 0; m--)  
for  m=N:- 1: 2,  
%     {  
%       tmp = 0;  
    tmp = 0;  
%     tmp=zeros(1,'single');  
%       for (n = 0; n < m; n++)  
    for  n =1: m- 1,                                  
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%         tmp = tmp + rklt->S[m][n]*X[n];  
        tmp =tmp + S ( m, n)* X( n);  
    end  
%       Y[m] = X[m] + rint(tmp);  
    Y ( m)  = X ( m)  + round ( tmp );  
%     }  
end  
%   Y[0] = X[0];  
Y( 1)= X( 1);  
 
 
%   for(m = 0; m < N - 1; m++)  
for  m=1: N- 1,  
%     {  
%       tmp = 0;  
    tmp =0;  
%     tmp=zeros(1,'single');  
%       for (n = m + 1; n < N; n++)  
    for  n =m+1: N,  
%         tmp = tmp + rklt->U[m][n]*Y[n];  
        tmp = tmp + U ( m, n)* Y( n);  
    end  
%       Y[m] = Y[m] + rint(tmp);  
    Y ( m)  = Y ( m)  + round ( tmp );  
%     }  
end  
 
%   Y[N-1] *= rint(rklt->U[N-1][N-1]);  
Y( N)  = Y ( N)  *  round ( U( N, N));  
 
   
%   for (m = N - 1; m > 0; m--)  
for  m=N:- 1: 2,  
%     {  
%       tmp = 0;  
    tmp =0;  
%     tmp=zeros(1,'single');  
%       for (n = 0; n < m; n++)  
    for  n =1: m- 1,                                         %%CHECK THIS 
%         tmp = tmp + rklt->L[m][n]*Y[n];  
        tmp = tmp + L ( m, n)* Y( n);  
    end  
%       Y[m] = Y[m] + rint(tmp);  
    Y ( m)  = Y ( m)  + round ( tmp );  
%     }  
end  
 
  Y ( 1)  = round ( Y( 1));  
 
%   QccMatrixVectorMultiply(rklt->P, Y, X, N, N);  
X=P* Y;  
 
%   for (m = 0; m < N; m++)  
for  m=1: N,  
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%     Y[m] = X[m];  
    Y ( m)  = X ( m);  
end  
   
%   return(0);  
% }  
 
end  
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Appendix F 

Matlab Support Function: QccHYPrkltApplyInverseTransform 

function  [  X ]  = QccHYPrkltApplyInverseTransform (  Y ,  Pinv , L, U, S,  
num_bands )  
% [ X ] = QccHYPrkltApplyInverseTransform( Y, Pinv, L,U,S, num_bands )  
%   Applies the inverse transform specified by P^-1 ,L,U,S to one pixel 
vector  
%   Y and returns the 'original' pixel vector X.  
% 
% This code was directly converted from the source code of QCCpack's 
rklt.c  
% and the original can be found at http://qccpack.s ourceforge.net/  
% 
% Original code remains as comments.  
% 
% Created July 2011 by Greg Geiger at Uni. of Alask a Fairbanks  
% 
% % ORIGINAL LICENSING AND AUTHOR INFORMATION % 
% %  * QccPack: Quantization, compression, and codi ng libraries  
% %  * Copyright (C) 1997-2009  James E. Fowler  
% %  *  
% %  * This library is free software; you can redis tribute it and/or  
% %  * modify it under the terms of the GNU Library  General Public  
% %  * License as published by the Free Software Fo undation; either  
% %  * version 2 of the License, or (at your option ) any later version.  
% % /*  
% %  *  
% %  * Originally Written by  
% %  *  
% %  * Jing Zhang, at Mississippi State University,  2008  
% %  *  
% %  */  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
 
 
% static int QccHYPrkltApplyInverseTransform(QccVec tor Y,  
%                                            QccVec tor X,  
%                                            const QccMatrix Pinv,  
%                                            const QccHYPrklt *rklt)  
% {  
%   int m, n;  
%   double tmp;  
%   int N = rklt->num_bands;  
N = num_bands ;  
 
%   QccMatrixVectorMultiply(Pinv, Y, X, N, N);  
X=Pinv * Y;  
   
%   for (m = 1; m < N; m++)  
%     {  
for  m=2: N,  
%       tmp = 0;  
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    tmp = 0;  
%       for (n = 0; n < m; n++)  
    for  n =1: m- 1,  
%         tmp = tmp + rklt->L[m][n]*X[n];  
        tmp = tmp + L ( m, n)* X( n);  
    end  
%       X[m] = X[m] - rint(tmp);  
    X ( m)  = X ( m)  -  round ( tmp );  
%     }  
end  
   
%   X[N-1] /= rint(rklt->U[N-1][N-1]);  
X( N)  = X ( N)  /  round ( U( N, N));  
%   for (m = N - 2; m >= 0; m--)  
%     {  
for  m=N- 1:- 1: 1,  
%       tmp = 0;  
    tmp = 0;  
%       for (n = m + 1; n < N; n++)  
    for  n =m+1: N,  
%         tmp = tmp + rklt->U[m][n]*X[n];  
        tmp = tmp + U ( m, n)* X( n);  
    end  
%       X[m] = X[m] - rint(tmp);  
    X ( m)  = X ( m)  -  round ( tmp );  
%     }  
end  
   
%   for (m = 1; m < N; m++)  
%     {  
for  m=2: N,  
%       tmp = 0;  
    tmp = 0;  
%       for (n = 0; n < m; n++)  
    for  n =1: m- 1,  
%         tmp = tmp + rklt->S[m][n]*X[n];  
        tmp = tmp + S ( m, n)* X( n);  
    end  
%       X[m] = X[m] - rint(tmp);  
    X ( m)  = X ( m)  -  round ( tmp );  
%     }  
end  
   
%   return(0);  
% }  
 
 
end  
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Appendix G 

Verilog Top Module for K-means Implementation 

 
//================================================= ====== 
//  Top module for K-Means hardware implementation  
//  
//  Includes "Center Module" as integrated code. 
// 
//Written by: Greg Geiger at Univ. of Alaska Fairba nks  
//================================================= ====== 
 
module  DDRold2 (  //physical connections  
 
 //////////// CLOCK //////////  
 GCLKIN ,  
 GCLKOUT_FPGA,  
 OSC_50_BANK2,  
 OSC_50_BANK3,  
 OSC_50_BANK4,  
 OSC_50_BANK5,  
 OSC_50_BANK6,  
 OSC_50_BANK7,  
 PLL_CLKIN_p ,  
 
 //////////// LED x 8 //////////  
 LED ,  
 
 //////////// BUTTON x 4, EXT_IO and CPU_RESET_n /// ///////  
 BUTTON,  
 CPU_RESET_n,  
 EXT_IO ,  
 
 //////////// DDR2 SODIMM, DDR2 SODIMM_0 //////////  
 M1_DDR2_addr ,  
 M1_DDR2_ba,  
 M1_DDR2_cas_n ,  
 M1_DDR2_cke ,  
 M1_DDR2_clk ,  
 M1_DDR2_clk_n ,  
 M1_DDR2_cs_n ,  
 M1_DDR2_dm,  
 M1_DDR2_dq,  
 M1_DDR2_dqs ,  
 M1_DDR2_dqsn ,  
 M1_DDR2_odt ,  
 M1_DDR2_ras_n ,  
 M1_DDR2_SA,  
 M1_DDR2_SCL,  
 M1_DDR2_SDA,  
 M1_DDR2_we_n  
);  
 
//================================================= ====== 
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//  PARAMETER declarations  
//================================================= ====== 
 
 
//================================================= ====== 
//  PORT declarations  
//================================================= ====== 
 
//////////// CLOCK //////////  
input               GCLKIN ;  
output               GCLKOUT_FPGA ;  
input               OSC_50_BANK2 ;  
input               OSC_50_BANK3 ;  
input               OSC_50_BANK4 ;  
input               OSC_50_BANK5 ;  
input               OSC_50_BANK6 ;  
input               OSC_50_BANK7 ;  
input               PLL_CLKIN_p ;  
 
//////////// LED x 8 //////////  
output        [ 7: 0]   LED ;  
 
//////////// BUTTON x 4, EXT_IO and CPU_RESET_n /// ///////  
input        [ 3: 0]   BUTTON ;  
input               CPU_RESET_n ;  
inout               EXT_IO ;  
 
//////////// DDR2 SODIMM, DDR2 SODIMM_0 //////////  
output       [ 15 : 0]   M1_DDR2_addr ;  
output        [ 2: 0]   M1_DDR2_ba ;  
output               M1_DDR2_cas_n ;  
output        [ 1: 0]   M1_DDR2_cke ;  
inout        [ 1: 0]   M1_DDR2_clk ;  
inout        [ 1: 0]   M1_DDR2_clk_n ;  
output        [ 1: 0]   M1_DDR2_cs_n ;  
output        [ 7: 0]   M1_DDR2_dm;  
inout       [ 63 : 0]   M1_DDR2_dq ;  
inout        [ 7: 0]   M1_DDR2_dqs ;  
inout        [ 7: 0]   M1_DDR2_dqsn ;  
output        [ 1: 0]   M1_DDR2_odt ;  
output               M1_DDR2_ras_n ;  
output        [ 1: 0]   M1_DDR2_SA ;  
output               M1_DDR2_SCL ;  
inout               M1_DDR2_SDA ;  
output               M1_DDR2_we_n ;  
 
 
//================================================= ====== 
//  REG/WIRE declarations  
//================================================= ====== 
parameter  pixelsToRead = 65536 ; //262144;//40;  
parameter  numBands = 8;  
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reg  [ 7: 0]   LED ;  
reg  [ 25 : 0]    read_count ;  
reg     go ;  
reg     FIFO_read ;  
reg  [ 29 : 0]    SDRAM_ADDRESS = 0;  //For reading  
reg  [ 29 : 0]   SDRAM_ADDRESS_WRITE = 30'h800000 ;  // We'll write 
cluster values here.  
reg  [ 2: 0]    state ;  
reg  [ 29 : 0]   SDRAM_ADDRESS_INIT;  
reg     go_init ;  
reg     FIFO_read_init ;  
 
wire    control_done_from_the_master_template_0 ;  //Asserted 
when it's done?  
wire    control_early_done_from_the_master_template_0 ;  //Not 
sure I even want to use this...  
wire    control_fixed_location_to_the_master_template_0 = 
1'b0 ;  
wire    control_go_to_the_master_template_0 ;  //  
wire  [ 29 : 0]  control_read_base_to_the_master_template_0 ;  //Basically the 
read address  
wire  [ 29 : 0]  control_read_length_to_the_master_template_0 = 
pixelsToRead * 8* 2;  //Number of bytes to read for pixels  
  
wire  [ 127 : 0]  user_buffer_output_data_from_the_master_template_0 ;  
//Where the data is gonna come from  
wire    user_data_available_from_the_master_template_0 ;  
//Asserted when there is stuff to read.  
wire    user_read_buffer_to_the_master_template_0 ;  // 
Asserted as a read ack for my logic...  
   
//Write controller stuff//  
wire  control_done_from_the_master_template_1 ;  //Asserted when write 
operation is finished.  
wire  control_fixed_location_to_the_master_template_1 = 1'b0 ;  //Do not 
write to same location always  
wire  control_go_to_the_master_template_1 ; //  
wire  [ 29 : 0]  control_write_base_to_the_master_template_1 ; //  
wire  [ 29 : 0]  control_write_length_to_the_master_template_1 = 
pixelsToRead ;  // # of bytes  
 
wire  user_buffer_full_from_the_master_template_1 ; //  
wire  [ 7: 0]  user_buffer_input_data_to_the_master_template_1 ; //  
wire  user_write_buffer_to_the_master_template_1 ; //  
 
// Other Read stuff master 2 //  
wire    control_done_from_the_master_template_2 ;  //Asserted 
when it's done?  
wire    control_early_done_from_the_master_template_2 ;  //Not 
sure I even want to use this...  
wire    control_fixed_location_to_the_master_template_2 = 
1'b0 ;  
wire    control_go_to_the_master_template_2 ;  //  
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wire  [ 29 : 0]  control_read_base_to_the_master_template_2 ;  //Basically the 
read address  
wire  [ 29 : 0]  control_read_length_to_the_master_template_2 = 8* 2;  // Only 
read one pixel  
  
 
wire  [ 127 : 0]  user_buffer_output_data_from_the_master_template_2 ;  
//Where the data is gonna come from  
wire    user_data_available_from_the_master_template_2 ;  
//Asserted when there is stuff to read.  
wire    user_read_buffer_to_the_master_template_2 ;  // 
Asserted as a read ack for my logic...  
 
 
//////////////////////////   
   
//read stuff   
assign    control_read_base_to_the_master_template_0 = 
SDRAM_ADDRESS;  
assign    control_go_to_the_master_template_0 = go ;  
assign    user_read_buffer_to_the_master_template_0 = 
FIFO_read ;  
 
//write stuff  
assign   control_write_base_to_the_master_template_1 = 
SDRAM_ADDRESS_WRITE;  
assign    control_go_to_the_master_template_1 = go ;  //Start 
trying to write immediately. even though there is n o data yet.  
assign    user_write_buffer_to_the_master_template_1 = 
( pixelBuffer_rdreq == 1'b1  && progressCount >= 8);  
assign   user_buffer_input_data_to_the_master_template_1 = 
{ 5'b0 , cluster };  
 
//Other read stuff  
assign    control_read_base_to_the_master_template_2 = 
SDRAM_ADDRESS_INIT;  
assign    control_go_to_the_master_template_2 = go_init ;  
assign    user_read_buffer_to_the_master_template_2 = 
FIFO_read_init ;  
 
wire  afi_clk ;  
 
wire  enable ;  
wire  [ 18 : 0]  distance1 ;  
wire  [ 18 : 0]  distance2 ;  
wire  [ 18 : 0]  distance3 ;  
wire  [ 18 : 0]  distance4 ;  
wire  [ 18 : 0]  distance5 ;  
wire  [ 18 : 0]  distance6 ;  
wire  [ 18 : 0]  distance7 ;  
wire  [ 18 : 0]  distance8 ;  
wire  [ 18 : 0]  minDistance ;  
wire  [ 2: 0]  cluster ;  
reg  finish ;  
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reg  [ 19 : 0]  progressCount ;  // Keep track of how many pixels have been 
sent through.  
wire  [ 127 : 0]  outputPixel ;  //Output of Pixel buffer.  
wire  pixelBuffer_wrreq ;  
reg  pixelBuffer_rdreq ;  
wire  pixelBuffer_full ;  
wire  [ 2: 0]  pixelBuffer_usedw ;  
wire  pixelBuffer_empty ;  
wire  realpixelBuffer_rdreq ;  
 
assign  realpixelBuffer_rdreq = pixelBuffer_rdreq & ~pixelBuffer_empty ;  
assign  pixelBuffer_wrreq = FIFO_read ;  
 
assign  enable = ( FIFO_read ||  finish );  
 
wire  [ numBands* 16- 1: 0]  center1 ;  
wire  [ numBands* 16- 1: 0]  center2 ;  
wire  [ numBands* 16- 1: 0]  center3 ;  
wire  [ numBands* 16- 1: 0]  center4 ;  
wire  [ numBands* 16- 1: 0]  center5 ;  
wire  [ numBands* 16- 1: 0]  center6 ;  
wire  [ numBands* 16- 1: 0]  center7 ;  
wire  [ numBands* 16- 1: 0]  center8 ;  
 
//================================================= ====== 
//  Structural coding  
//================================================= ====== 
 
 //SOPC system instatiation.  
 DDRsys DDRsys_inst 
    (  
      . altmemddr_0_aux_full_rate_clk_out                  (),  
      . altmemddr_0_aux_half_rate_clk_out                  (),  
      . altmemddr_0_phy_clk_out                            ( afi_clk ),  
      . aux_scan_clk_from_the_altmemddr_0                  (),  
      . aux_scan_clk_reset_n_from_the_altmemddr_0          (),  
      . clk_0                                              
( OSC_50_BANK3),  
      . control_done_from_the_master_template_0            
( control_done_from_the_master_template_0 ),  
      . control_early_done_from_the_master_template_0      
( control_early_done_from_the_master_template_0 ),  
      . control_fixed_location_to_the_master_template_0    
( control_fixed_location_to_the_master_template_0 ),  
      . control_go_to_the_master_template_0                
( control_go_to_the_master_template_0 ),  
      . control_read_base_to_the_master_template_0         
( control_read_base_to_the_master_template_0 ),  
      . control_read_length_to_the_master_template_0       
( control_read_length_to_the_master_template_0 ),  
      ////////////////////////////  
      . control_done_from_the_master_template_1            
( control_done_from_the_master_template_1 ),  
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      . control_fixed_location_to_the_master_template_1    
( control_fixed_location_to_the_master_template_1 ),  
      . control_go_to_the_master_template_1                
( control_go_to_the_master_template_1 ),  
      . control_write_base_to_the_master_template_1        
( control_write_base_to_the_master_template_1 ),  
      . control_write_length_to_the_master_template_1      
( control_write_length_to_the_master_template_1 ),  
      /////////////////////////////  
      . control_done_from_the_master_template_2            
( control_done_from_the_master_template_2 ),  
      . control_early_done_from_the_master_template_2      
( control_early_done_from_the_master_template_2 ),  
      . control_fixed_location_to_the_master_template_2    
( control_fixed_location_to_the_master_template_2 ),  
      . control_go_to_the_master_template_2                
( control_go_to_the_master_template_2 ),  
      . control_read_base_to_the_master_template_2         
( control_read_base_to_the_master_template_2 ),  
      . control_read_length_to_the_master_template_2       
( control_read_length_to_the_master_template_2 ),  
      ////////////////////////////  
      . dll_reference_clk_from_the_altmemddr_0             (),  
      . dqs_delay_ctrl_export_from_the_altmemddr_0         (),  
      . global_reset_n_to_the_altmemddr_0                  ( 1),  
      . local_init_done_from_the_altmemddr_0               (),  
      . local_refresh_ack_from_the_altmemddr_0             (),  
      . local_wdata_req_from_the_altmemddr_0               (),  
      . mem_addr_from_the_altmemddr_0                      
( M1_DDR2_addr),  
      . mem_ba_from_the_altmemddr_0                        ( M1_DDR2_ba),  
      . mem_cas_n_from_the_altmemddr_0                     
( M1_DDR2_cas_n),  
      . mem_cke_from_the_altmemddr_0                       
( M1_DDR2_cke),  
      . mem_clk_n_to_and_from_the_altmemddr_0              
( M1_DDR2_clk_n ),  
      . mem_clk_to_and_from_the_altmemddr_0                
( M1_DDR2_clk ),  
      . mem_cs_n_from_the_altmemddr_0                      
( M1_DDR2_cs_n),  
      . mem_dm_from_the_altmemddr_0                        ( M1_DDR2_dm),  
      . mem_dq_to_and_from_the_altmemddr_0                 ( M1_DDR2_dq),  
      . mem_dqs_to_and_from_the_altmemddr_0                
( M1_DDR2_dqs),  
      . mem_dqsn_to_and_from_the_altmemddr_0               
( M1_DDR2_dqsn),  
      . mem_odt_from_the_altmemddr_0                       
( M1_DDR2_odt),  
      . mem_ras_n_from_the_altmemddr_0                     
( M1_DDR2_ras_n),  
      . mem_we_n_from_the_altmemddr_0                      
( M1_DDR2_we_n),  
      . oct_ctl_rs_value_to_the_altmemddr_0                (),  
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      . oct_ctl_rt_value_to_the_altmemddr_0                (),  
      . reset_n                                            ( 1),  
      . reset_phy_clk_n_from_the_altmemddr_0               (),  
      /////////////////////  
      . user_buffer_full_from_the_master_template_1        
( user_buffer_full_from_the_master_template_1 ),  
      . user_buffer_input_data_to_the_master_template_1    
( user_buffer_input_data_to_the_master_template_1 ),  
      . user_write_buffer_to_the_master_template_1         
( user_write_buffer_to_the_master_template_1 ),  
      /////////////////////  
      . user_buffer_output_data_from_the_master_template_0 
( user_buffer_output_data_from_the_master_template_0 ),  
      . user_data_available_from_the_master_template_0     
( user_data_available_from_the_master_template_0 ),  
      . user_read_buffer_to_the_master_template_0          
( user_read_buffer_to_the_master_template_0 ),  
      /////////////////////  
   . user_buffer_output_data_from_the_master_template_2 
( user_buffer_output_data_from_the_master_template_2 ),  
      . user_data_available_from_the_master_template_2     
( user_data_available_from_the_master_template_2 ),  
      . user_read_buffer_to_the_master_template_2          
( user_read_buffer_to_the_master_template_2 )  
    );  
 
 //8 distance calculation module instantiation  
 distanceCalc2 D1 ( OSC_50_BANK3,  enable ,  center1 ,  
user_buffer_output_data_from_the_master_template_0 ,  distance1 );  
 distanceCalc2 D2 ( OSC_50_BANK3,  enable ,  center2 ,  
user_buffer_output_data_from_the_master_template_0 ,  distance2 );  
 distanceCalc2 D3 ( OSC_50_BANK3,  enable ,  center3 ,  
user_buffer_output_data_from_the_master_template_0 ,  distance3 );  
 distanceCalc2 D4 ( OSC_50_BANK3,  enable ,  center4 ,  
user_buffer_output_data_from_the_master_template_0 ,  distance4 );  
 distanceCalc2 D5 ( OSC_50_BANK3,  enable ,  center5 ,  
user_buffer_output_data_from_the_master_template_0 ,  distance5 );  
 distanceCalc2 D6 ( OSC_50_BANK3,  enable ,  center6 ,  
user_buffer_output_data_from_the_master_template_0 ,  distance6 );  
 distanceCalc2 D7 ( OSC_50_BANK3,  enable ,  center7 ,  
user_buffer_output_data_from_the_master_template_0 ,  distance7 );  
 distanceCalc2 D8 ( OSC_50_BANK3,  enable ,  center8 ,  
user_buffer_output_data_from_the_master_template_0 ,  distance8 );  
 
 //Comparator Tree Instantiation  
 ComparatorTree C1 ( OSC_50_BANK3,  enable ,  
{ distance1 , distance2 , distance3 , distance4 , distance5 , distance6 , distance7 ,
distance8 },  cluster ,  minDistance );  
 
 // Random Address Generator isntantiation  
 randomAddressGen RAG1 ( OSC_50_BANK3, reset_random , randomAddress );  
 reg  reset_random ;  
 wire  [ 21 : 0]  randomAddress ;  
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 reg  enable_centerCalc ;  
 reg  beginCalc ;  
  
 reg  [ 7: 0]  numIterations ;  
 
 wire  done_from_center_calc ;  
 
 //Center Calc module instantiation  
 centerCalc 
CC1( OSC_50_BANK3, enable_centerCalc , FIFO_read_init , user_buffer_output_da
ta_from_the_master_template_2 ,  beginCalc ,  
  outputPixel [ numBands* 16- 1: numBands* 16-
16 ], outputPixel [ numBands* 16- 17 : numBands* 16- 32 ], outputPixel [ numBands* 16-
33 : numBands* 16- 48 ], outputPixel [ numBands* 16- 49 : numBands* 16- 64 ],  
  outputPixel [ numBands* 16- 65 : numBands* 16-
80 ], outputPixel [ numBands* 16- 81 : numBands* 16- 96 ], outputPixel [ numBands* 16-
97 : numBands* 16- 112 ], outputPixel [ numBands* 16- 113 : numBands* 16- 128 ],  
 
 cluster , center1 , center2 , center3 , center4 , center5 , center6 , center7 , c
enter8 , progressCount [ 2: 0], done_from_center_calc , user_write_buffer_to_th
e_master_template_1 );  
 
 // Pixel Buffer insantiation.  
 // Standard Single clock LPM_FIFO  
 // Buffer length 8  
 // Bit width of 128 bits (16*8)  
 pixelBuffer pixelBuffer_inst (  
 . clock (  OSC_50_BANK3 ),  
 . data (  user_buffer_output_data_from_the_master_template_0  ),  
 . rdreq (  realpixelBuffer_rdreq ),  
 . wrreq (  pixelBuffer_wrreq ),  
 . empty (  pixelBuffer_empty ),  
 . full (  pixelBuffer_full ),  
 . q (  outputPixel ),  
 . usedw (  pixelBuffer_usedw )  
 );  
 
//Part of button debounce method.  
always  @(posedge  OSC_50_BANK3)  
begin  
 read_count <= read_count + 1'b1 ;  
 LED [ 7: 0]  <= numIterations ;  
end  
 
always  @(posedge  OSC_50_BANK3)  // Reset random counter so it doesn't 
get stuck at all zeros...  
begin  
 if  (! BUTTON[ 1])  
  reset_random <= 1'b1 ;  
 else  
  reset_random <= 1'b0 ;  
end  
 
//Main "controller" code within here.  
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//Big state machine.  
always  @(posedge  OSC_50_BANK3)  
begin  
 case ( state )  
  0: begin  //State 0 idle state. Advance to center init when 
button is pressed.  
   if  ( read_count == 1 & ! BUTTON[ 0])  
   begin  
    state <= 3'd1 ;  
   end  
   FIFO_read <= 1'b0 ;  
   FIFO_read_init <= 1'b0 ;   
   finish <= 1'b0 ;  
   progressCount <= 0;  
   enable_centerCalc <= 0;  
   beginCalc <=1'b0 ;  
  end  
  1: begin  //State 1 initalization state. Begin reading random  
pixels and init centers.  
   if ( control_done_from_the_master_template_2 &  go_init 
== 1'b0  & progressCount < 7 & FIFO_read_init == 1'b0 )  
   begin  
    go_init <= 1'b1 ;  
    SDRAM_ADDRESS_INIT <= { 8'b0 , randomAddress };  
   end  
   else  if  ( go_init == 1'b1 )  
   begin  
    go_init <= 1'b0 ;  
    FIFO_read_init <= 1'b0 ;   
   end  
   else  if  
( user_data_available_from_the_master_template_2 && FIFO_read_init == 
1'b0 )  
   begin  
    FIFO_read_init <= 1'b1 ;  
   end  
   else  if  ( FIFO_read_init == 1'b1 )  
   begin  
    FIFO_read_init <= 1'b0 ;  
    progressCount <= progressCount + 1'b1 ;  
   end  
   else  if  ( progressCount > 7)  
   begin  
    FIFO_read_init <= 1'b0 ;   
    state <=3'd2 ;  
    go <= 1'b1 ;  
   end  
   else  
   begin  
    FIFO_read_init <= 1'b0 ;   
   end  
   FIFO_read <= 1'b0 ;  
   finish <= 1'b0 ;  
   numIterations <= 0;  
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   enable_centerCalc <= 1;  
  end  
  2: begin  // State 2 begin iteration state. Normal operation 
upto recalculating.  
   
   if  ( control_done_from_the_master_template_1 == 1'b1  
&& finish == 1'b1 )  //center calc has finished a run. Move to next 
state.  
   begin  
    finish <= 1'b0 ;  
    progressCount <= 0;  
    state <= 3'd3 ;  
    beginCalc <=1'b1 ;  
   end  
   else  //Big else everything  
   begin  
    if  ( progressCount == pixelsToRead )  
    begin  
     finish <= 1'b1 ;  
    end  
    if  ( go == 1'b1 )  //We are starting up an 
iteration.  
    begin  
     go <= 1'b0 ;  
     FIFO_read <= 1'b0 ;  //added  
     finish <= 1'b0 ;  
     progressCount <= 0;  
    end  
    else  if  
( user_data_available_from_the_master_template_0 && FIFO_read == 1'b0  && 
pixelBuffer_full == 1'b0  && user_buffer_full_from_the_master_template_1 
== 1'b0 )  //If there is data available for some reason  
    begin  
     FIFO_read <= 1'b1 ;  // added  
     progressCount <= progressCount + 1'b1 ;  
    end  
    else  //added  
    begin  
     FIFO_read <= 1'b0 ;  //added  
     go <= 1'b0 ;  
    end  
    
   end  
   enable_centerCalc <= 1;  
  end  
  3: begin  //State 3 start recalculating centers.  
   if  ( done_from_center_calc == 1'b1 )  
   begin  
    beginCalc <= 1'b0 ;  
    state <= 3'd4 ;  
    numIterations <= numIterations + 1'b1 ;  
    enable_centerCalc <= 0;  
   end  
   else  
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   begin  
    beginCalc <=1'b0 ;  
   end  
    
  end  
  4: begin  //State 4 decide to go again or not.  
   if  ( numIterations > 200 )  
   begin  
    //We are done. Go to idle state.  
    state <= 3'd0 ;  
   end  
   else  
   begin  
    //We are not done yet. Lets use new center 
values to rerun everything again.  
    //Go to state 2.  
    go <= 1'b1 ;  
    state <=3'd2 ;  
   end  
  end  
  default : begin  
   FIFO_read <= 1'b0 ;  //added  
   go <= 1'b0 ;  
   state <= 3'b0 ;  
  end  
 endcase  
end  
 
//Controls when the pixels from the pixel buffer ar e ejected.  
always  @ ( posedge  OSC_50_BANK3)  
begin  
 if  ((( pixelBuffer_usedw >= 3'b110  && enable == 1'b1 )  ||  finish == 
1'b1 )  && pixelBuffer_empty == 1'b0 )  
 begin  
  pixelBuffer_rdreq = 1'b1 ;  //Shouldn't be blocking!!! 
(Scared to fix...)  
  //set a flag after first one, use that flag: assign  operate 
= pixelBuffer_rdreq & flag;  
  // set flag to zero in readcount == 1 thing?  
 end  
 else  
 begin  
  pixelBuffer_rdreq = 1'b0 ;  
 end  
end  
endmodule  
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Appendix H 

Verilog Distance Calculation Module for K-means Implementation 

 
module  distanceCalc2 (  clk ,  enable ,  center ,  pixel ,  distance );  
// This module computes the total distance between 8 
// bands of pixel and center. outputs this distance . 
// 
// Written by: Greg Geiger at Univ. of Alaska Fairb anks 
/////////////////////////////////////////////  
 
input  clk ;  
input  enable ;  //To turn on and off.  
 
//Center values may actually be fixed point in the future... something 
to take into consideration.  
input  [ 127 : 0]  center ;  //16 bit center values, 8 of them... 
{center1[15:0], center2[15:0], ... center8[15:0]}  
input  [ 127 : 0]  pixel ;  // same as centers  
 
// Stage 1 registers (8 of them) for difference val ues  
reg  signed  [ 16 : 0]  stage11 ;  
reg  signed  [ 16 : 0]  stage12 ;  
reg  signed  [ 16 : 0]  stage13 ;  
reg  signed  [ 16 : 0]  stage14 ;  
reg  signed  [ 16 : 0]  stage15 ;  
reg  signed  [ 16 : 0]  stage16 ;  
reg  signed  [ 16 : 0]  stage17 ;  
reg  signed  [ 16 : 0]  stage18 ;  
 
// Stage 2 registers (8 of them) store absolute val ue 
reg  [ 16 : 0]  stage21 ;  
reg  [ 16 : 0]  stage22 ;  
reg  [ 16 : 0]  stage23 ;  
reg  [ 16 : 0]  stage24 ;  
reg  [ 16 : 0]  stage25 ;  
reg  [ 16 : 0]  stage26 ;  
reg  [ 16 : 0]  stage27 ;  
reg  [ 16 : 0]  stage28 ;  
 
// Stage 3 registers (4 of them) can only ever be a  max value of 131066 
(17 bits)  
reg  [ 16 : 0]  stage31 ;  
reg  [ 16 : 0]  stage32 ;  
reg  [ 16 : 0]  stage33 ;  
reg  [ 16 : 0]  stage34 ;  
 
// Stage 4 registers (2 of them) can only ever be a  max value of 262132 
(18 bits)  
reg  [ 17 : 0]  stage41 ;  
reg  [ 17 : 0]  stage42 ;  
 
// Stage 5 registers (1 of them) distance! can only  ever be a max value 
of 524280 (19 bits)  
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output  reg  [ 18 : 0]  distance ;  
 
 
always  @(posedge  clk )  
begin  
 if  ( enable == 1'b1 )  //If module is activated, work like normal  
 begin  
  // Stage 1 - Calculate difference  
  stage11 <= $signed ( pixel [ 127 : 112 ])  -  
$signed ( center [ 127 : 112 ]);  
  stage12 <= $signed ( pixel [ 111 : 96 ])  -  
$signed ( center [ 111 : 96 ]);  
  stage13 <= $signed ( pixel [ 95 : 80 ])  -  $signed ( center [ 95 : 80 ]);  
  stage14 <= $signed ( pixel [ 79 : 64 ])  -  $signed ( center [ 79 : 64 ]);  
  stage15 <= $signed ( pixel [ 63 : 48 ])  -  $signed ( center [ 63 : 48 ]);  
  stage16 <= $signed ( pixel [ 47 : 32 ])  -  $signed ( center [ 47 : 32 ]);  
  stage17 <= $signed ( pixel [ 31 : 16 ])  -  $signed ( center [ 31 : 16 ]);  
  stage18 <= $signed ( pixel [ 15 : 0])  -  $signed ( center [ 15 : 0]);  
   
  // Stage 2 -  Absolute value of difference  
  stage21 <= stage11 [ 16 ]  ? (~ stage11 +1'b1 )  :  stage11 ;  // If 
most significant bit is 1,  
  stage22 <= stage12 [ 16 ]  ? (~ stage12 +1'b1 )  :  stage12 ;  // flip 
bits and add 1 (2's compliment)  
  stage23 <= stage13 [ 16 ]  ? (~ stage13 +1'b1 )  :  stage13 ;  // else 
leave it.  
  stage24 <= stage14 [ 16 ]  ? (~ stage14 +1'b1 )  :  stage14 ;  
  stage25 <= stage15 [ 16 ]  ? (~ stage15 +1'b1 )  :  stage15 ;  
  stage26 <= stage16 [ 16 ]  ? (~ stage16 +1'b1 )  :  stage16 ;  
  stage27 <= stage17 [ 16 ]  ? (~ stage17 +1'b1 )  :  stage17 ;  
  stage28 <= stage18 [ 16 ]  ? (~ stage18 +1'b1 )  :  stage18 ;  
   
  // Stage 3 - First adder tree go!  
  stage31 <= stage21 + stage22 ;  
  stage32 <= stage23 + stage24 ;  
  stage33 <= stage25 + stage26 ;  
  stage34 <= stage27 + stage28 ;  
   
  // Stage 5 -  Second adder tree go!  
  stage41 <= stage31 + stage32 ;  
  stage42 <= stage33 + stage34 ;  
   
  // Stage 6 - Final add go!  
  distance <= stage41 + stage42 ;  
 end  
end  
endmodule  
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Appendix I 

Verilog Comparator Tree Module for K-means Implementation 

 
module  ComparatorTree (  clk ,  enable ,  distances ,  cluster ,  minDistance );  
// Distances comes in as a packed array of values.  
// Returns one cluster number, 8 bit corresponding to min distance.  
// Configured for 8 cluster groups. 
// 
// Written by: Greg Geiger at Univ. of Alaska Fairb anks 
////////////////////////////////////////////  
 
parameter  distanceBitLength = 19 ;  //Bit width of inputs from dist calc 
module  
 
input  clk ;  
input  enable ;  
input  [ 8* distanceBitLength - 1: 0]  distances ;  //Packed! [7,6,5,4,3,2,1,0]  
 
// Stage 1 registers. (4 compares total)  
reg  [ distanceBitLength - 1: 0]  stage11 ;  // holds the min distance  
reg  [ 2: 0]  stage11cluster ;  // holds the cluster number that won  
reg  [ distanceBitLength - 1: 0]  stage12 ;  
reg  [ 2: 0]  stage12cluster ;  
reg  [ distanceBitLength - 1: 0]  stage13 ;  
reg  [ 2: 0]  stage13cluster ;  
reg  [ distanceBitLength - 1: 0]  stage14 ;  
reg  [ 2: 0]  stage14cluster ;  
 
// Stage 2 registers. (2 compares total)  
reg  [ distanceBitLength - 1: 0]  stage21 ;  
reg  [ 2: 0]  stage21cluster ;  
reg  [ distanceBitLength - 1: 0]  stage22 ;  
reg  [ 2: 0]  stage22cluster ;  
 
// Stage 3 is the output stage.  
output  reg  [ distanceBitLength - 1: 0]  minDistance ;  // Output the minimum 
distance  
output  reg  [ 2: 0]  cluster ;  // Output the cluster number  
 
always  @(posedge  clk )  
begin  
 if  ( enable == 1'b1 )  
 begin  
  //// Stage 1 - Four compares total ////  
   
  // Compare1  
  if  ( distances [ 8* distanceBitLength - 1: 7* distanceBitLength ]  < 
distances [ 7* distanceBitLength - 1: 6* distanceBitLength ])  
  begin  
   stage11 <= distances [ 8* distanceBitLength -
1: 7* distanceBitLength ];  
   stage11cluster <= 3'b111 ;  
  end  
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  else  
  begin  
   stage11 <= distances [ 7* distanceBitLength -
1: 6* distanceBitLength ];  
   stage11cluster <= 3'b110 ;  
  end  
   
  // Compare2  
  if  ( distances [ 6* distanceBitLength - 1: 5* distanceBitLength ]  < 
distances [ 5* distanceBitLength - 1: 4* distanceBitLength ])  
  begin  
   stage12 <= distances [ 6* distanceBitLength -
1: 5* distanceBitLength ];  
   stage12cluster <= 3'b101 ;  
  end  
  else  
  begin  
   stage12 <= distances [ 5* distanceBitLength -
1: 4* distanceBitLength ];  
   stage12cluster <= 3'b100 ;  
  end  
   
  // Compare3  
  if  ( distances [ 4* distanceBitLength - 1: 3* distanceBitLength ]  < 
distances [ 3* distanceBitLength - 1: 2* distanceBitLength ])  
  begin  
   stage13 <= distances [ 4* distanceBitLength -
1: 3* distanceBitLength ];  
   stage13cluster <= 3'b011 ;  
  end  
  else  
  begin  
   stage13 <= distances [ 3* distanceBitLength -
1: 2* distanceBitLength ];  
   stage13cluster <= 3'b010 ;  
  end  
   
  // Compare4  
  if  ( distances [ 2* distanceBitLength - 1: 1* distanceBitLength ]  < 
distances [ 1* distanceBitLength - 1: 0* distanceBitLength ])  
  begin  
   stage14 <= distances [ 2* distanceBitLength -
1: 1* distanceBitLength ];  
   stage14cluster <= 3'b001 ;  
  end  
  else  
  begin  
   stage14 <= distances [ 1* distanceBitLength -
1: 0* distanceBitLength ];  
   stage14cluster <= 3'b000 ;  
  end  
   
  //// Stage 2 - middle level compares ////  
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  // Compare 1  
  if  ( stage11 < stage12 )  
  begin  
   stage21 <= stage11 ;  
   stage21cluster <= stage11cluster ;  
  end  
  else  
  begin  
   stage21 <= stage12 ;  
   stage21cluster <= stage12cluster ;  
  end  
   
  // Compare 2  
  if  ( stage13 < stage14 )  
  begin  
   stage22 <= stage13 ;  
   stage22cluster <= stage13cluster ;  
  end  
  else  
  begin  
   stage22 <= stage14 ;  
   stage22cluster <= stage14cluster ;  
  end  
   
  //// Stage 3 - Output stage, Single compare ////  
   
  if  ( stage21 < stage22 )  
  begin  
   minDistance <= stage21 ;  
   cluster <= stage21cluster ;  
  end  
  else  
  begin  
   minDistance <= stage22 ;  
   cluster <= stage22cluster ;  
  end  
 end  
end  
endmodule  
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Appendix J 

Verilog Random Address Generator Module for K-means Implementation 

 
module  randomAddressGen ( clk , reset , randomAddress );  
// This module produces random band alligned addres ses.  
// Each address corresponds to band 1 of some rando m pixel.  
// Configure such that each pixel has 8 bands and  
// address range starts at 0x0. 
// 
// Written by: Greg Geiger at Univ. of Alaska Fairb anks 
////////////////////////////////////////////  
 
input  clk ;  
input  reset ;  
 
output  reg  [ 21 : 0]  randomAddress ;  
 
always  @ ( posedge  clk )  
begin  
 if  ( reset )  
  randomAddress <= { 18'b101110001010001011 , 4'b0 };  //Seed 
value for lockup problems  
 else  
  randomAddress <= { randomAddress [ 20 : 4],( randomAddress [ 21 ]  ~^  
randomAddress [ 14 ]), 4'b0 };  
end  
endmodule  
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Appendix K 

Verilog Center Recalculation Module for K-means implementation 

 
module  centerCalc ( clk , enable , initialize , initInput , beginCalc , 
band1 , band2 , band3 , band4 , band5 , band6 , band7 , band8 , cluster , 
center1 , center2 , center3 , center4 , center5 , center6 , center7 , center8 , 
clusterinit , done , operate );  
// This module is the center calc module  
// It performs functions such as cluster accumulate ,  
// cluster initialize, and cluster recalculation.  
// 
// Written by: Greg Geiger at Univ. of Alaska Fairb anks 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////  
parameter  numBands = 8;  //used in center1-X,  
 
input  clk ;  
input  enable ;  //High for any action to work.  
 
input  initialize ;  // Input: High when it's initializing center values  
input  [ numBands* 16- 1: 0]  initInput ;  //Input from memory for initial 
centers.  
 
input  beginCalc ;  // Input: High one clock cycle to begin recalc 
clusters.  
 
input  signed  [ 15 : 0]  band1 ;  // Input minimum distance pixel (all bands)  
input  signed  [ 15 : 0]  band2 ;  
input  signed  [ 15 : 0]  band3 ;  
input  signed  [ 15 : 0]  band4 ;  
input  signed  [ 15 : 0]  band5 ;  
input  signed  [ 15 : 0]  band6 ;  
input  signed  [ 15 : 0]  band7 ;  
input  signed  [ 15 : 0]  band8 ;  
 
input  [ 2: 0]  cluster ;  // Input cluster number  
input  [ 2: 0]  clusterinit ; // initialize which cluster using this.  
 
output  reg  [ numBands* 16- 1: 0]  center1 ;  // The driver and storage 
location of current iteration  
output  reg  [ numBands* 16- 1: 0]  center2 ;  // center values for all 8 
clusters.  
output  reg  [ numBands* 16- 1: 0]  center3 ;  
output  reg  [ numBands* 16- 1: 0]  center4 ;  
output  reg  [ numBands* 16- 1: 0]  center5 ;  
output  reg  [ numBands* 16- 1: 0]  center6 ;  
output  reg  [ numBands* 16- 1: 0]  center7 ;  
output  reg  [ numBands* 16- 1: 0]  center8 ;  
 
reg  [ 17 : 0]  counter1 ;  // Keeps track of how many values are in each 
cluster (denominator)  
reg  [ 17 : 0]  counter2 ;  // Max would be 512x512=19 bits (by one... We are 
in trouble if all pixels are in one cluster.)  
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reg  [ 17 : 0]  counter3 ;  // So let's say... 18 bits needed. (512x512 - 1 
max)  
reg  [ 17 : 0]  counter4 ;  
reg  [ 17 : 0]  counter5 ;  
reg  [ 17 : 0]  counter6 ;  
reg  [ 17 : 0]  counter7 ;  
reg  [ 17 : 0]  counter8 ;  
 
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance11 ;  // Total values for adding up each 
pixel.  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance12 ;  // Need one for every band.  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance13 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance14 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance15 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance16 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance17 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance18 ;  
 
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance21 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance22 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance23 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance24 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance25 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance26 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance27 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance28 ;  
  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance31 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance32 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance33 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance34 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance35 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance36 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance37 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance38 ;  
 
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance41 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance42 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance43 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance44 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance45 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance46 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance47 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance48 ;  
 
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance51 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance52 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance53 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance54 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance55 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance56 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance57 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance58 ;  
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reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance61 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance62 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance63 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance64 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance65 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance66 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance67 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance68 ;  
 
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance71 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance72 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance73 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance74 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance75 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance76 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance77 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance78 ;  
 
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance81 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance82 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance83 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance84 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance85 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance86 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance87 ;  
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  totDistance88 ;  
 
reg  [ 7: 0]  calcCount ;  // Used to count # of clocks needed for 
division... maybe.  
reg  mask ;  // Used to go into division calc stuff if high... o therwise 
perform normal stuff.  
 
reg  signed  [ 32 : 0]  numerator ;  //Divider registers.  
reg  [ 17 : 0]  denominator ;  
wire  signed  [ 32 : 0]  quotient ;  
 
output  reg  done ;  
input  operate ;  
 
// Standard LPM divider module.  
// Configured with Pipeline length 10.  
// Bit widths as specified above.  
// Numerator and quotient signed.  
centerdiv centerdiv_inst (  
 . clock (  clk ),  
 . denom (  denominator ),  
 . numer (  numerator ),  
 . quotient (  quotient ),  
 . remain (   )  // Don't care.  
 );  
 
 
always  @(posedge  clk )  
begin  
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 if  ( done == 1'b1 )  //Once the entire process has been completed...  
 begin  
  if  ( enable == 1'b0 )  // and the outside world decides to 
disable the module and prepare for the next run...  
   done <= 1'b0 ;  // we will go back to chillaxing.  
 end  
 else  if  ( initialize == 1'b1  && enable == 1'b1  /*&& mask == 1'b0*/  
&& operate == 1'b0 )  begin  // If initialize input,  
 // reset counters and initialize center values from  minDistance 
and cluster inputs.  
  mask <= 1'b0 ;  
  done <= 1'b0 ;  
  case ( clusterinit )  
   0: begin  
    center1 <= initInput ;  
    counter1 <= 18'b0 ;  // and reset the counter...  
    totDistance11 <= 33'b0 ;  // and reset the 
totals.  
    totDistance12 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance13 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance14 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance15 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance16 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance17 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance18 <= 33'b0 ;  
   end  
   1: begin  
    center2 <= initInput ;  
    counter2 <= 18'b0 ;  
    totDistance21 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance22 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance23 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance24 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance25 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance26 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance27 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance28 <= 33'b0 ;  
   end  
   2: begin  
    center3 <= initInput ;  
    counter3 <= 18'b0 ;  
    totDistance31 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance32 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance33 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance34 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance35 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance36 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance37 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance38 <= 33'b0 ;  
   end  
   3: begin  
    center4 <= initInput ;  
    counter4 <= 18'b0 ;  
    totDistance41 <= 33'b0 ;  
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    totDistance42 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance43 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance44 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance45 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance46 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance47 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance48 <= 33'b0 ;  
   end  
   4: begin  
    center5 <= initInput ;  
    counter5 <= 18'b0 ;  
    totDistance51 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance52 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance53 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance54 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance55 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance56 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance57 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance58 <= 33'b0 ;  
   end  
   5: begin  
    center6 <= initInput ;  
    counter6 <= 18'b0 ;  
    totDistance61 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance62 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance63 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance64 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance65 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance66 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance67 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance68 <= 33'b0 ;  
   end  
   6: begin  
    center7 <= initInput ;  
    counter7 <= 18'b0 ;  
    totDistance71 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance72 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance73 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance74 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance75 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance76 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance77 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance78 <= 33'b0 ;  
   end  
   7: begin  
    center8 <= initInput ;  
    counter8 <= 18'b0 ;  
    totDistance81 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance82 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance83 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance84 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance85 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance86 <= 33'b0 ;  
    totDistance87 <= 33'b0 ;  
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    totDistance88 <= 33'b0 ;  
   end  
  endcase  
   
  
 end  
 // Begin performing recentering calculation  
 else  if  ( beginCalc == 1'b1  && enable == 1'b1  && mask == 1'b0  && 
initialize == 1'b0  && operate == 1'b0 )  begin   
  // Enable the mask bit and start loading the divide r up.  
  mask <= 1'b1 ;   
  calcCount <= 1;  //set to one?  
  numerator <= totDistance11 ;  
  denominator <= counter1 ;  
  done <= 1'b0 ;  
   
 end   
 // Standard operating mode.  
 else  if  ( mask == 1'b0  && enable == 1'b1  && initialize == 1'b0  && 
operate == 1'b1 )  begin   
  case ( cluster )  
   0: begin  
    counter1 <= counter1 + 1'b1 ;  //Increment the 
counter.  
    totDistance11 <= totDistance11 + band1 ;  //Sum 
the pixels.  
    totDistance12 <= totDistance12 + band2 ;  
    totDistance13 <= totDistance13 + band3 ;  
    totDistance14 <= totDistance14 + band4 ;  
    totDistance15 <= totDistance15 + band5 ;  
    totDistance16 <= totDistance16 + band6 ;  
    totDistance17 <= totDistance17 + band7 ;  
    totDistance18 <= totDistance18 + band8 ;  
   end  
   1: begin  
    counter2 <= counter2 + 1'b1 ;  
    totDistance21 <= totDistance21 + band1 ;  
    totDistance22 <= totDistance22 + band2 ;  
    totDistance23 <= totDistance23 + band3 ;  
    totDistance24 <= totDistance24 + band4 ;  
    totDistance25 <= totDistance25 + band5 ;  
    totDistance26 <= totDistance26 + band6 ;  
    totDistance27 <= totDistance27 + band7 ;  
    totDistance28 <= totDistance28 + band8 ;  
   end  
   2: begin  
    counter3 <= counter3 + 1'b1 ;  
    totDistance31 <= totDistance31 + band1 ;  
    totDistance32 <= totDistance32 + band2 ;  
    totDistance33 <= totDistance33 + band3 ;  
    totDistance34 <= totDistance34 + band4 ;  
    totDistance35 <= totDistance35 + band5 ;  
    totDistance36 <= totDistance36 + band6 ;  
    totDistance37 <= totDistance37 + band7 ;  
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    totDistance38 <= totDistance38 + band8 ;  
   end  
   3: begin  
    counter4 <= counter4 + 1'b1 ;  
    totDistance41 <= totDistance41 + band1 ;  
    totDistance42 <= totDistance42 + band2 ;  
    totDistance43 <= totDistance43 + band3 ;  
    totDistance44 <= totDistance44 + band4 ;  
    totDistance45 <= totDistance45 + band5 ;  
    totDistance46 <= totDistance46 + band6 ;  
    totDistance47 <= totDistance47 + band7 ;  
    totDistance48 <= totDistance48 + band8 ;  
   end  
   4: begin  
    counter5 <= counter5 + 1'b1 ;  
    totDistance51 <= totDistance51 + band1 ;  
    totDistance52 <= totDistance52 + band2 ;  
    totDistance53 <= totDistance53 + band3 ;  
    totDistance54 <= totDistance54 + band4 ;  
    totDistance55 <= totDistance55 + band5 ;  
    totDistance56 <= totDistance56 + band6 ;  
    totDistance57 <= totDistance57 + band7 ;  
    totDistance58 <= totDistance58 + band8 ;  
   end  
   5: begin  
    counter6 <= counter6 + 1'b1 ;  
    totDistance61 <= totDistance61 + band1 ;  
    totDistance62 <= totDistance62 + band2 ;  
    totDistance63 <= totDistance63 + band3 ;  
    totDistance64 <= totDistance64 + band4 ;  
    totDistance65 <= totDistance65 + band5 ;  
    totDistance66 <= totDistance66 + band6 ;  
    totDistance67 <= totDistance67 + band7 ;  
    totDistance68 <= totDistance68 + band8 ;  
   end  
   6: begin  
    counter7 <= counter7 + 1'b1 ;  
    totDistance71 <= totDistance71 + band1 ;  
    totDistance72 <= totDistance72 + band2 ;  
    totDistance73 <= totDistance73 + band3 ;  
    totDistance74 <= totDistance74 + band4 ;  
    totDistance75 <= totDistance75 + band5 ;  
    totDistance76 <= totDistance76 + band6 ;  
    totDistance77 <= totDistance77 + band7 ;  
    totDistance78 <= totDistance78 + band8 ;  
   end  
   7: begin  
    counter8 <= counter8 + 1'b1 ;  
    totDistance81 <= totDistance81 + band1 ;  
    totDistance82 <= totDistance82 + band2 ;  
    totDistance83 <= totDistance83 + band3 ;  
    totDistance84 <= totDistance84 + band4 ;  
    totDistance85 <= totDistance85 + band5 ;  
    totDistance86 <= totDistance86 + band6 ;  
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    totDistance87 <= totDistance87 + band7 ;  
    totDistance88 <= totDistance88 + band8 ;  
   end    
  endcase  
 end  
 // Performing ten million division operations for c enter recalc.  
 else  if  ( mask == 1'b1  && enable == 1'b1  && initialize == 1'b0 )  
begin   
  calcCount <= calcCount + 1'b1 ;  // increment counter.  
  case ( calcCount )  
   1: begin  
    numerator <= totDistance12 ;  
    // Also set totDistance to zero? (for next 
iteration without having to go to init stage)  
   end  
   2: begin  
    numerator <= totDistance13 ;  
   end  
   3: begin  
    numerator <= totDistance14 ;  
   end  
   4: begin  
    numerator <= totDistance15 ;  
   end  
   5: begin  
    numerator <= totDistance16 ;  
   end  
   6: begin  
    numerator <= totDistance17 ;  
   end  
   7: begin  
    numerator <= totDistance18 ;  
   end  
   8: begin  
    numerator <= totDistance21 ;  
    denominator <= counter2 ;  
   end  
   9: begin  
    numerator <= totDistance22 ;  
   end  
   10 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance23 ;  
    //First result comes out!  
   end  
   11 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance24 ;  
    if  ( totDistance11 !=  0)  
     center1 [ numBands* 16- 1: numBands* 16- 16 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   12 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance25 ;  
    if  ( totDistance12 !=  0)  
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     center1 [ numBands* 16- 17 : numBands* 16- 32 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   13 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance26 ;  
    if  ( totDistance13 !=  0)  
     center1 [ numBands* 16- 33 : numBands* 16- 48 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   14 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance27 ;  
    if  ( totDistance14 !=  0)  
     center1 [ numBands* 16- 49 : numBands* 16- 64 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   15 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance28 ;  
    if  ( totDistance15 !=  0)  
     center1 [ numBands* 16- 65 : numBands* 16- 80 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   16 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance31 ;  
    denominator <= counter3 ;  
    if  ( totDistance16 !=  0)  
     center1 [ numBands* 16- 81 : numBands* 16- 96 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   17 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance32 ;  
    if  ( totDistance17 !=  0)  
     center1 [ numBands* 16- 97 : numBands* 16- 112 ]  
<= quotient ;  
   end  
   18 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance18 !=  0)  
     center1 [ numBands* 16- 113 : numBands* 16- 128 ]  
<= quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance33 ;  
   end  
   19 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance21 !=  0)  
     center2 [ numBands* 16- 1: numBands* 16- 16 ]  <= 
quotient ;  // switch to next center storage  
    numerator <= totDistance34 ;  
   end  
   20 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance35 ;  
    if  ( totDistance22 !=  0)  
     center2 [ numBands* 16- 17 : numBands* 16- 32 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   21 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance36 ;  
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    if  ( totDistance23 !=  0)  
     center2 [ numBands* 16- 33 : numBands* 16- 48 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   22 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance37 ;  
    if  ( totDistance24 !=  0)  
     center2 [ numBands* 16- 49 : numBands* 16- 64 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   23 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance38 ;  
    if  ( totDistance25 !=  0)  
     center2 [ numBands* 16- 65 : numBands* 16- 80 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   24 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance41 ;  
    denominator <= counter4 ;  
    if  ( totDistance26 !=  0)  
     center2 [ numBands* 16- 81 : numBands* 16- 96 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   25 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance42 ;  
    if  ( totDistance27 !=  0)  
     center2 [ numBands* 16- 97 : numBands* 16- 112 ]  
<= quotient ;  
   end  
   26 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance43 ;  
    if  ( totDistance28 !=  0)  
     center2 [ numBands* 16- 113 : numBands* 16- 128 ]  
<= quotient ;  
   end  
   27 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance44 ;  
    if  ( totDistance31 !=  0)  
     center3 [ numBands* 16- 1: numBands* 16- 16 ]  <= 
quotient ;  // switch to next center storage  
   end  
   28 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance45 ;  
    if  ( totDistance32 !=  0)  
     center3 [ numBands* 16- 17 : numBands* 16- 32 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   29 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance46 ;  
    if  ( totDistance33 !=  0)  
     center3 [ numBands* 16- 33 : numBands* 16- 48 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   30 : begin  
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    numerator <= totDistance47 ;  
    if  ( totDistance34 !=  0)  
     center3 [ numBands* 16- 49 : numBands* 16- 64 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   31 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance48 ;  
    if  ( totDistance35 !=  0)  
     center3 [ numBands* 16- 65 : numBands* 16- 80 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   32 : begin  
    numerator <= totDistance51 ;  
    denominator <= counter5 ;  
    if  ( totDistance36 !=  0)  
     center3 [ numBands* 16- 81 : numBands* 16- 96 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   33 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance37 !=  0)  
     center3 [ numBands* 16- 97 : numBands* 16- 112 ]  
<= quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance52 ;  
   end  
   34 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance38 !=  0)  
     center3 [ numBands* 16- 113 : numBands* 16- 128 ]  
<= quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance53 ;  
   end  
   35 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance41 !=  0)  
     center4 [ numBands* 16- 1: numBands* 16- 16 ]  <= 
quotient ; // switch to next center storage  
    numerator <= totDistance54 ;  
   end  
   36 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance42 !=  0)  
     center4 [ numBands* 16- 17 : numBands* 16- 32 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance55 ;  
   end  
   37 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance43 !=  0)  
     center4 [ numBands* 16- 33 : numBands* 16- 48 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance56 ;  
   end  
   38 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance44 !=  0)  
     center4 [ numBands* 16- 49 : numBands* 16- 64 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance57 ;  
   end  
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   39 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance45 !=  0)  
     center4 [ numBands* 16- 65 : numBands* 16- 80 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance58 ;  
   end  
   40 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance46 !=  0)  
     center4 [ numBands* 16- 81 : numBands* 16- 96 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance61 ;  
   end  
   41 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance47 !=  0)  
     center4 [ numBands* 16- 97 : numBands* 16- 112 ]  
<= quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance62 ;  
   end  
   42 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance48 !=  0)  
     center4 [ numBands* 16- 113 : numBands* 16- 128 ]  
<= quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance63 ;  
   end  
   43 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance51 !=  0)  
     center5 [ numBands* 16- 1: numBands* 16- 16 ]  <= 
quotient ; // switch to next center storage  
    numerator <= totDistance64 ;  
   end  
   44 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance52 !=  0)  
     center5 [ numBands* 16- 17 : numBands* 16- 32 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance65 ;  
   end  
   45 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance53 !=  0)  
     center5 [ numBands* 16- 33 : numBands* 16- 48 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance66 ;  
   end  
   46 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance54 !=  0)  
     center5 [ numBands* 16- 49 : numBands* 16- 64 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance67 ;  
   end  
   47 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance55 !=  0)  
     center5 [ numBands* 16- 65 : numBands* 16- 80 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance68 ;  
   end  
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   48 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance56 !=  0)  
     center5 [ numBands* 16- 81 : numBands* 16- 96 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance71 ;  
   end  
   49 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance57 !=  0)  
     center5 [ numBands* 16- 97 : numBands* 16- 112 ]  
<= quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance72 ;  
   end  
   50 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance58 !=  0)  
     center5 [ numBands* 16- 113 : numBands* 16- 128 ]  
<= quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance73 ;  
   end  
   51 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance61 !=  0)  
     center6 [ numBands* 16- 1: numBands* 16- 16 ]  <= 
quotient ; // switch to next center storage  
    numerator <= totDistance74 ;  
   end  
   52 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance62 !=  0)  
     center6 [ numBands* 16- 17 : numBands* 16- 32 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance75 ;  
   end  
   53 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance63 !=  0)  
     center6 [ numBands* 16- 33 : numBands* 16- 48 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance76 ;  
   end  
   54 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance64 !=  0)  
     center6 [ numBands* 16- 49 : numBands* 16- 64 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance77 ;  
   end  
   55 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance65 !=  0)  
     center6 [ numBands* 16- 65 : numBands* 16- 80 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance78 ;  
   end  
   56 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance66 !=  0)  
     center6 [ numBands* 16- 81 : numBands* 16- 96 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance81 ;  
   end  
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   57 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance67 !=  0)  
     center6 [ numBands* 16- 97 : numBands* 16- 112 ]  
<= quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance82 ;  
   end  
   58 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance68 !=  0)  
     center6 [ numBands* 16- 113 : numBands* 16- 128 ]  
<= quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance83 ;  
   end  
   59 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance71 !=  0)  
     center7 [ numBands* 16- 1: numBands* 16- 16 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance84 ;  
   end  
   60 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance72 !=  0)  
     center7 [ numBands* 16- 17 : numBands* 16- 32 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance85 ;  
   end  
   61 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance73 !=  0)  
     center7 [ numBands* 16- 33 : numBands* 16- 48 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance86 ;  
   end  
   62 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance74 !=  0)  
     center7 [ numBands* 16- 49 : numBands* 16- 64 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance87 ;  
   end  
   63 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance75 !=  0)  
     center7 [ numBands* 16- 65 : numBands* 16- 80 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
    numerator <= totDistance88 ;  
   end  
   64 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance76 !=  0)  
     center7 [ numBands* 16- 81 : numBands* 16- 96 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   65 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance77 !=  0)  
     center7 [ numBands* 16- 97 : numBands* 16- 112 ]  
<= quotient ;  
   end  
   66 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance78 !=  0)  
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     center7 [ numBands* 16- 113 : numBands* 16- 128 ]  
<= quotient ;  
   end  
   67 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance81 !=  0)  
     center8 [ numBands* 16- 1: numBands* 16- 16 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   68 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance82 !=  0)  
     center8 [ numBands* 16- 17 : numBands* 16- 32 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   69 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance83 !=  0)  
     center8 [ numBands* 16- 33 : numBands* 16- 48 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   70 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance84 !=  0)  
     center8 [ numBands* 16- 49 : numBands* 16- 64 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   71 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance85 !=  0)  
     center8 [ numBands* 16- 65 : numBands* 16- 80 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   72 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance86 !=  0)  
     center8 [ numBands* 16- 81 : numBands* 16- 96 ]  <= 
quotient ;  
   end  
   73 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance87 !=  0)  
     center8 [ numBands* 16- 97 : numBands* 16- 112 ]  
<= quotient ;  
   end  
   74 : begin  
    if  ( totDistance88 !=  0)  
     center8 [ numBands* 16- 113 : numBands* 16- 128 ]  
<= quotient ;  
    // WE ARE DONE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11111!11!!@#!@$12  
    // Now we should output a flag for a clock 
cycle.  
    // This output flag is important so that enable 
gets turned off right away.  
    mask <= 1'b0 ;  
    done <= 1'b1 ;  
   end  
   default :  begin  
    // Do nothing! Just a catcher. Mask bit should 
already have been disabled previously...  
   end  
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  endcase  
 end  
 else  begin  
 // Do nothing! Module is supposed to be shut off.  
 done <= 1'b0 ;  
 end  
end  
endmodule  




